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ABSTRACT
This document presents a pilot study for evaluating the serious artistic merit of
unaccompanied solo trumpet literature.
The model for use in the study was derived from the efforts of two wind band
literature researchers, Acton E. Ostling, Jr. and Jay W. Gilbert. Ostling wrote his
dissertation in 1978 and Gilbert replicated and updated the research in 1993. The
primary element of the Ostling and Gilbert studies was a carefully defined collection
of ten criteria used to evaluate the quality of each work. A 5-point Likert scale was the
unit of measurement. The outcome of this adaptation was a rank ordered list of
unaccompanied solo trumpet works, which were judged to be works of "serious
artistic merit." 197 works were evaluated by sixteen evaluators and twenty-six works
were judged to qualify as possessing serious artistic merit.
One other element made this study unique. All the research occurred via the
Internet. The panel, data presentation and data collection were completed through net
resources.
Analysis of the results suggested additional research that would function as a
verification of evaluators' results. It was determined that an analysis of several works,
earning the label "serious artistic merit," should be analyzed for structure and content
to determine what characteristics were present that warranted the high rating they
received. Three works were evaluated by a single person and received scores of 100%.
After eliminating those three works, twenty-one works remained. A cursory survey of
the scores revealed three works as having scores above 90%. I will provide further
statistical analysis that demonstrates a significant difference between a score of 90%
xv
and scores above 90%. Based on the assumption that my statistical analysis is correct,
the three works receiving additional analysis are Etude #2 - Du Style by Theo Charlier,




In 1978, Acton Eric Ostling, Jr. wrote a dissertation entitled An Evaluation of
Compositions for Wind Band According to Specific Criteria of Serious Artistic Merit.
In 1993, Jay Warren Gilbert revisited the same study in An Evaluation of
Compositions for Wind Band According to Specific Criteria of Serious Artistic Merit:
A Replication and Update. Both studies appraised a select number of wind band
compositions. However, the list of evaluated wind band compositions varied within
the parameters of the Ostling and Gilbert surveys. Both studies included many of the
same compositions because Gilbert used Ostling’s list as a point of departure. A
collection of ten attributes was created by Ostling and then used in the Gilbert
replication. Those ten criteria were the foundation for measuring serious artistic merit
in pieces of wind band literature. A numeric value was assigned to individual works
by each of twenty evaluators. The evaluators' averaged scores provided a rank
ordering of the wind band works considered in the study. No study has attempted to
quantify the serious artistic merit of individual works in trumpet literature.*
This author borrowed the Ostling-Gilbert model and adopted it for use in
evaluating unaccompanied solo trumpet literature. The result was a select list of
unaccompanied solo trumpet literature presented in rank order. A score derived from
the sixteen evaluators' averaged scores determined the rank order.
*The term trumpet was used throughout this study to indicate all members of the
trumpet family. It can be successfully argued that substantial differences may exist
between members of this instrumental family. Clarity of the ideas presented was
better maintained by using a single label for all the instruments in this family.
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Trumpet literature is not replete with true masterworks. Certainly, some works
withstand any evaluation. However, performers, educators and students occasionally
accept some works as major compositions, whether or not the work is of significant
merit. Timothy Reynish, conductor at the Royal Northern College of Music, wrote in a
1999 article, “I suspect we tend to accept some music as masterpieces, because there’s
nothing else; for instance, if the Beethoven Horn Sonata were one of twenty or forty
classic masterpieces for horn and piano, who would play that rather ordinary little
piece?”1 Ostling posed one central question that served as the driving force behind his
literature search. "What compositions within this large body of literature are most
worthy of study and performance?"2
Three outcomes are expected from the current study. First, a number of works
will be identified as possessing serious artistic merit. Second, the evaluation,
composition, and discussion of trumpet literature will be stimulated. Third,
comparisons of statistical analysis of results from this study will be consistent with the
results of the Gilbert and Ostling studies.
The development and study of trumpet literature has not occurred evenly. Most
evaluation was at the hand of conscientious individuals who simply share a common
interest in the medium. A consistent level of academic intensity was not evident in a
review of trumpet literature evaluation. Neither has there been a widespread, long-
term initiative promoting the composition of unaccompanied solo trumpet literature.
Monthly issues of the ITG Journal often include a free composition. However, that
work is not limited to unaccompanied solo trumpet. No evidence of a charge or
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mandate for the development of trumpet literature was found during the assembly of
the composition list in this study.
Available music for trumpet is a product of only a few recent generations. To
be sure, examples of music written for trumpet are extant in every historical period
associated with Western art music. If one accepts a broad definition of a brass
instrument as lips vibrating in a cup-shaped mouthpiece, causing air to vibrate in a
tubular resonator, then brass instruments have existed for many centuries.3 Acceptance
of that most basic genre of brass instrument expands the volume of literature
surrounding it. Even then, the number of idiomatic works for the brass family is small
and a list of works for trumpet is even smaller. Only relatively recent events place the
trumpet and its music in the foreground of musical thought. The American wind band
movement that began in the late Nineteenth Century, and is still evolving today, was
one event that thrust trumpets into the forefront as a primary melodic instrument.
Adding to the small amount of music is the fact that the valve trumpet family is only
150 years old. Consequently, acceptance as a melodic instrument has come slowly and
uneasily to the trumpet family.
Trumpets, indeed, are part of J. S. Bach’s mighty oeuvre and scored in works
by composers, great and small, during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries.
Physical characteristics of natural, valveless trumpets limited composers' efforts to
write chromatic musical lines for early trumpets. A trumpet's range was limited to a
few overtones within a harmonic series. Only changing the length of tubing would
produce additional pitches. Changing the length of the instrument was accomplished
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by changing crooks. Changing crooks added pitches but did not add to facility because
the process of changing crooks is ungainly.
Illustration 1. Overtone series based on a fundamental of C
A trumpet’s typical role in a Classic era orchestra of Mozart and Haydn is
limited to one of harmonic punctuation. Haydn scored two trumpet parts in his
Symphony No. 48, "Maria Theresa," (1772).4 A total of seven pitches were used in the
first movement's trumpet parts. Those seven pitches were limited to tonic and
dominant pitches in the tonic key and its closely related neighboring keys. The limited
harmonic language represented by Symphony No. 48 is also illustrated in the limited
pitch selection encountered in the trumpet parts.
Illustration 2. Sample trumpet parts from Haydn Symphony No. 48 "Maria Theresa"
A similar limitation is found in the works of Beethoven. Symphony No. 3, Op.
55 (1804),5 while a milestone work, still demonstrates limited pitch selection in the
two trumpet parts because of the physical limitations of the natural trumpet. The Third
Symphony is nearly twice as long as Beethoven's first two symphonies and similar
works by Beethoven's contemporaries. The developmental sections, in particular, are
longer and move through a wider variety of key centers than earlier works of
Beethoven and his predecessors.
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Felix Weingartner discussed, at length, the limitations Nineteenth Century
instruments placed on composers of the day. Specifically, Weingartner addressed
Beethoven's treatment of brass instruments.
We do find, in fact, that the horns and trumpets often come to a
standstill simply because it was impossible to obtain a suitable sound
for a given chord on the instruments of that time, and that for the same
reason they often break off the melodial design entrusted to them and
proceed merely with harmonic notes or pause altogether. We see that
these instruments are often obliged to make dangerous and apparently
aimless leaps because they could follow the progress of the musical
structure in no other way.6
Beethoven leaves out entire measures in a melodic line because they are not
playable within the overtone series of a natural trumpet. He expanded the melodic
capacity of the valveless trumpet, but was still limited by the physical properties of a
single overtone series. Beethoven's works were written prior to the reform of brass
instruments through the use of valves. Valves have been beneficial in many respects.7
The primary theme of the first movement outlines a tonic triad. That melody
can be performed on a natural trumpet for the first four bars, or antecedent phrase, of
the melody. However, the material following the antecedent phrase cannot be
performed on a natural trumpet without a change in crooks, which changes the
harmonic series and permits the execution of those pitches. Weingartner continued
with a summary of solutions he shared with Richard Wagner, and Hans von Bülow.
Other alterations are necessary in those passages in which both
horns or both trumpets are playing in octaves, but where Beethoven has
been obliged through lack of a natural tone to allow the second voice to
make a disproportionate leap. Wagner, as he tells us himself, used
"generally" to recommend his second wind players alter their part in
such passages as the following from Beethoven's Symphony No. 3 -
First movement.8
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Illustration 3. Beethoven Symphony No. 3 - I, original trumpet parts
Wagner's solution was to take the lower octave and play the previous passage
as follows.
Illustration 4. Beethoven Symphony No. 3 - I, corrected trumpet parts
A second example can be found later in the same movement of "Eroica."
Illustration 5. Beethoven Symphony No. 3 - I, original trumpet parts
Again, Wagner's solution was to take the lower octave and play the previous
passage as follows.
Illustration 6. Beethoven Symphony No. 3 - I, corrected trumpet parts
An attempt to bridge "missing notes" between various overtone series was
made by late Classical and Romantic era composers by writing parts for two pairs of
trumpets and horns in two different keys. The combined pairs of instruments were able
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to execute complete melodic lines without concern for missing notes within a specific
harmonic series.
Brahms and Mendelssohn further expanded the harmonic and melodic
properties of their symphonies. However, they still limited the pitch selection of
trumpet parts in their works because of the limitations of the physical properties of
valveless trumpets. Although Brahms completed his Fourth Symphony in 1885, the
natural trumpet was still the primary instrument of the day.
Mahler, Wagner and Richard Strauss penned ideas requiring extensive melodic
preparation of a relatively brief musical idea. Igor Stravinsky included the cornet and
trumpet as an essential element in chamber works like L’Histoire du Soldat. The great
cornetists Jules Levy, Jean Baptiste Arban and Herbert L. Clarke added many works to
the body of trumpet literature. Vincent Persichetti, a renowned contemporary
composer, also added important works to a growing body of trumpet literature.
However, the trumpet does not own a musical legacy comparable to the voice, violin
or keyboard families.
Absence of numerous works limited the potential of the trumpet only slightly
more that the absence of sequences of works by the same composer.9 Consider how far
keyboard instruments have traveled through the development of their stock of
literature. A simple tally of works can chart the development of the solo keyboard
sonata by three composers in that genre. Domenico Scarlatti wrote 555 sonatas,
Wolfgang Mozart wrote nineteen sonatas and Beethoven wrote twenty-nine sonatas.
There is no comparable array of repertoire for the trumpet. Moreover, the
quality of trumpet literature spans the distance between musical chicanery to works of
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serious artistic merit. Consequently, a great depth of literature does not exist; our field
sometimes accepts lesser works as important.
Ostling found that "An evaluation of this literature (wind band literature)
through repeated professional performance over many years, as was the case with the
large body of orchestra literature, is not possible with this body of literature."10 If the
sheer newness of the wind band repertoire prevents the evaluation over time to occur,
then a time deficiency is especially true for works of trumpet literature and still more
evident for works of unaccompanied solo trumpet literature.
Even the relatively small list of 197 works evaluated in this study, are an
obstacle. "It would be impossible for any conductor (performer in this case), within a
lifetime, to study and perform every composition on every list and then arrive at
quality judgments."11
LIMITS OF STUDY
A significant part of the Ostling and Gilbert efforts was invested in defining
the instrumentation grouping included in the studies. Wind band music involves many
categories: college band, high school band, marching band, wind symphony,
symphonic band, symphony band, and wind ensemble.12 There is no confusion,
however, about the definition of unaccompanied solo trumpet literature. Any work that
included a second voice was excluded from this literature list. The closing date for the
literature search was December 1999. Any works that may have been published since
then were not included in the literature evaluated.
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NEED FOR STUDY
This author offers a model for future evaluations of quality in solo trumpet
literature through assessment of unaccompanied solo trumpet literature. Locating high
quality trumpet literature is more than a simple pursuit of playable music. The large
number of published works for solo trumpet makes exhaustive and consistent
evaluations of music by a single person unlikely. Therefore, a method providing
interested parties with assistance in determining the quality of specific pieces of
trumpet literature was offered. Simple acquisition of new musical material is
inefficient. This study will be helpful by providing a list of works to any interested
party and will avoid the expense of purchasing a large number of works before finding
an acceptable work. A method that identifies trumpet music of serious artistic merit
addresses the triumvirate of “composer - performer - audience.” First, musicians can
more easily locate literature worth performing. Second, composers of high quality
literature will find their efforts rewarded by additional sales of their music. Third,
composers will improve and maintain quality in music. Finally, well performed
trumpet music found to score high in terms of serious artistic merit will be more
readily accepted by a listener. Performances accepted by the audience expand the
depth and breadth of the listening experience and, in turn, increase demand for high
quality literature.
EXPECTED RESULTS
The results of the current study began the process of separating the listed
unaccompanied solo trumpet music into two descriptive categories, as articulated by
Timothy Reynish. The first category is “music that rings my bell.” The second
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category is simply, “the other sort.”13 The proposed value of this research will be a list
of works labeled as significant musical contributions because they possess serious
artistic merit. A secondary outcome will be future investigations about quality in
trumpet music. Bennett Reimer’s assertion about the value of his individual work can
be utilized as a guide for this study’s focus. The word “'A[n]'” in the title suggests an
idea among ideas. The author does not intend for this study to be “THE” final
evaluative tool.”14 The value of this study will be realized if the results generate a
desire for more high quality trumpet literature by objectively identifying high quality
literature already in print. As Reimer said, “The premise is that the essential nature
and value of music [literature] are determined by the nature and value of music.”15 In




Procedures in this study involved the following tasks: 1) imposing the limits of
the study, 2) determining the usefulness of the criteria for determining serious artistic
merit with the unaccompanied solo trumpet genre, 3) developing a comprehensive list
of unaccompanied solo trumpet literature, 4) selection of evaluators, 5) distribution
and return of the surveys, 6) analyzing the results.
TYPES OF COMPOSITIONS
Any composition for unaccompanied solo trumpet was included as possible
material for this survey. Whether a work was an original composition for the trumpet
or a transcription from another instrument, all works were included. The only works
not included in the final survey were those listed as part of a collection in which the
individual movement was also included separately.
Ostling classified works as follows:
§ Original compositions
§ Transcriptions for wind band
§ Edited versions of original wind compositions
§ Compositions for piano and wind band
§ Compositions for solo strings and wind band
§ Compositions for solo wind instruments and wind band
§ Compositions for solo percussion or other keyboard instruments and wind band
§ Compositions for solo voice and wind band
§ Dramatic compositions using wind band
§ Compositions using electronic sources with wind band
§ Symphony orchestra repertoire (movements) using wind instruments alone
§ Compositions for brass and percussion instruments
§ Compositions using special instruments
§ Compositions using harp in the ensemble16
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CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING SERIOUS ARTISTIC MERIT
The ten criteria, defined later in this chapter, were carried over from Ostling
and Gilbert for use in this study. Each criterion required no special clarification for use
in a discussion regarding literature for unaccompanied solo trumpet. The task set
before evaluators was a daunting task. Each evaluator was expected to possess a
breadth of scholarly and objective experience necessary to accomplish that task. Yet,
backgrounds of individuals can be admired by many, and still have many differences.
Ostling said, "The assumption seems to be that one becomes thoroughly trained as a
musician (theory, orchestration, form, analysis, etc.) and then reaches down into the
depths of one's background to make value and quality judgments."17
In order to preserve the underpinning of the Ostling and Gilbert studies, the
bulk of terminology and definitions was used in the second and third chapters of this
research effort.
The three words “serious artistic merit” were assigned the following
definitions.
serious: The word “serious” is used in its meaning as demanding
earnest application, requiring considerable care and
thought, sincerely motivated, important and significant.
It is not used in graver or somber context and can
therefore include the cheerful and or humorous vein,
which is not trivial.18
artistic: The adjective “artistic” is used in its meaning as
conformable to the standards of art, characterized by
taste, discrimination, judgment and skill in execution,
satisfying aesthetic requirements — modern dictionaries
still giving the preferred definition of aesthetic as
relating to the sense of the beautiful.19
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merit: The noun “merit” is used in its meaning as a claim to
commendation, excellence in quality and deserving
esteem.20
The following ten criteria and explanations were extracted from the
Ostling-Gilbert model.
1. The composition has form — not 'a form' but form — and
reflects a proper balance between repetition and contrast.
This statement addresses the overall organization of the piece. It
seeks to clarify that the criterion in this instance should not be an
identifiable or specific mold as in the standard forms (rondo, song and
trio, sonata, fugue — forms of music), but form in music — an orderly
arrangement of elements (always given in stylistic context). In a certain
sense, it is difficult to imagine how form in some sense could be
nonexistent in music. Berry defines form as 'the sum of those qualities
in a piece of music that bind together its parts and animate the whole.’21
Groves Dictionary states: "As long as musical sound consists solely of
repetition, the monotone, it remains formless. On the other hand, when
music goes to the other extreme and refuses to revert to any point,
either rhythmic, melodic or harmonic, which recollection can identify,
it is equally formless. Repetition and contrast, therefore, are the two
twin principles of musical form."22
This criterion requires a judgment as to whether these twin
principles (repetition and contrast) are in proper balance in a
composition.23
2. The composition reflects shape and design, and creates the
impression of conscious choice and judicious arrangement on the
part of the composer.
This statement seeks to be a bit more specific in the area of
form. Cooper speaks of control in organization. As extracted from his
essential points, this criterion seeks to address the craftsmanship of the
composer in controlling dynamic and static gestures, control of
phrasing and cadencing, the pacing of musical events and control of
internal arrival points.24
3. The composition reflects craftsmanship in orchestration,
demonstrating proper balance between transparent and tutti
scoring and also between solo and group colors.
This criterion applies to the composer’s control over texture and
color. Rogers establishes an analogy between the artist's palette and the
selection of instrumental colors in music. He indicates that single
families and solo instruments are transparent, and that mixing produces
secondary shades. Increased mixing and doubling leads to neutrality
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and grayness in color.25 Factors of musical color and texture must be in
a proper balance in making a judgment of serious artistic merit.26
The above criterion may be less useful in the application of this specific model
used to evaluate unaccompanied solo trumpet literature. Use of mutes, instrument
changes, and special effects enables the continued use of this criterion. However, its
consideration possesses some validity and will be of great concern when expanded for
use in considering a body of accompanied trumpet literature.
4. The composition is sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an
immediate grasp of its musical meaning.
If the tendencies of musical movement are totally predictable,
and directly apparent upon first hearing the composition, the value of
the music is minimized. This statement does not intend to imply that
only complex music can meet standards of serious artistic merit. It is
true that a complex composition requires several hearings to grasp its
intricacies in musical meaning, but a composition which is not complex
might provoke a distinctive and unique response from the listener
which of itself places that composition in the category of being
sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an immediate grasp of its
meaning, thus sustaining its intrigue through repeated hearings.27
5. The route through which the composition travels in initiating its
musical tendencies and probable musical goals is not completely direct
and obvious.
Concerning this aspect of value of music, Meyer states the
following principles: 1) A work that establishes no tendencies … will
be of no value. 2) If the most probable goal is reached in the most
direct way, given the stylistic context, the musical event, taken in itself,
will be of little value. 3) If the goal is never reached, or if the
tendencies activated become dissipated in the press of over-elaborate,
or irrelevant diversions, then the value will tend to be minimal.28
6. The composition is consistent in its quality throughout its
length and in its various sections.
This criterion seeks to ensure that in a symphony; for instance, a
final movement reaches the same level of quality of the opening and
the middle movements. In a suite, the movements should not be
alternately profound and trivial. This criterion would, of course, also
apply to the various sections of a single movement composition.29
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7. The composition is consistent in its style, reflecting a
complete grasp of technical details, clearly conceived ideas, and
avoids lapses into trivial, futile or unsuitable passages.
Hanslick, writing in 1854, makes the following statement
concerning style:  “Style in music, we should like to understand in a
purely musical sense: as the perfect grasp of the technical side of
music, which in the expression of the creative thought assumes an
appearance of uniformity. A composer shows his good style by
avoiding everything trivial, futile and unsuitable, as he carries out a
clearly conceived idea, and by bringing every technical detail into
artistic agreement with the whole.”30
Machlis describes style in art as including all factors that may
possibly influence the grammar, the syntax, and the rhetoric of the
language of art. In another manner, style may be defined as describing
a composition in terms of its consistencies with, and differences from,
other compositions relating to historical periods of music. Any
eclecticism reflected in the music must be justified by the artistic
concept behind the work, rather than existing as a chance happening
which indicates either incompetence, or a lack of care in the technical
details.31
8. The composition reflects ingenuity in its development, given
the stylistic context in which it exists.
Thomson states that the clinical signs of quality in music are
three: 1) the ability of a work to hold one’s attention, 2) one’s ability to
remember it vividly, and 3) a certain strangeness in musical texture,
that is to say, the presence technical invention such as novelty of
rhythm, of contrapuntal, harmonic, melodic or instrumental device.32
The stylistic context in which the composition exists indicates
that the development, and the ingenuity in development, is not
restricted as with the development section of sonata form. The
ingenuity indeed might be melodic, but might also be in the area of
orchestration, harmony, rhythm, and other elements. Music that is not
conventionally melodic in its orientation, if it is of high quality, will
have some developmental aspect which characterizes the composition.
Thomson uses the terms 'strangeness' and 'novelty' as related to the use
of the elements and the ingenuity of development in the composition of
high quality.33
9. The composition is genuine in idiom, and is not pretentious.
This statement seeks assurance that the composition is true to
the concept implied either by its title, or the intent on the part of the
composer in presenting the composition as one of serious artistic merit.
In reacting to a concert performance, American theorist Paul Cooper
once described William Schuman's Newsreel (with its sections titled
Horse Race, Fashion Parade, Tribal Dance, Monkeys at the Zoo, and
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Parade) to a college theory class as a better composition than others on
the particular band concert, because it was genuine, i.e., it made no
attempt to exist as anything more profound or learned than its musical
conception would allow. (This composition is a programmatic
impression of the old motion picture newsreel, and, as such, is craftily
constructed.) While it is theoretically possible for a fine piece of music
to be totally mis-titled by the composer—logic dictating that the title a
composer selects has no bearing on the quality of the music—this
criterion seeks to guard against defects which are more basic to the
quality of the music than the mere incongruous nature of the title in
comparison with the music. There is much wind-band music that is
permeated with melodic, and particularly harmonic cliches, exuding the
sound of commercial music while attempting to parade under the
banner of artistic respectability as a work of serious artistic merit. It is
often well-crafted in orchestration. Thomson compares a genuine
affective response on the part of the listener with a meretricious one.34
Such music often is falsely alluring, and should be avoided in
considering a repertoire of serious artistic merit.35
10. The composition reflects musical validity that transcends
factors of historical importance, or factors of pedagogical
usefulness.
Evaluators should rate a composition only on the basis of its
significance as a composition of serious artistic merit. Care must be
exercised to prevent such factors as historical importance of a
composition from contaminating an evaluation on the basis of its merit
in quality. The evaluators should also avoid high ratings for a
composition that might suit the [trumpet] medium well, but which
might not withstand close scrutiny by musicians in general.36
An examination of the above criteria required consultation of Ostling's sources,
Gilbert’s sources and several supplementary resources. Gilbert duplicated An
Evaluation of Wind Band Literature According to Specific Criteria of Serious Artistic
Merit (1978) by Acton Ostling, Jr. The current author reviewed the same and studied a
variety of supplemental sources. (See Appendix A)
Leonard Bernstein posed in his book, The Infinite Variety of Music (1970), that
a gap opened between the modern audience and the composer during the first half of
the Twentieth Century. He sought to bridge that gap. Much of the discourse in The
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Infinite Variety of Music occurs in the form of challenging if-then statements.
Bernstein encouraged composer, performer and audience to judge a work based on the
vast expanse of its completeness. “Every work, every real work of art, has a world of
its own that it inhabits, where there’s a certain smell and touch. Even various works by
the same artist differ if they’re really important works.”37 Therefore, evaluators,
including evaluators outside the group impaneled for this survey, were advised to stay
focused on the entire work.
James Neilson, in a LeBlanc publication (1960), also posed questions about
quality in music. Neilson suggested nine valuable criteria one might use to define
good music. This author suggests Neilson’s opinion as further clarification of how one
might evaluate music. Good music has: 1) rhythmic vitality, 2) genuine originality, 3)
melody, 4) harmony, 5) craftsmanship, 6) a sense of values, 7) emotion justified, 8)
quality as defined by personal taste, and 9) having withstood the test of time.38 Neilson
himself best explains the above list. Therefore, the complete article is located in
Appendix B. Neilson closed his remarks by cautioning the listener not to confuse the
quality of a performance with the quality of the work itself.
Eugene Ormandy wrote a brief article for the “Aural Art” section of the
Perspectives in Music Education, Source Book III (1966). The late, great conductor
defined a list of five simple criteria he utilized to identify good music. 1) Good music
must withstand the test of time. 2) The genius of the composer shines through the
music. 3) The opinion of other musicians and critics will assist in identifying good
music. 4) A musician’s personal taste must come into play. 5) A measure of the
“adorable bad music … represents not only the negative test for the great music; but
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also maintains the necessary equilibrium for a healthy musical life.”39 The entire
Ormandy article may be found in Appendix B.
Thorough consideration of the ten Ostling-Gilbert criteria just defined should
not lead evaluator, performer or consumer away from the implicit nature each piece
represents. In the end, the music is sound organized to be expressive. While choosing
different routes of reason, Bernstein, Ormandy and Neilson came to similar
conclusions about the evaluation of music.
DEVELOPMENT OF LIST OF COMPOSITIONS
A first task was to acquire a reasonably complete list of accompanied and
unaccompanied solo trumpet music. A major brass music publisher, the author's
personal experience, and a wide variety of other sources were utilized in assembling
an exhaustive list of trumpet literature. The point of departure was the solo trumpet
literature listed in the Robert King Brass Player’s Guide.40 The Brass Player’s Guide
is simply a publisher’s catalogue. Music for all combinations of brass instruments is
listed. After collecting all the solo trumpet literature from this source, a long list of
supplementary sources was investigated. These sources included theses, dissertations,
studies, articles and reviews. All of the sources examined are listed in Chapter Three.
A second task was to determine which titles from the composite list should be
used for the evaluation process. Collections of works (providing that the individual
pieces were listed elsewhere), obsolete titles, popular songs and holiday selections
were eliminated. The resultant list exceeded 3,400 titles. Subsequently, the author
chose to limit the scope of this document to testing an evaluative tool on
unaccompanied solo trumpet literature in the belief that it will show promise for later
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use with a much broader segment of solo trumpet literature. A list of 197 works of
unaccompanied solo trumpet literature was the result.
A third task was to locate a model. This author’s knowledge of the Ostling and
Gilbert dissertations provided a tested model adaptable for an examination of solo
trumpet literature. A list of twenty panelists was required to complete the project, in
order to fulfill the specifications of the Ostling-Gilbert model. A specific list of
definitions for panel members was based on the criteria from Ostling and Gilbert.
RATING SCALE
A 5-point Likert type scale was utilized as a gauge. A “zero” was provided for
compositions unknown to the panelists. As Ostling noted, a Likert type scale is quick
and easy for the end user.41 The ten criteria were available as a separate window on the
web site. A minimum knowledge level was required for acceptance as an evaluator of
the study compositions. Levels of knowledge about each piece in the study were also
included as a separate window on the web site. A reproduction of each screen used in
the web site and the instructions given to the panelists are in Appendix D.
A percentage score of 80% was required, by the Ostling model, for a
composition to receive the rating of serious artistic merit as shown in Table 1. Ostling
designed a graduated scoring system that allowed for a composition's evaluation with
an incomplete set of scores.
  Both Ostling and Gilbert used the scale in Table 1 as the minimum score
parameters for determining serious artistic merit. The scale was used in the current
study although only sixteen evaluators were used. An adjustment of raw scores was
considered but deemed unnecessary. Ostling and Gilbert required an 80% point
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threshold regardless of the number of evaluators. Chapter Four outlines comparisons
of the results from the Ostling, Gilbert and Bellinger studies. The comparisons will
determine the reliability of this evaluative tool.
Table 1. Number of points and percentage of points required for a composition to meet










20 100 79 79
19 95 76 80
18 90 72 80
17 85 68 80
16 80 64 80
15 75 60 80
14 70 56 80
13 65 52 80
12 60 48 80
11 55 44 80
10 50 40 80
9 45 36 80
8 40 32 80
7 35 28 80
6 30 24 80
5 25 20 80
4 20 17 80
3 15 13 80
2 10 9 80
1 5 5 100
SELECTION OF EVALUATORS
The evaluators in the Ostling and Gilbert studies were selected by polling a
large body of band directors, composers and conductors through the mail. Each
respondent was asked to list the people they felt were most qualified to evaluate wind
band literature. In keeping with the restrictions of the Ostling study, the initial list was
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drawn from College Music Society mailing lists. Respondents were college or
university instructors. Both Ostling and Gilbert impaneled twenty evaluators.
In the introduction to the Companion to Contemporary Musical Thought
(1992), John Paynter provided a small comment relevant to the focus of this study.
Paynter referred to the contributors of the Companion as the "foremost scholars and
practical musicians of our time."42 The problem, of course, is that "scholars and
practical musicians" are often the types of people our greatest composers disagreed
with most vehemently.
Selection of a panel presented a unique challenge and a novel solution. Twenty
panelists were required to meet the standards of the Ostling-Gilbert model. Both
Ostling and Gilbert relied on traditional mail service to select panelists and distribute
the actual material to be surveyed. Ostling and Gilbert collected street addresses. The
addresses were drawn from the College Music Society Directory of Music Faculties in
Colleges and Universities, U. S. and Canada. Each instructor was mailed a self-
addressed, pre-stamped post card.
Table 2 compares the number of nomination requests sent and the number of
nomination responses received by the Ostling, Gilbert, and Bellinger studies. All three
studies requested qualifiers as points of departure for nominating potential evaluators.
The qualifiers were adapted for this study as follows:
§ an author in the field of trumpet, trumpet pedagogy, trumpet performance, or
trumpet literature
§ an instructor of trumpet at a college or university
§ a trumpet player with extensive chamber experience
§ a trumpet player with extensive solo experience
§ a trumpet player with extensive orchestral experience
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Table 2. Comparison of nominations forms sent, nomination forms received,
nominations, and evaluators
Ostling Gilbert Bellinger
Requests sent 312 354 583
Requests returned 188 203 223
Nominations 222 252 223
Evaluators 20 20 16
Internet resources were used to identify the panel for this author's effort. An
Internet mailing list was created from printed geographic and instrumental lists found
in the College Music Society’s annual directory. Approximately 583 CMS trumpet
instructors were informed as to the nature of the study. A single recommendation
requesting the name of a person possessing sufficient knowledge of trumpet literature
was, again, needed to fulfill the requirements of Ostling. The text of the request is
located in Appendix C.
Twenty-eight potential panelists were identified. The testing tool required
twenty panelists. Eight additional potential evaluators were included in the event one,
or some, evaluators were not willing or able to complete the study.
Each panel member was given a web site address. Each panel member was
prompted by the introductory screen to provide his/her name as verification of
participation in this study. Evaluation instructions and the introductory screen are
included in Appendix D. The website instructions paralleled the verbal outline
provided each evaluator during the telephone conversation that invited his/her
participation. The eight evaluators requesting hard copies of the survey were each
provided copies of the above instructions printed directly from the website. No further
security issues were considered. No unwanted access to the web site occurred.
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Panelists for this study were selected by polling trumpet performers, and
instructors associated with a college or university who were College Music Society
members. This study conducted its search exclusively through the Internet. Tables 3
through 7 demonstrate that even though a new approach for collecting data was
attempted, an even geographic distribution was maintained through each phase of the
survey. Nominations for evaluators were solicited from the United States, U. S. Virgin
Islands, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Canadian Provinces. The evaluators were
distributed across the United States including representation from each region except
the Pacific Northwest. The even distribution of instructor names, emails sent, and
nominations received indicate that the results of the survey represent a wide cross-
section. A list of 1,104 college trumpet instructors and performers was assembled. The
geographic distribution of the initial list is shown in Table 3. A total of 583 email
addresses were assembled.
All 583 trumpet specialists were contacted via their e-mail addresses. Criteria
for evaluator nominations are listed in Appendix C. The initial polling included 583,
or 58% of the 1,104 trumpet music specialists. The geographic distribution of the 583
polled specialists is shown in Table 4. Five separate email requests were sent to the
583 specialists. The 223 nominations returned represented a 38% return. The 38%
response rate did not match the response rates of 60% achieved in Ostling and Gilbert.
The geographic distribution of the 223 respondents is shown in Table 5.
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Tables 6 and 7 show the geographic distribution of the sixteen evaluators who
completed the study. Ostling and Gilbert polled instructors from the United States and
solicited nominations for potential evaluators. While ensembles located in many
countries perform wind band music, the wind band movement and its corresponding
literature are rooted in the United States. The trumpet developed a history paralleling
the development of the orchestra. Therefore, the heritage of trumpet literature and
trumpet pedagogy developed in an international light. The current survey polled
pedagogues throughout North America. In spite of that limitation, several nominations
of European pedagogues were received. Fifteen evaluators were, indeed, from the
United States and one evaluator was from Europe. The primary focus of this study is
the literature of the trumpet and the assembled list of works knew no geographic
limits.
Each panelist was provided a web site address. The 197 titles were included on
the web page. A 5-point Likert type scale accompanied each title. An additional “0” is
a part of the scale, added to provide evaluators with an option for titles unknown to
them.
For the purposes of this study, each evaluator was advised to consider the
following types of exposure to a listed composition as being sufficient for a subjective
judgment:
§ A composition performed by the evaluator in performance
§ A composition performed by the evaluator in rehearsal
§ A composition heard by the evaluator in live performance
§ A composition heard by the evaluator in recorded performance
§ A composition heard by the evaluator in an observed rehearsal
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The judgment levels used in the rating scale are listed below:
0- The composition is not familiar (do not judge a composition with
which you are not familiar.) See above criteria.
1- Strongly Disagree that the composition meets the criteria of serious
artistic merit.
2- Disagree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic
merit.
3- Undecided as to the serious artistic merit of this composition.
4- Agree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic merit.
5- Strongly Agree that the composition meets the criteria of serious
artistic merit.
Table 6. Geographic distribution of evaluators listed by region
Northeastern United States 3
Southeast United States 3
Northwest United States 0
Southwest United States 1
North Central United States 4
South Central United States 5
Europe 1









Ostling developed an additional vehicle for insuring that comparisons between
groups of works known to different numbers of evaluators were valid. Ostling stated
his concern as follows:
In determining rating values for each composition in this study,
it was necessary to consider both the ratings received and the number
of evaluators participating in the evaluation of each composition. As
the number of evaluators decreases for any given composition, the
results obtained (percentage of total maximum points) are considered to
be slightly less valid and inequitable. Therefore, some procedure for
identifying especially discriminating evaluators seemed warranted in
order to promote an added dimension in interpreting the study.43
Gilbert concurred with Ostling with the following observation, "This
would be particularly useful for compositions where fewer than five evaluators
gave the work 80 percent or more of the maximum points." 44
As in Ostling and Gilbert, a Pearson Product Moment Correlation
Coefficient was calculated between the number of compositions rated by each
evaluator and the number of compositions given a rating of at least "4" by each
evaluator.
A brief discussion of the analytic techniques used in all three studies
will add clarity to the resulting mathematical representation of the results. A
correlation measures some relationship between variables. A correlation
coefficient measures the previously mentioned relationship in a manner that is
easily interpreted. Ostling assigned five judgment levels.
1- Strongly disagree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic merit.
2- Disagree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic merit.
3- Undecided as to the serious artistic merit of the composition.
4- Agree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic merit.
5- Strongly agree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic merit.
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Assigning a number value to an object is called scaling. In this case, statements
of agreement or disagreement about the perceived serious artistic merit are the items
subjected to measurement. The assigned numbers can then be computed in various
ways.45 Stevens wrote the following about scales of measurement.
A rule for the assignment of numerals (numbers) to aspects of
objects or events creates scale. Scales are possible in the first place
only because there exists an isomorphism between the properties of the
numeral series and the empirical operations that we can perform with
the aspects of objects. This isomorphism, of course, is only partial. Not
all the properties of number and not all the properties of objects can be
paired off in a systematic correspondence. But some properties of
objects can be related by semantical rules to some properties of the
numeral series. In particular, in dealing with the aspects of objects we
can invoke empirical operations for determining equality (the basis for
classifying things), for rank ordering, and for determining when
differences and when ratios between the aspects of objects are equal.
The conventional series of numerals - the series in which by definition
each member has a successor - yields to analogous operations: We can
identify the members of the series and classify them. We know their
order as given by convention. We can determine differences, as 7 - 5 =
4 - 2, and equal ratios, as 10/5 = 6/3. This isomorphism between the
formal system and the empirical operations performable with material
things justifies the use of the formal system as a model to stand for
aspects of the empirical world.46
A Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (PPMCC) is an
analysis of data collected from scaled attributes. The numbers in the individual
categories do not represent a real thing. Rather, they represent a generalized
value. The "r" value resulting from the PPMCC formula suggests a degree of
probability that the scores of the evaluators accurately reflect the relatively
high or relatively low serious artistic merit values, regardless of the number of
evaluators. The "r" value has significance at the following levels.
0.7 - 1.0 strong correlation 0.1 - 0.39 weak correlation
0.4 - 0.69 moderate correlation 0 no correlation
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Analysis of the most discriminating evaluators provides analytical support for
the Pearson "r" values generated by the statistical analysis of this study's results. The
five most discriminating evaluators should show a high "r" value because their scoring
is most similar to each other. The remaining subsets of evaluators have lower, but still
moderate levels of agreement.
The six methods of analysis are listed below and reflected in Table 8. A
brief explanation of how each analysis was determined is also included.
1. The mean rating value for each evaluator ranked from lowest to highest
value.
Analysis number one is derived from the average score of all works known to
each evaluator and ordered from lowest to highest. The low to high ranking is based
on the assumption that the lower the average score, the more discriminating the
evaluator.
2. The median value for each evaluator, ranked from lowest to highest value.
Analysis number two is similar to Analysis number one. The most often used
score (1-5) is tallied and ordered from lowest to highest. The low to high ranking is
based on the assumption that the lower the average score, the more discriminating the
evaluator.
3. The percentage of ratings given above "3" (undecided) on the rating scale
ranked from lowest to highest percentage.
Analysis number three is derived from the number of works each evaluator
scored above a rating of "3," or the sum of the ratings "4" and "5." The sum was
divided by the total number of works known to the evaluator. The low to high ranking
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is based on the assumption that the fewer the scores above "3," the more
discriminating the evaluator.
4. The percentage of rating value "5" (strongly agree) on the rating scale
ranked from lowest to highest percentage.
Analysis number four is derived from the number of works ranked "5" divided
by the total number of works evaluated. The low to high ranking is based on the
assumption that the lower the percentage of "5" the more discriminating the evaluator.
5. The percentage of rating value "3" (undecided) on the rating scale ranked
from highest to lowest.
Analysis number five is derived from the number of works rated "3" divided
by the total number of works known to the evaluator. The high to low ranking is based
on the assumption that higher the percentage of undecided scores, the more
discriminating the evaluator.
6. The percentage of ratings given below "3" (undecided) on the rating scale
ranked from highest to lowest percentage.
Analysis number six is derived from the average score of all works known to
each evaluator and ordered from lowest to highest. The low to high ranking is based
on the assumption that the higher the percentage of scores below "3," the more
discriminating the evaluator.
The data in Table 8 is a series of rank orderings of the anonymous
evaluator numbers, rather that some ordering of the scores of various works.
The numbers in columns two through seven are evaluator numbers. The data in
Table 8 indicates that evaluators 4, 15, 1, 2, and 6 were the most discriminating
evaluators. Evaluators 4 and 15 placed consistently in the upper half of all six
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categories. Evaluators 1, 2, and 6 placed in the upper half in five of six
categories.


















1 4 4 4 1 1 13
2 6 6 15 13 2 10
3 15 15 13 11 15 4
4 11 11 10 14 14 15
5 10 10 1 4 4 16
6 1 1 2 15 7 14
7 8 8 14 2 6 2
8 2 9 7 6 10 7
9 9 16 16 7 16 12
10 7 2 6 10 13 1
11 16 7 12 16 11 11
12 5 12 11 3 12 5
13 12 5 9 12 9 6
14 3 3 5 5 5 9
15 14 14 3 8 3 3
16 13 13 8 9 8 8
A Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was calculated
between the total number of compositions rated by each evaluator and the
number of compositions given a rating of at least "4" (agree) by each
evaluator. For all sixteen evaluators, the correlation was moderate (r = .62),
which may indicate some disagreement when compositions were unfamiliar.
When the ratings of the five most discriminating evaluators were considered as
a group, the correlation was high (r = .81). When the five most discriminating
evaluators were removed from the formula, the remaining eleven evaluators'
correlation dropped (r = .57). The lower "r" value of the eleven evaluators
indicates a small degree of disagreement between that group.
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Since only sixteen evaluators were used in the current study, a
comparison of the "r" values between Ostling, Gilbert and Bellinger is not
likely to be consistent. However, Table 9 shows the comparison of the "r"
value groupings: most discriminating, the remaining evaluators, and all
evaluators.
Table 9. Comparison of a Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient between
Ostling, Gilbert and Bellinger
Ostling Gilbert Bellinger




Remaining R=.93 R=.59 R=.52
The list of evaluators and biographic sketches follow. A randomly
selected number identified the evaluators throughout the survey.
Leonard Candelaria Stephen Jones
Vincent Cichowicz Del Lyren
Ray Crisara Raymond Mase
Vincent DiMartino Gordon Mathie
Kevin Eisensmith Robert Nagel
Terry Everson Edward Tarr
David Hickman Michael Tunnell
Keith Johnson James West
EVALUATOR BIOGRAPHIES
Leonard Candelaria has been on the faculty of College of Music at the
University of North Texas since 1974. He holds the Doctorate of Music from
Northwestern University, a Master of Music Education and Master of Music from the
University of North Texas. Recognized internationally as a teacher of distinction and a
virtuoso performer on both modern and historical instruments, Candelaria has
presented concerts and master classes in dozens of American cities and universities as
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well as in France, Germany, Mexico, Norway, Russia, Sweden and Taiwan. He has
also participated in many performances with the Dallas Symphony, Fort Worth
Symphony, the Texas Baroque Ensemble and the Dallas Bach Society.
In 1993, Candelaria was awarded the Shelton Excellence in Teaching award by
the University of North Texas. He served as a member of the jury and as a guest artist
for the 1995 Moscow International Trumpet Competition; the 1996 Altenburg
Competition in Germany; and the 1996 Vassily Brandt International Trumpet
Competition in Saratov, Russia. From 1993-1995, he served as president of the 7,000
member International Trumpet Guild. Candelaria is a national clinician for the Bach
Division of the Selmer Company. His teachers include Robert H. Fleming, John
Haynie, Vincent Cichowicz, Luther Didrickson and Edward Tarr.
Vincent Cichowicz is Professor Emeritus at Northwestern University in
Evanston, Illinois, serving on the faculty since 1959 and as Professor of Trumpet from
1974 to 1998. After receiving his early training in the public school system, he began
his musical career at the age of seventeen in the Houston Symphony Orchestra. After
military service in the United States Fifth Army Band, he resumed his musical activity
in the Chicago area while attending Roosevelt University. In 1952 he became a
member of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra where he remained for twenty-three
years with Music Directors Rafael Kubelik, Fritz Reiner, Jean Martinon, and Georg
Solti. He has performed under Sir Thomas Beecham, Otto Klemperer, Leopold
Stokowski, Paul Hindemith, Pierre Monteaux, Sir John Barbirolli, Daniel Barenboim,
Bruno Walter, Ernest Ansermet, Leonard Bernstein, Igor Stravinsky, Carlo Maria
Guilini, Claudio Abbado and many others. During this period, he was a member of the
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Chicago Symphony Brass Quintet and was a participant in the Grammy Award
winning Columbia recording of Giovanni Gabrieli's Antiphonal Brass Music, recently
reissued on Sony Classical CD.
Mr. Cichowicz has written articles and arrangements for such publishers as
Crown Press and The Instrumentalist and is the author of a pamphlet published by the
Selmer Company on the piccolo trumpet. He was a member of the steering committee
responsible for the founding of the International Trumpet Guild and is a former
member of the advisory board of The Instrumentalist magazine. In 1995, he was
appointed Music Director of the Millar Brass Ensemble and conducted their recording
Brass Surround. He is an honorary member of Phi Mu Alpha and Pi Kappa Lambda.
In 1997, he received a special achievement award from the European Chapter of the
International Trumpet Guild, and was presented with The Legends of Teaching Award
by Northwestern University. In 1999, Mr. Cichowicz received the International
Trumpet Guild Lifetime Achievement Award.
Mr. Cichowicz has been a faculty member of the National Youth Orchestra of
Canada since 1980 and the Brass Seminar program at The Domaine Forget in
Charlevoix, Quebec since 1986.  He has conducted numerous workshops and clinics
throughout the United States, Canada, Europe and Japan and is regarded as one of
North America's foremost experts in brass pedagogy.
Raymond Crisara retired from the University of Texas at Austin in May of
2001. Crisara completed a long career as Professor of Trumpet. He held the Frank C.
Erwin, Jr. Centennial Professorship in Fine Arts at U. T. - Austin. He attended the
Ernest Williams School of Music and the University of Michigan. His thirty-five years
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of professional trumpet performance in New York encompassed all areas of musical
expression: radio, television, recordings, films, jingles and concerts. He held principal
positions in the Metropolitan Opera House Orchestra, NBC Symphony under
Toscanini and several New York staff orchestras. Crisara was presented the
Outstanding Teacher of the Year Award by U. T. - Austin, and the Edwin Franko
Goldman Citation of the American Bandmasters Association, as well as an Honorary
Doctor of Music degree from the State University of New York at Courtland and has
been appointed to the Academy of Distinguished Teachers, University of Texas at
Austin. Recently, Craig Morris, a graduate of the U. T. School of Music and student of
Mr. Crisara was appointed as the principal trumpet of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra replacing the legendary "Bud" Herseth.
Upon graduating from the Eastman School of Music in 1972, Professor
Vincent DiMartino taught at the University of Kentucky until 1993. At that time, Mr.
DiMartino began a new appointment as Distinguished Artist in Residence at Centre
College in Danville, Kentucky. He has been lead and solo trumpet with the Lionel
Hampton Band, the Chuck Mangione Band, the Clark Terry Band and the Eastman
Arrangers Holiday Orchestra.
The International Trumpet Guild has featured Mr. DiMartino as an artist-
clinician in major solo programs at many conferences. He most recently was a
featured artist on the Twentieth Anniversary International Trumpet Guild (ITG), the
Tenth Anniversary Summit Brass Brassfest, and the ITG 1997 in Sweden and the 1998
ITG Conference in Lexington, Kentucky. Mr. DiMartino has been soloist with many
symphony orchestras. Recently, he was the first civilian to perform with the United
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States Marine Band. He most recently recorded Mel Torme's Christmas Album as lead
trumpet. DiMartino is a Yamaha Performing Artist. He has served as Vice President
and President of ITG and is currently a member of the Board of Directors. He also
served as chair of the Board of Directors of the National Trumpet Competition in
Washington, D.C.
Kevin Eisensmith is the Assistant Professor of trumpet at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania (IUP) and directs the IUP Jazz Ensemble. He holds degrees from Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, Georgia State University, and Temple University.
Eisensmith served as the solo trumpeter with the U.S. Army Forces Command Band in
Atlanta, Georgia from 1979 through 1984 and performed over 700 concerts
throughout twenty-six states and the Virgin Islands during this period. As a free-lance
artist, Eisensmith has worked with Carol Channing (Hello Dolly!), Richard Harris
(Camelot), July Collins, Andy Williams, Bob Hope, Bernadette Peters, Julio Iglesias,
Doc Severinson, Shari Lewis, Peabo Bryson, Aaron Neville, Roberta Flack, Melissa
Manchester, Natalie Cole and others. He is currently the principal trumpeter with the
Johnstown, Pennsylvania Symphony Orchestra.
Former Lexington, Kentucky Philharmonic Principal Trumpet, Terry Everson
is an internationally renowned trumpet soloist, performer, educator,
composer/arranger, and church musician. He has won three international solo
competitions, and has premiered major works by John Davison, Stanley Friedman, and
Jan Krzywicki. His collaboration with pianist Susan Nowicki has produced two
recordings of numerous notable modern works. He is currently working on a CD in
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partnership with the Canterbury Brass (winners of the prestigious Fischoff chamber
music competition) featuring works for trumpet solo with brass quintet.
Mr. Everson is on the faculty of the Boston University School for the Arts,
having served previously on the faculties of Asbury College, the University of
Kentucky, Philadelphia College of Bible and The Lutheran Music Program. He is
currently Principal Trumpet of the Peninsula Music Festival in Door County, WI. He
has also performed with the Kentucky Jazz Repertory Orchestra and was Principal
Cornet of the Lexington Brass Band. His extensive concert experience includes
appearances with the Chestnut Brass Company, Philadelphia Natural Trumpet
Ensemble, Kentuckiana Brass and Percussion Ensemble, Ray Charles, Manhattan
Transfer, and as conductor of the University of Kentucky Trumpet Ensemble in
various venues, including two international brass conferences.
As composer, Mr. Everson has filled commissions from Wizards! double reed
ensemble, the Texas Tech Trombone Choir, the Lutheran Music Program (brass
quintet), and the Philadelphia College of Bible (trumpet ensemble). His setting of
W.L. Thompson's There's A Great Day Coming was recently recorded by Philip Smith
(Principal Trumpet, New York Philharmonic) on the Cala label's New York Legends
series.
David Hickman is considered one of the world's pre-eminent trumpet virtuosos
and has appeared with over 400 orchestras worldwide. His tours have taken him to
Japan, Korea, Germany, France, Switzerland, Sweden, Nova Scotia, Austria, Canada,
Mexico, and virtually every major American city. The Weiner Zeitung (Vienna) said
the following regarding Mr. Hickman. "David Hickman, playing as soloist with The
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American Sinfonietta in the Musikverein, played the Trumpet Concerto by Hummel.
Spectacular was his playful change from staccato to a songful, soft legato with almost
unending arches of phrasing and virtuostic agility of his delivery."
Hickman has released over a dozen solo albums encompassing a wide variety
of repertoire - from J.S. Bach's difficult Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 to Michael
Conway Baker's virtuostic Summit Concerto, and from the cornet solos of Herbert L.
Clarke to Norman Dello Joio's Trumpet Sonata, etc. Fanfare wrote that, "David
Hickman is an astonishing musician. His articulation and phrasing are impeccable.
More importantly, the wide effective range he coaxes from his instrument is
continuously revelatory."
As a noted clinician and author, Hickman has presented workshops on over
300 major university campuses and regularly teaches at the Banff Centre for the Arts
and the Rafael Mendez Brass Institute. He taught at the University of Illinois for eight
years before moving to Tempe, Arizona in 1982 where he is currently a Regent's
Professor of Music at Arizona State University. He has published over forty articles
and ten music texts including Music Speed Reading, a sight reading method used by
hundreds of university and conservatory classes as well as numerous public school
systems.
David Hickman is founder and president of the acclaimed Summit Brass and is
a past president of the International Trumpet Guild. He has performed with the Saint
Louis Brass Quintet, Illinois Brass Quintet, Contemporary Chamber Players, and the
Baroque Consort. In addition, he has been a featured faculty artist at the National
Trumpet Symposium, International Trumpet Guild Conference, Bremen Trumpet
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Days, Keystone Brass Institute, and many national music conventions. Mr. Hickman is
a Yamaha Artist and is represented by Joanne Rile Artists Management. The New
York Times noted, "The most difficult task facing any trumpeter is not the production
of bright, assertive fanfare, but rather the task of coaxing agile, cantabile lines from
the most stentorian of instruments. David Hickman … proved himself expert in both
capacities."
Keith Johnson is Regents Professor of Trumpet at the University of North
Texas. Prior to his present position he was Professor of Trumpet at the University of
Northern Iowa. He is a member of the Dallas Opera Orchestra, the Dallas Bach
Society, Fort Worth Early Music, the Orchestra of New Spain, and the New
Hampshire Music Festival. He has played with the symphonies of Dallas, Fort Worth,
Shreveport, and Kansas City. He has also played with the Mexico Philharmonic, the
Orchestra of the Mineria Festival, the Solistas de Mexico, and the Cape Town
Philharmonic. He has been a member of the Northern Brass Quintet, the Texas Brass
Ensemble, and the Sundance Brass. He has served on the Board of Directors for the
International Trumpet Guild, and for eight years was Music Review Editor for the
International Trumpet Journal. He has appeared as a soloist and clinician throughout
the United States, Canada, Mexico, Europe, and Africa. Johnson has published more
than thirty articles on brass performance, and he has published two books, The Art of
Trumpet Playing (Gore Publishing) and Brass Performance and Pedagogy (Prentice-
Hall), that have been translated into several languages and are used in universities and
conservatories throughout the world. He has also published method books for modern
trumpet and for natural (Baroque) trumpet. His students have held teaching and
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playing positions throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico as well as
Australia, New Zealand, Germany, Spain, and South Africa. He holds degrees from
the University of North Texas and the University of Illinois, and his teachers have
included William Scarlato, John Haynie, Haskell Sexton, and Vincent Cichowicz.
Stephen Jones has been on the faculty at Western Michigan University since
1972. He is known to American audiences as a solo recitalist and concerto performer,
a member of the Western Brass Quintet, and former Principal Trumpet for the
Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra. His teachers include Walter Myers, Richard
Suddendorf, Thomas Battenberg, Clifford Lillya, and Gerard Schwarz. He has served
two terms as president of the International Trumpet Guild, three terms as secretary,
and as Chairman of the International Trumpet Guild (ITG) Commissions Committee
and the ITG Competitions Committee.
Del Lyren currently serves as Associate Professor of Music at Bemidji State
University in Bemidji, Minnesota. He recently performed a lecture/recital on Rafael
Méndez at the Euro-ITG conference in Kiev, Ukraine; and he performed a recital and
Méndez lecture at the Euro-ITG conference in Bad Sackingen, Germany in November
1999.  An invited performer at many of the recent International Trumpet Guild
conferences, Lyren directed the Trumpet Ensemble Reading Sessions at the 2000
conference in Purchase, New York and the 1999 conference in Richmond, Virginia. At
the 1998 ITG conference in Lexington, Kentucky, Lyren served on a panel discussion
on ITG Affiliate Chapters. Dr. Lyren has performed with numerous orchestras
throughout the United States including the Phoenix Symphony, Phoenix Pops,
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Acadiana Symphony, Mesa Symphony, Sun Cities Symphony, and the National
Repertory Orchestra. 
After receiving his Doctor of Musical Arts and Master of Music degrees from
Arizona State University under the direction of David Hickman, Lyren's biography of
Rafael Méndez, Magnificent Méndez, was published by Summit Books. His
undergraduate degree is from South Dakota State University where he studied with
John Colson.
Lyren has been an active member of the International Trumpet Guild. He
serves on the Executive Staff of ITG as the Membership Development and Retention
Coordinator. He coordinates the ITG Young Artist Award for outstanding high school
performers and oversees translations of ITG Journal articles for the ITG website. He
was the 1997 ITG Composition Contest Chair, and has twice served as a judge for the
ITG Solo Competition. Dr. Lyren is a Yamaha Performing Artist.
Trumpeter Raymond Mase has distinguished himself as a soloist, chamber
artist, and orchestral musician. As soloist, he has appeared with the Boston Pops,
American Composers Orchestra, Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, New York Virtuosi,
Moscow Virtuosi, Naumburg Orchestra, Summit Brass, at the Bethlehem Bach and
Aspen Music Festivals, and with numerous regional orchestras throughout the U.S. He
recently appeared with the ACO at Carnegie Hall for the New York premiere of David
Sampson's Triptych (written for Mase). His performances of Sampson's work received
stunning critical praise. He is heard as soloist on recordings by Orpheus, the Summit
Brass, the contemporary music group Parnassus, and on two recent solo compact discs
entitled Trumpet in our Time and Trumpet Vocalise. His current solo and concerto
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recordings may be found on the Deutsche Grammaphon, Summit, Koch, Cambria, and
MHS labels. In April 1998, he recorded the Sampson Triptych with the Czech
Philharmonic Chamber Orchestra, Alan Balter conducting.
Since 1973, he has served as trumpeter with the American Brass Quintet,
dubbed by Newsweek as "the high priests of brass," and has made over thirty
recordings with the Quintet. He has been responsible for many of the American Brass
Quintet 's performance editions and recordings of 16th, 17 th and 19 th century brass
music. He is also a founding member of the New York Cornet and Sacbut Ensemble, a
group specializing in the performance of early brass music on original instruments,
and the Summit Brass.
Raymond Mase serves as co-principal trumpet of the American Composers
Orchestra, New York City Ballet Orchestra, the Westchester Philharmonic, and has
regularly performed and recorded with the New York Philharmonic, the Chamber
Music Society of Lincoln Center, Speculum Musicae, and Musica Sacra. He is the
Chairman of the Brass Department at The Juilliard School and serves on the faculties
of the North Carolina School of the Arts and the Aspen Music Festival.
Gordon Mathie left his position as professor emeritus at the Crane School of
Music at SUNY Potsdam in 1999. Mathie's career spanned forty years and included
many highlights. He was the core of performance and performance education for
generations of Crane trumpet students, always serving as an inspiration to strive for
higher achievement. He was a frequent solo and ensemble performer in concerts and
church services throughout the North Country of New York State. A versatile
musician on trumpet, Baroque trumpet, and in the pit as a lead trumpeter, Dr. Mathie
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was a founding member of the Potsdam Brass Quintet and was a member of the Wally
Siebel All Star Big Band since its inception.
Mathie was honored as the first recipient of the International Trumpet Guild's
(ITG) Award of Merit. The award was given for his substantial contribution to the art
of trumpet playing, through performance, teaching, publishing, research, composition,
and support of the goals of the ITG. He was a member of the Detroit Symphony,
Vermont Symphony Orchestra, the University of Georgia Brass Quintet, and the
Leonard Smith Concert Band.
During his tenure, Dr. Mathie also earned the SUNY Chancellor's Award for
Excellence in Teaching, the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Orpheus Award and the Wayne
State University Achievement in the Arts Award. Mathie is the author of numerous
articles appearing in professional journals, a bibliography of more than 2,000 trumpet
etudes and duets, transcriptions for solo trumpet and ensemble and a transcription for
brass quintet.
Robert Nagel was born in Freeland, PA on September 29, 1924. He earned a
diploma in trumpet, and the B.S and M.S. Degrees in composition from the Juilliard
School of Music in New York City. Nagel worked as a free-lance first trumpet in live
concerts, radio, television, recordings and film recording in New York City for over
twenty years. He is a member of the American Composers Alliance.
Nagel was a founding member of the New York Brass Quintet (thirty-one
years), founder and director of Robert Nagel and The King's Brass, the Nagel Duo a
soprano trumpet and keyboard recital ensemble. He was cofounder of the International
Trumpet Guild in 1975. He remains a board member of the Christian Instrumentalists
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and Directors Association, the current president of Mentor Music and brass and choral
music publisher and has served as part of that organization since 1959.
Nagel's former teaching affiliations include the Juilliard School of Music,
Manhattan School of Music, University of Hartford, New England Conservatory of
Music, and the North Carolina School of the Arts. He is Professor Emeritus at the Yale
School of Music where he served on the faculty for thirty-one years and is currently an
adjunct faculty member at the University of South Carolina School of Music. Nagel
has conducted master classes in many venues including Bejing and Shanghai, China in
1981, and brass coach of the Asian Youth Orchestra for Japan and Singapore for three
years.
Nagel's performing career has spanned many years and includes the Bach Aria
Society, The Little Orchestra of New York (thirteen years), Casals Music Festival,
Chautauqua Symphony, Goldman Band, New Mexico Symphony Orchestra, Radio
City Music Hall Orchestra, Symphony of the Air (formerly the NBC Symphony with
Arturo Toscanini as its conductor), and the United States Military Band.
Mr. Nagel is known as a composer, arranger and editor of countless published
brass compositions and choral works. He is now living in Columbia, South Carolina
with his family that includes three daughters, one son and eight grandchildren.
Edward H. Tarr has not only been one of the world's top trumpeters for over
twenty years, with more than 100 recordings (LPs and CDs), but is also a respected
editor of early music, a master teacher, and, since 1985, the director of a unique
European institution, the Bad Säckingen Trumpet Museum.
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Tarr was born in America, lived for nearly twenty years in Switzerland, and is
now residing in Germany. He received the Ph.D. in Musicology in 1986 from the
University of Hamburg. Tarr teaches at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis, a prestigious
pioneering institute for research and performance in early music, as well as at the
Basel Conservatory of Music in Switzerland. As a teacher Tarr has had unusual
success: the winners of the International Music Competition of the German Radio
Stations (ARD) in Munich in 1986 and 1993, and the first two prize winners of the
First International Altenburg Competition for Baroque Trumpet (1996) were his
pupils.
Michael Tunnell is Professor of Trumpet at the University of Louisville School
of Music where he performs with the Faculty Brass Quintet, conducts the Trumpet
Ensemble, and edits the Alumni Newsletter. He performs as Principal Trumpet with
the Louisville Bach Society and as Auxiliary Trumpet with the Louisville Orchestra. A
founding member of the brass quintet Sonus Brass, Tunnell has toured the Far East
and South America with this group and as a soloist. In addition, he is featured on the
CD Sonus Brass Captured as well as three solo recordings, Mixed Doubles,
Melancholia, and Lumen, all on the Coronet label. He can also be heard on the
Sinfonia da Camera of Illinois recording of the Saint-Saëns Septet and on numerous
Louisville Orchestra First Edition recordings. Tunnell is a former member of the
music faculties of the University of Southern Mississippi, SUNY-Potsdam College,
the University of Illinois and the New England Music Camp. He serves as co-editor of
"News from the Trumpet World" in the International Trumpet Guild Journal and is a
clinician for Kanstul Musical Instruments.
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In 1997, Tunnell performed with the Simon Bolivar Orquesta Sinfonica in
Caracas, Venezuela. In 1999, Tunnell was a solo artist at the Lieksa Brass Week in
Finland.
In the fall of 1999, James West celebrated his thirtieth year as a teacher of
trumpet. He began teaching trumpet at Arkansas Polytechnic College in the fall of
1969 after graduating from The American Conservatory of Music with a Bachelor
degree in both Music Education and Applied Music. Mr. West has also taught at the
University of New Hampshire, Dartmouth College, and Louisiana State University.
His teachers include Reynold Schilke, Charles Geyer, Vincent Cichowicz, and Adolph
Herseth. He was the conference chairperson for the 1991 meeting of the International
Trumpet Guild, which was held at L. S. U. He is currently the President of the
National Association of College Wind and Percussion Instructors. Performing credits
include Principal trumpet with the Fort Smith Symphony, the New Hampshire
Symphony, the New Hampshire Philharmonic, the Vermont Symphony, the Portland
Symphony, the Baton Rouge Symphony, the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra
(assistant), the Acadiana Symphony, and the Louisiana Symphonietta. Chamber music
credits include the Acadiana Brass Quintet, the Berkshire Brass Quintet, the L.S.U. /
Southern Faculty Brass Quintet, the New Hyperion Oriental Foxtrot Orchestra, and the
Mos Eisley Chamber Orchestra. The Acadiana Brass Quintet and the Berkshire Brass
Quintet coached chamber music at the Tanglewood Institute for many years, working
with the Empire Brass Quintet. The Mos Eisley group performs with electronic
instruments, acoustic instruments, and a computer. Mr. West is also an avid performer
on the AKAI Electric Valve Instrument (a breath-controlled synthesizer), and
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published the international user-group newsletter, some of which is still available on
the world wide web. Mr. West is the editor of "The Trumpet in the Symphony
Orchestra," which is a regular column in the International Trumpet Guild Journal. He
is a Yamaha Performing Artist.
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Gilbert summarized Ostling's data analysis in the following paragraphs.
Ostling determined a value rating for each composition by summing the
number of evaluators rating each piece (one to twenty), and the rating each
piece received on the scale (one to five). He realized that not every piece
would be familiar to all twenty evaluators, so he devised a standardized score
based on the number of evaluators familiar with the piece.
This system allowed for compensation of the variability of evaluator
response and level of response. The maximum number of points a piece could
receive would yield a score of 100 (20 evaluators knowing the work and all
awarding the highest rating of "5" (strongly agree) would translate into a
standardized score of 100 (the work receiving 100 percent of all possible
points). If all twenty evaluators rate a piece "4" (agree), the composition would
receive a raw score of 80 which would translate into 80 percent of the
maximum number of points. Since 80 percent of the maximum possible points
represented an average rating of "4" (agree) it was operationally established as
the threshold for acceptance as a work of serious artistic merit.
Ostling realized that a composition would not be selected as a
composition of serious artistic merit if one of the twenty evaluators gave the
composition less that a "4" (agree). This was a problem if one of the evaluators
was unsure about the work's merit and assigned a rating of "3" (undecided). To
compensate for this, Ostling lowered the minimum percentage points for a
composition known to all evaluators to 79, thus allowing for one evaluator to
be unsure of a given work's artistic merit.
Table 9 presents the point and percentage criteria in descending order
according to evaluator familiarity. Works familiar to less than five evaluators
were required to receive higher percentages of the maximum possible points.
This meant that two evaluators had to each give a composition a rating of "5"
(strongly agree) for a work known only to three or four evaluators. For pieces
known to only two evaluators, one rating had to be a "5" if the work was to be
included.
Ostling reported the results in a series of six tables: 1) works familiar to
all twenty evaluators, 2) compositions familiar to from fifteen to nineteen
evaluators, 3) compositions familiar to from ten to thirteen evaluators, 4)
compositions familiar to from five to nine evaluators, 5) compositions familiar
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to from two to four evaluators, 6) compositions familiar to only one evaluators
but given a rating of "5" (strongly agree).47
All of the data analysis tools used by Ostling, replicated by Gilbert, and
adopted for the present study were kept intact. One exception was accepted. The total
number of evaluators that completed surveys for the present study number sixteen
instead of twenty. The sixteen evaluators represent 80 percent of the expected twenty




The purpose of this study was to test a model measuring the serious artistic
merit in unaccompanied solo trumpet literature. Two bodies of literature were
reviewed: 1) lists of trumpet literature, and 2) discussions related to the unique
difficulties encountered in measuring value in a work of musical art.
LITERATURE CONTAINING SELECTED MUSIC LISTS
Data for this study were assembled from a variety of sources, which addressed,
among other things, the frequency of performance of various solo trumpet
compositions. Since the advent of published music, evaluative tools used to measure
quality in music have been sought. No examples of efforts to quantify the serious
artistic merit in trumpet literature were found by this author. An exhaustive survey of
articles, studies and dissertations, reveals numerous trumpet literature lists. Some lists
record the number of performances trumpet works received during a finite period.
Annotated lists provided some information about the technical and musical challenges
of a limited number of works. A single 1956 study by Thomas Hohstadt evaluated
solo trumpet literature. Hohstadt polled ninety trumpet players asking them to identify
high quality trumpet solos from a list of 200 trumpet works.48 Hohstadt's results tallied
all works listed as "high quality." Hohstadt prepared an "extensive list." Neither the
process used to assemble the list nor the sources used were revealed by Hohstadt. The
list was mailed to several European and American trumpet players and pedagogues.
How many received the survey is not known. Thirty-three Europeans and fifty-eight
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Americans responded to Hohstadt's query. Hohstadt provided the following instruction
to the evaluators contributing to his thesis.
From the group of solos with which you are familiar, would you please
underline only those which you and your colleagues feel are of the highest
musical quality. If you know of other solos, not on the following list, which
you feel are of high musical quality, please list them.49
None of the respondents to Hohstadt's inquiry was part of the group impaneled
for this research effort. In addition to Hohstadt's research, an exhaustive effort was
made to assemble a complete list of unaccompanied solo trumpet works. The
following additional sources were investigated.
In 1989, the International Trumpet Guild began publishing an annual
compilation of trumpet and brass performances. Dennis Herrick edited the first two
editions and Kevin Eisensmith has served as editor of volumes three through nine. The
Herrick and Eisensmith compilations are voluntary submissions of programs collected
during each academic year. Since the submissions are voluntary, large gaps are likely
to exist in the cited literature. Eisensmith and Herrick collated the approximately 75-
100 titles in each edition. All nine issues of the ITG collections, published between
1991 and 2000, were examined in preparation of the solo list used for this study.
Each edition of the ITG Journal includes a review section. The Journal
reviewers isolate statistics (for example: performance times, movements, keys, and
ranges) about each reviewed work based on their recent experience with the handful of
works identified in each issue. General statements are occasionally added reflecting
either a positive or a negative impression from that particular reviewer. Paul
Anderson’s Brass Solo and Study Material Music Guide (1976)50 is a simple listing of
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thousands of titles available music through 1976. Title, composer, arranger, publisher
and accompaniment types are listed. Aaron Horne’s Brass Music of Black Composers
(1996)51 is a source book cataloguing the musical contributions of composers with an
African ancestry. Horne’s work is one of four volumes with a similar focus. Each of
the other four volumes lists works for genres other than brass instruments. Several
hundred titles are listed alphabetically by composer. A composer’s biographic
thumbnail is presented along with titles, movements, publication date and publisher.
David Clark’s Appraisals of Original Wind Music (1999)52 includes solo trumpet
literature along with all other forms of wind music. Clark also provides background
about some composers but nothing about specific works other than title, composer,
arranger, publisher, distributor, and accompaniment of the handful of trumpet works
listed.
Some state music associations publish their own lists of graded music. State
music lists from Texas, Virginia, Ohio and Illinois were examined for this study. The
state lists are collections of hundreds of titles, composers, arrangers, publishers, and
difficulty level. The various state grading systems assess technical difficulty. The
Virginia grading system is based on a 1 through 6 rating system. A "1" rating indicates
a work with the least technical requirements, while a "6" rating indicates a work with
very significant technical demands. Difficulty was not an element directly or indirectly
measured in this study. The four state lists were not selected at random. The four state
lists were selected based on the author’s knowledge and the knowledge of the author’s
advisory committee.
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Mary Rasmussen provided commentary regarding brass literature in A
Teacher’s Guide to the Literature of Brass Instruments (1968).53 Her annotations were
limited to individual pieces categorized by the performer’s level of experience.
Rasmussen included title, arranger, publisher, publication date and range of a small
number of trumpet works. Philip T. Cansler provided an informed opinion regarding
the challenges of a limited list of solo trumpet literature in Twentieth Century Music
for Trumpet and Organ: An Annotated Bibliography (1984).
August N. Carnovale researched two selected lists of solo trumpet literature in
A Comprehensive Performance Project in Trumpet Literature Composed Since c. 1900
for Trumpet Accompanied by Orchestra (1973) and Twentieth Century Music for
Trumpet and Organ: An Annotated Bibliography (1975). Nearly 300 works for
trumpet were listed and included title, composer, arranger, accompaniment, publisher,
distributor, duration of work, publication date, difficulty level and range requirements.
These publications and others provided insight into the technical and musical demands
of some works. Attempts were also made to discuss the general worthiness of the
work. However, no study attempted to quantify and compare the merit of individual
pieces of trumpet literature. The previously mentioned authors furnished a prominent
contribution to knowledge of a limited body of trumpet literature. The listed sources
contributed to a compilation of approximately 3,400 titles. The 3,400 titles of solo
trumpet literature was narrowed to 197 titles of unaccompanied solo trumpet literature
to provide a smaller sample for this pilot study.
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LITERATURE ON THE SUBJECT OF MUSIC CRITICISM
AND AESTHETIC JUDGMENTS
The requirements of the Ostling and Gilbert studies were: 1) assemble an
exhaustive, if not complete, list of works to be evaluated; 2) create a set of criteria for
use in evaluating the works; 3) create a scale for measurement of the criteria; 4)
assemble a panel of evaluators; 5) execute the study; and 6) evaluate the effectiveness
of the study. An extensive list of works satisfied the first requirement of Ostling and
Gilbert. The second step was to examine the ten criteria. Preliminary examination
determined their continued usefulness in evaluating trumpet literature. The final test
was the comparison of the three survey results.
The ten criteria used to measure each composition in the current study required
additional reflection because of the unaccompanied nature of the evaluated music. Did
the qualities of monophonic music necessitate adjustments to the ten criteria used by
Ostling and Gilbert? Additional research revealed that many authors have a strongly
held belief that new music may be viewed and assessed in terms of the rubrics of older
music. The sources presenting the strongest arguments were included in the remainder
of this chapter.
Art forms, such as sculpture, painting, and architecture, exist as solid objects in
a physical space. Assessing the value of such art may incorporate terminology and
concurrent meaning similar to terminology used to define and assess music. What
makes music somewhat more difficult to assess, under any circumstance, but
especially with unaccompanied melody, is that "music has no existence outside human
awareness."54 Certainly, notation exists in a physical sense. However, performance of
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a musical work of art is perceived as an aural or temporal experience and that
experience does not exist beyond the performance of the moment. The current ten
criteria do measure, in a manner, aspects of form and structure in a work of music and
account for the performer's affect, or role, on the work. Form and structure is the
"being" in Braun's theory; while performance is the "becoming." 55
Analysis of monophonic music suggests further examination of the work as a
whole, rather than analysis of its constituent parts. James Manns (1994) posed a
question in his discourse on the compositional process. "Do compositional rules
constitute formula for good music? Are they, that is to say, hypothetical imperatives of
artistic conduct; or do they possess no more cohesive force than, for instance, a
museum guide book, which one follows closely at the outset but discards after
developing a sense of the layout of the place?"56 Later in the same discussion, Manns
suggests two corollary questions. 1) Just what is the role of composition? 2) When is a
composer said to be following a rule or a certain set of rules? Answers to those
questions, in part, assisted the current investigation in determination of the validity
and usefulness of Ostling's criteria.
The question of serious artistic merit in music begins with the concept of the
work. Much of the remainder of this review and the subject of this document focus on
responding to Manns' query. While examining a composition's structure and the
interplay of its constituent parts, one should bear in mind Etienne Gibson's
admonitions. "Art is the product of work, of making;" and "Art cannot exist without
the artist."57 Gibson continues, "It is clear that music-or more precisely, a specific
musical language, dialect or idiolect-is a self regulatory system of transformations …
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A single note is patently meaningless, but intervals, patterns, changes of volume,
tempo, timbre, and above all rhythms are the prime bearer of musical significance."58
This examination of serious artistic merit does not, therefore, require new rules to fit
the new music. The old rules, meaning Ostling's rules, are the appropriate device.
The ten criteria are an effective tool for managing the flow of ideas that take
form in recurring musical-perceptual patterns. George Rochberg (1972) said,
If one can accept in whole or in part the idea of universal mind,
endlessly producing a repertoire of recurring images and form, one
immediately appreciates the role of human conduct and culture: an emergent
procession of varieties and parallel, simultaneous patterns of living and
believing, frequent juxtapositions of opposites in these patterns, frequent and
violent overt conflicts and tension between related patterns, and so forth.59
 Rochberg continued in a long segment that serves as an additional
reinforcement of the ten criteria and their relation to modern and post modern music.
It is curious that Le sacre du printemps is the subject of rhythmic
analysis, Wozzeck of structural analysis, and more recently, Lulu of harmonic
analysis and intervallic analysis, not to speak of rhythmic and motivic analysis.
They are treated as though the balletic and theatrical impulses, which brought
them life, are nothing compared with the formal designs and patterns which
articulate their audible surfaces. The primal energy and sensuality of Le sacre,
the heartbreak of human non-comprehension and the cruelty of the human
condition which are basic to Wozzeck, the heartlessness of lust, the poison of
soulessness depicted in Lulu-all this is disregarded as though it were of no
account. The passions of man, which are the very heart of theater and theater
music, seem to escape or to embarrass those who write about music today. The
gestures which embody dramatic functions and form the real and audible stuff
of music remain, analysis not withstanding, the only reasons why these works
have entered their respective repertoires and will undoubtedly remain there. As
obvious as all this is, or ought to be, it is completely overlooked by legions of
composer-theorists who are lost in the labyrinth of academic abstractions.
There can be no justification for music, ultimately, if it does not convey
eloquently and elegantly the passions of the human heart. Who would care to
remember the quartets of Beethoven or Bartók if they were merely
demonstrations of empty formalisms? What claim would Chopin have on us if
he had merely given us the abstraction of shape, gesture, and motion through
time? Debussy was celebrated only a few years ago as one of the patron saints
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of pure instrumental timbre as a compositional virtue. How he would have
writhed to be reduced to the size of his idolaters.
More recently, interest has been shown to Varèse's penchant for
symmetry. All well and good; but one could hardly claim that this describes or
explains, in any meaningful way the passion, bite, and force of his rhetoric, the
real reasons we value him. The insistence by all on ignoring the dramatic
gestural character of music, while harping on the mystique of the minutiae of
abstract design for its own sake, says worlds about the failure of much of new
music. Like mushrooms in the night, there has sprung a profusion of false,
half-baked theories of perception, of intellection, of composition itself. The
mind grows sterile, and the heart small and pathetic.
The enlargement of mental perspective teaches us that consciousness;
whose core is the central nervous system is radial and not linear. Earth-time
embraces man through his entire slow, tortuous advance up the ladder of
evolution. No matter how far up that ladder he may climb, no matter how far
away from his beginnings he may find himself as the decades, centuries, and
eons elapse, he will bear within him all that he ever was? What profit is there,
then, for man to shorten his perspective to man-time, that tiny scale of
measurement by which men count their days and actions? Man-time is a
distorting mirror in which, be ever so slight a shift of position, men can create
false images, reduce the significant to smallness, inflate the insignificant to
largeness. Music with cosmology will not move the soul; nor will it illuminate
the heart."60
Our ten criteria cannot begin to touch the "cosmology" of music. Our criteria
do measure the detail, the starting point. They provide a descriptive material for that
which is otherwise ineffable, given our current psycho-musical language. Rochberg
spoke at length in his writings about the renewal of music through reshaping and
remolding of musical elements already in existence. A firm foundation of so called old
musical elements provide primordial goo for new musical ideas.61
The aesthetician, Leonard Meyer said, “The work of Gestalt psychologists has
shown beyond a shadow of a doubt that understanding is not a matter of perceiving
single stimuli, or simple sound combinations in isolation, but it is rather a matter of
grouping stimuli into patterns and relating these patterns to one another.”62
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Monophonic music does require additional reflection on perception of meaning
inherent in a work of art. Leonard B. Meyer’s Emotion and Meaning in Music (1956)
is an examination of human discourse. Meyer did not limit his examination to simple
verbal intercourse. Rather, he exhaustively explored intrinsic meaning in music as an
artwork and how music imparts meaning to the listener. In general, Meyer asserts that
subjective examination of emotion in music makes a single assumption. Music evokes
an emotional response. Others have debated musical perception as a behavior and how
such behavior might be measured. This document does not pursue that kind of an
examination.
A survey, such as the one in this study, attempts to identify quality music for
practical consumption by the reader. A caution should be extended to evaluator and
reader not to lose sight of the value of the work outside the ten measured criteria.
1. The composition has form — not 'a form' but form — and
reflects a proper balance between repetition and contrast.
2. The composition reflects shape and design, and creates the
impression of conscious choice and judicious arrangement on the
part of the composer.
3. The composition reflects craftsmanship in orchestration,
demonstrating proper balance between transparent and tutti
scoring and also between solo and group colors.
4. The composition is sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an
immediate grasp of its musical meaning.
5. The route through which the composition travels in initiating its
musical tendencies and probable musical goals is not completely direct
and obvious.
6. The composition is consistent in its quality throughout its
length and in its various sections.
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7. The composition is consistent in its style, reflecting a
complete grasp of technical details, clearly conceived ideas, and
avoids lapses into trivial, futile or unsuitable passages.
8. The composition reflects ingenuity in its development, given
the stylistic context in which it exists.
9. The composition is genuine in idiom, and is not pretentious.
10. The composition reflects musical validity that transcends
factors of historical importance, or factors of pedagogical
usefulness.63
Meyer says,
Meaning is thus not a property of things. It cannot be located in
the stimuli alone. This same stimulus may have many different
meanings. To a geologist a large rock may indicate that at one time a
glacier began to recede to a given spot; to a farmer the same rock may
point to the necessity of having the field cleared for plowing; and to the
sculptor the rock may indicate the possibility of artistic emotion. A
rock, a word, or motion in and of itself, merely as a stimulus is
meaningless.64
Thus, one must consider a work as a complete entity. Bruno Walter continued,
Music is not mere materiel, helplessly delivered into the hands of the
composer for any and every use, as is the amorphous dead clay in the hands of
the sculptor. The elements music consists of, the cells, as it were, from which
musical organisms are made, have their own life.65
 Therefore, the mission of identifying characteristics that make good music
should not wash over the meaning present within each work. Music is the whole work
evaluated in terms of its constituent parts. Gilbert's elements are identified, defined
and evaluated as the ten criteria used in this project. No adjustments to the criteria
were made.
Sharpe (2000) suggests that, even at the beginning of a new millennium, music
operate within some structure. "One cannot claim that a 'work of art' or 'a work of
music' is, in Gallie's sense, an 'essentially contested concept.' (An 'essentially
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contested concept' is one whose boundaries are drawn by different people in different
places; for their uses are engaged in 'endless disputes' about their proper uses)"66 The
ten criteria utilized in these three studies continue to function as points of measure and
points of reference for music created before, during and after the post tonal period.
George Rochberg (1972) referred to the use of forms and styles of composition that
are created, used and discarded in favor of something new and then referred back to, in
a later era. The same applies to our analysis of musical merit.
To be a victim of the idea of change as endemic to the course of man's
motion through time is nothing short of a curse on the artist. For it deprives
him on every side of reality and value of the past experience of human beings
whose earlier contributions must be considered as valid as his own, but for
different reasons, if his own are to be considered valid by those who come
later. If one wipes the slate clean of others, in order to satisfy some misguided
notion of being "contemporary," one's own fate is, by the same token,
guaranteed equally null and void. There is no virtue in starting all over again.
The past refuses to be erased.67
Rochberg expressed an unambiguous opinion about how contemporary works
are created. The same accounting of the past must be considered in the evaluation of
contemporary music. We, as evaluators, must look back to see forward.68 Tools used
to measure a Mozart composition can be used to measure the creations of Milhaud,
Carter, or Colgrass without surrendering the qualities that made them appropriate
measures of the past. In fact, criteria seeking to measure serious artistic merit attempts
to assess, in Copland's words, "the overall range and comprehensiveness of a musical
mind."69
Unaccompanied literature is neither necessarily less nor more complex than
accompanied music. Level of complexity does not affect quality. Elements of
complexity may be distributed differently but "music that is born complex is not
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inherently better or worse than music that is born simple."70 Levinson (1994)
suggested two possible models for evaluation of intrinsic aesthetic value of a work or
a genre. Both models are closely related and accomplish their goals with a prosaic
description of the occurrences of each category within a given work over the duration
of the work.
Model 1
§ How it goes: how note follows note, chord chord, motive motive, phrase phrase,
and passage passage, configurational/kinetic form.
§ What it conveys: gesture, action, feeling, mood, emotion; expressive/interpretive
content.
§ What it conveys in relation to how it goes: significant form/immanent content.
Model 2
§ How it goes on an expressive level: how an episode of one expressive character
follows and episode of another such character, and the pattern of this succession as
a whole: expressive form.
§ What it conveys in virtue of how it goes on an expressive level: dramatic content.
§ What it conveys dramatically in relation to how it goes expressively: (global)
significant form/immanent content.71
One is led back to the question; can the criteria used in the current document
still be valid for music composed during and after the post-tonal era? By looking back
to see forward, that is, basing examinations of the new on basic tenets of the old, one
can comfortably evaluate the "newest" music. Schoenberg suggested that the result of
a composer's effort would be "good or bad depending on how his innate talent for
having something to express relates to his ability to express it."72 Quality transcends
limiting factors placed on a work by analytical techniques. Individual works, and
performances of the same work, contribute to the whole evaluation of the work.
Performances of a work are a piece of the puzzle. Busoni said in 1911, "Again, the
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performance of a work is also a transcription, and still, whatever liberties it may take,
it can never annihilate the original."73
Simms' and Mitchell's anthologies outline a progression of composers and
critics whose output, both artistic and prosaic, provide a linear progression of this
author's primary argument. Music, regardless of its chronological or stylistic origin,
can be evaluated with measures common to all.
Busoni suggested in 1911 that compositional efforts must work toward abstract
sounds, toward unlimited technique, toward tonal unrestrictedness, so "that an
uncorrupted new beginning will arise."74 A new music world would be most difficult
to define and subsequent assessment of quality would prove equally difficult. Busoni
continued,
My final conclusion concerning it [musical composition] is this: Every
notation is, in itself, the transcription of an abstract idea. The instant the pen
seizes it, the idea loses its original form. The very intention to write down the
idea, compels a choice of measure and key. The form, and its musical agency,
which the composer must decide upon, still more closely define the way and
the limits. 75
In other words, the way of new music is difficult and mellifluous in its shape and
design.
Under the guise of M. Croche, Debussy warns the listener that musical analysis
without regard to the work as a whole is dangerous. "In all compositions I endeavor to
fathom the diverse interplay inspiring them and their inner life. Is this not much more
interesting than the game of pulling them to pieces, like curious watches."76 It is, after
all the delightfully unexpected juxtaposed within the completely expected piques the
human interest.
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Form, in its most general sense, including any formal pattern, is unalterably
expanded during the Twentieth Century. The unexpected expansion of musical
concepts and materials did not sit well many musical consumers during the past 100
years. Debussy wrote to Stravinsky upon the receipt of a copy of the Rite of Spring
score. "For me, it is the special satisfaction to tell you how much you have enlarged
the boundaries of the permissible in the empire of sound."77 One may continue to
follow this progression. Charles Koechlin (1976) suggested that all great
contemporary music is an outgrowth of its predecessors.78
In 1928, Kurt Weill said that while musical language had drastically changed,
the composer's intention of conveying a meaning still exists.79 As part of a 1928
lecture series at Rice University, Maurice Ravel posed that the true meaning of a work
is its effect as a whole, with its total greater than the sum of its parts.80 A primary point
of discussion throughout this document has been that one must examine a musical
work as a whole entity. Certainly, analysis of melody, or harmony, or form provides
insight into a given work. Ravel and Weill are but two examples of the many
composers and critics who contend that any given work of musical art possess an
element, as yet, undefinable and ineffable.
There is a difference between analyzable elements of music like form, key, or
motive and another plane of existence that we have as yet been unable to quantify.
Existence of that plane does not diminish meaning, even if the listener does not grasp
the musical subtleties. One might consider the conflict between" listen to reason"
versus "reason to listen." Trevor Wishort (1996) articulated that argument using
Richard Wagner's compositional techniques as the example. "Wagner's methodology
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establishes a relationship between delimited music structures (leitmotifs) and people,
objects, or ideas, primary theory association - at some stage musical object and
referent juxtaposed. By then developing these musical structures and interrelating
themes, he is able to carry on a discourse, which is not subject to the spatial and
temporal limitations of the opera stage. This discourse is partly to do with unspoken
'emotions' and partly with metaphor."81 It is the oft unspoken elements in Wagner's
music, and of all other composers, which provide an ephemeral binding that defines
quality in music. The ten criteria assess the elements: melody, harmony, form, design,
timbre, predictability, consistency, style, ingenuity, idiom, and musical validity. The
final criterion introduces the word "transcend." Transcendency is a foreshadowing of
the most difficult element to assess.
Schoenberg continued that line of thought, albeit from a slightly different
vantagepoint and with a sarcastic tinge. He purported that new music is simply new
music. A new musical style is nothing more or less than new and its meaning is not
extractable from its entity.
And so it is with style. It is the sum of characteristics concentrated by a
creator upon an object. And what is created, the thing that comes under
scrutiny, is the object. We could demand that a plum tree bear glass plums,
pears, or felt hats, but I think even the lower types of plum trees would will
refuse. A plum tree can only bear what corresponds to its nature, as
idiosyncratic as this may be. Of all growing things, it is only the Christmas tree
that bears fruit different from its own; among animals only the Easter bunny,
which not only lays eggs but painted ones at that. But we cannot expect
marvels like that from other functioning organisms.82
In speaking about melody, Berg believed that melodic symmetry, or
squareness to use Berg's concept, is not required to make melody beautiful.83 Elliot
Carter observed and commented on many musical occurrences during the Twentieth
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Century. Carter wrote about the first performance of Berg's Violin Concerto in 1943.
"As in the best of Berg's music this usually arid system [twelve tone] does not cripple
him but rather heightens his effects, giving them a beautiful order."84
Compositional rules and expectations are not static. William Duckworth
(1999) said of Charles Ives, "George Ives taught and encouraged his son to be one (a
composer), first by knowing thoroughly the rules of harmony and counterpoint, then
having the courage to break them entirely."85 Having courage to break a rule is
synonymous to creating a new rule. All rules, good and bad, have value of their own.
Out of the old grows the new. Back to Carter's commentary, the production of notes,
sonorities, and rhythms in the performance of old music [in this case Mozart's Jupiter
Symphony] are the raw material out of which each has built his compositions."86
Mitchell (1963) drew a similar conclusion from various sources regarding the
music of Schoenberg and his contemporaries that "the method of composing with
twelve tones grew out of necessity."87 Accepting the above, a priori, allows an
extension of so called rules governing older musical styles. The old masterworks have
an indelible connection to new masterworks and criteria used to evaluate new music.
"Something grew, nothing was destroyed," said Schoenberg.88
Diversity of style and technique does not affect the end, but rather the means of
investigating the end. A musical work cannot be read in terms of a narrow paradigm.
The new must be viewed, and above all heard, in its own terms. "He [the musician]
lives no longer in a unitary musical universe of 'common practice,' but in a variety of
universes of diverse practices."
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In conclusion, as the previously mentioned authors state, the "newness" of all
the 197 works of unaccompanied solo trumpet literature does not preclude its
evaluation based on the model developed and utilized by Ostling and Gilbert. Music
evaluated in this survey was assessed in ten very specific areas. Each criterion focused
on a narrow, limited element of musical structure. An eleventh, unnamed, qualifier is




DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNET RESEARCH TOOLS
As implementation of this study developed, several challenges arose. The
initial Internet mailing list did not exist. The College Music Society (CMS) declined to
provide an assembled email list due to privacy concerns. This author was directed to a
printed copy of the CMS membership catalogue as a source for building a list of CMS
members who were instructors of trumpet. The International Trumpet Guild (ITG) was
contacted with the idea of using their computer mailing list as a supplement to
developing a CMS list. The ITG did not have such a list. From the CMS membership
catalogue, a list of trumpet instructors in United States and Canadian Colleges and
Universities was created. With that list of instructors and their respective teaching
institutions, construction of the initial list netted 1,104 names. The Internet was used
to locate email addresses for 583 possible recipients. Each of the 583 instructors was
contacted via email.
A short email requesting the single name of a person likely to be able to assess
unaccompanied trumpet literature was solicited. The text of that document is in
Appendix C. 223 responses were received, which represented a response rate of 38%.
A simple tally was taken from the 223 suggested evaluators. A list of twenty-eight
evaluators was derived, providing twenty evaluators and eight alternates.
Each of the twenty evaluators was contacted by phone. The intent of the
survey, how potential evaluators were selected, the time commitment required to
complete the survey and a request for each evaluator's participation was outlined
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during the phone conversation. The first sixteen evaluators agreed to participate in the
project. Evaluators 17 through 20 could not be located. Two were living and working
overseas and the remaining two were retired and unavailable. Evaluators 21through 24
were contacted and agreed to complete the study. Of the twenty who agreed to
complete the study, only twelve actually completed the survey. Evaluators 25 through
28 were contacted and completed the study giving me sixteen completed surveys. Of
the sixteen completed surveys, eight of the evaluators requested hard copies of the
survey. Reasons for the hard copy request included: no internet access at home, slow
internet access at home or office, and a desire to complete the survey during rehearsal
"down time" or other "down time" while away from the computer. These reasons can
be generalized as the need for greater time flexibility.
The web page was designed with easy access, simple navigation, and short
completion time in mind. The site contained a log-in page, a definition page, and the
survey pages. No graphics, sounds were included. An estimated ten minutes was
suggested as an average completion time. With a tested, simple format in place, a short
data collection period was anticipated. Given a high level of site design and
preparation, the author was surprised that seven evaluators requested printed versions
of the survey. Tables 10 through 26 show the results of the survey.
At this point, an error in the process of soliciting names for possible evaluators
became apparent. The initial solicitation for evaluator nominations should have
requested ten names in order to remain consistent with the design parameters of
Gilbert and Ostling, rather than a single nomination. Consequently, evaluators listed
after the twenty-eighth evaluator were all single names. The actual list has been kept
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confidential. The Ostling and Gilbert dissertations utilized panels of twenty evaluators.
Using fewer than the prescribed twenty evaluators raised reliability concerns.
However, the results of the survey suggest that a less than expected number of
evaluators did not affect the study's outcome. In fact, results from the current study
closely parallel the results of Ostling and Gilbert.
DELETION OF TITLES
Ten works were eliminated from evaluation because they were actually
accompanied works that had been inadvertently included in the survey list. Those
works are listed in Table 10.
Table 10. Works evaluated but eliminated
R = Number of evaluators familiar with the composition. TP = The total number of
points the composition received.
Title Composer R TP
IMPRESSIONS (WITH TAPE) BASIL CHAPMAN 0 0
A AND O? (W TAPE) R. CAVIANI 3 10
SPACE IS A DIAMOND LUCIA  DLUGOSZEWSKI 11 43
CONCERTINO PAUL VIDAL 6 19
NINE BLACK RIDERS ALLEN  VIZZUTTI 6 21
SNOW SCENES ALLEN  VIZZUTTI 2 3
CONCERTO JEFF TYZIK AND ALLEN
VIZZUTTI
3 6
ANDRE JOLIVET AIR DE BRAVOURE 14 58






One work, Charlier's Etude #2, "Du Style," was included as an evaluated work
even though it is an etude that is part of a larger collection. This etude is the only
individual etude listed as a performance work in the Herrick and Eisensmith ITG
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Trumpet and Brass Program collections. For that reason, Du Style was included as
one of the evaluated compositions.
As indicated in earlier chapters, an exhaustive effort was made to include all
unaccompanied works published through December 1999. Three evaluators inquired
about compositions not included as part of the survey. The suggested works were not
subsequently included for evaluation but are listed in Table 11.
Table 11. Works added by evaluators, but not evaluated
Title Composer Publisher
SOLO EDISON DENISOV MOSCOW STATE
MUSIC PUBLISHERS
SUITE, OP. 125 STANLEY WEINES BOTE & BOCK
 Several evaluators were surprised at the extensive number of titles. Several
evaluators commented that they were going to "get their King catalogue and look into
this area further." Of the 197 works evaluated, 61 or 31%, of the works were not
known to any of the sixteen evaluators. One of the outcomes of this research effort is
to generate interest in the discovery of works that exhibit a high degree of quality. The
list of works not known is worth considering as a separate group worth study. Of the
197 works evaluated, one work was known by all 16 evaluators, fifteen works were
known by 12-15 evaluators, fifteen works were known by 8-11 evaluators, thirty-two
works were known by 4-7 evaluators, thirty-nine works were known by 2-3
evaluators, and thirty-four works were known by 1 evaluator.
NUMBER OF COMPOSITIONS RATED AND VALUE JUDGMENTS
A complete summary of compositions rated and the value judgement given by
each evaluator is provided in Table 19. A randomly assigned code number identified
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evaluators. The evaluators are listed in ascending order based on the number of
compositions they rated. Columns 2 through 7 show the number of ratings each
evaluator assigned the compositions. Columns 8 through 10 show the number of
known works and the percentages of works evaluated and not evaluated. As with the
Ostling and Gilbert studies, there was a wide disparity in the number of works familiar
to each evaluator. Evaluator 14 was familiar with 5 works, or 3% of the total listed
works, while evaluator 6 was familiar with 86, or 44% of the total listed works.
Table 12. Number and percentage of compositions rated and value judgement by
individual evaluators
N = Number of works familiar to the evaluator, % known = percentage of works




Likert Scale Ratings N % known % not
known
0 1 2 3 4 5
14 192 0 0 1 0 4 5 2.54% 97.46%
16 184 0 0 5 6 2 13 6.60% 93.40%
5 168 0 2 6 8 13 29 14.72% 85.28%
13 167 0 0 0 10 20 30 15.23% 84.77%
12 167 0 0 3 18 9 30 15.23% 84.77%
10 165 0 2 17 13 0 32 16.24% 83.76%
11 165 0 6 15 7 4 32 16.24% 83.76%
2 160 1 5 10 13 8 37 18.78% 81.22%
7 156 1 0 10 27 3 41 20.81% 79.19%
1 152 3 2 20 15 5 45 22.84% 77.16%
15 146 2 13 20 10 6 51 25.89% 74.11%
3 145 0 1 8 15 28 52 26.40% 73.60%
8 138 1 4 29 16 9 59 29.95% 70.05%
9 138 0 5 23 21 10 59 29.95% 70.05%
4 132 4 22 17 20 2 65 32.99% 67.01%





A comparison of the numbers of works known or not known in each of the
three studies would not be a useful comparison because of the great disparity between
the numbers of works evaluated. However, a comparison of the percentage of works
known and not known is likely to be more informative. Table 13 compares the
percentages of works known to each evaluator, percentages of works known to all
evaluators the percentage range of works not known to evaluators and the average
percentage of works not known. All the measures represented by the statistics in Table
9 show that the percentage of works known in the current survey was far fewer than
either Ostling or Gilbert. It could be posed that part of the reason for the disparity lies
in the relative low use of unaccompanied trumpet literature.













Ostling 46.97% 31.50% 44.1%-85.6% 68.50%
Gilbert 50.00% 45.30% 28.9%-70.6% 44.70%
Bellinger 21.46% 1.00% 56.35%-
97.46%
78.54%
Table 14 shows works rated in each category and the percentage of total works
these scores represent to each evaluator. Comparisons of percentage of point spreads
are close. That may indicate that this tool is an effective took across the musical genre.
Table 14. Number and percentage of compositions rated and value judgement
by individual evaluators
Code: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = undecided, 4 = agree, 5 =
strongly agree
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Table 14. Number and percentage of compositions rated and value











5 % of 5s
14 5 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 1 20.00% 0 0.00% 4 80.00%
16 13 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 5 38.46% 6 46.15% 2 15.38%
5 29 0 0.00% 2 6.90% 6 20.69% 8 27.59% 13 44.83%
13 30 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 10 33.33% 20 66.67%
12 30 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 3 10.00% 18 60.00% 9 30.00%
10 32 0 0.00% 2 6.25% 17 53.13% 13 40.63% 0 0.00%
11 32 0 0.00% 6 18.75% 15 46.88% 7 21.88% 4 12.50%
2 37 1 2.70% 5 13.51% 10 27.03% 13 35.14% 8 21.62%
7 41 1 2.44% 0 0.00% 10 24.39% 27 65.85% 3 7.32%
1 45 3 6.67% 2 4.44% 20 44.44% 15 33.33% 5 11.11%
15 51 2 3.92% 13 25.49% 20 39.22% 10 19.61% 6 11.76%
3 52 0 0.00% 1 1.92% 8 15.38% 15 28.85% 28 53.85%
8 59 1 1.69% 4 6.78% 29 49.15% 16 27.12% 9 15.25%
9 59 0 0.00% 5 8.47% 23 38.98% 21 35.59% 10 16.95%
4 65 4 6.15% 22 33.85% 17 26.15% 20 30.77% 2 3.08%
6 86 14 16.28% 17 19.77% 23 26.74% 13 15.12% 19 22.09%
averages 26 2.66% 77 9.33% 190 28.50% 199 32.02% 142 27.49%
Table 15. Comparison of Ostling, Gilbert and Bellinger survey range and
spread of percentages of ratings according to specific rating values and range
and spread of percentages below and above rating "3"








































13.8 36.7 43 34.8 45.3 44.9 51.2
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16.28 33.85 49.15 65.85 76.92 32.16 72.68
Table 16 is a line graph representing the average point spreads between
Ostling, Gilbert and Bellinger. The average point spreads in the current study
are much greater than the two wind band studies. The contours of the three
studies are very similar.
Table 16. Line graph representing average point spread between the three
studies
1 = rating "1" 2 = rating "2" 3 = rating "3" 4 = rating "4" 5 = rating "5"
6 = rating below "3" 7 = rating above "3"
Table 17 shows the average ratings of each scoring category compared
between the three studies. The same data is represented in line graph form in
Table 14. As in Tables 15 and 16, the data in Tables 17 and 18 indicate that
while raw data shows large differences between the scores of the three studies,

















Bellinger 16.3 33.9 49.2 65.9 76.9 32.2 72.7
Ostling 13.8 36.7 43 34.8 45.3 44.9 51.2
Gilbert 14.9 36.9 37.2 49.3 49.3 39.6 68
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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sixteen evaluator panel generated scores strongly paralleling the Ostling and
Gilbert results.
Table 17. Average rating values compared
RATINGS
1s 2s 3s 4s 5s
OSTLING 62.5 212.4 362 833 530.5
3.13% 10.57% 18.10% 41.65% 26.53%
GILBERT 43.5 239.6 544.5 767.8 403.8
2.18% 11.98% 27.23% 39.39% 20.19%
BELLINGER 26 79 207 212 142
2.66% 9.33% 28.50% 32.02% 27.49%
Table 18. Line graph representation of average values compared
RATINGS FOR EACH COMPOSITION
Table 15 lists all works in the new form of this study. The table includes
























Ostling 2.66% 9.33% 28.50% 32.02% 27.49%
Bellinger 2.18% 11.98% 27.23% 39.39% 20.19%
Gilbert 3.13% 10.57% 18.10% 41.65% 26.53%
1 2 3 4 5
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mean score and the percentage of the maximum number of points the work might have
received.
Table 19. Works evaluated, number of evaluators, raw score, mean score, percentage
of possible points. Works are listed alphabetically by composer's last name.
R = Number of evaluators familiar with the composition. TP = The total number of
points the composition received. MEAN = Average Rating. % = The percentage of
maximum points the composition received.
Composer Title R TP Mean %
A. A. ADAM TRUMPALIEN 1 2 2.00 40.00
SAMUEL ADLER CANTO I 13 47 3.62 72.31
THOMAS JEFFERSON
ANDERSON
SUNSTAR 1 5 5.00 100.00
G. ANDRIX MINIATURES 1 2 2.00 40.00
ANONYMOUS LAST POST AND
REVEILLE
2 5 2.50 50.00
HANS APOSTEL SONATINE IN
DREISATZEN,  OP.
42A





3 11 3.67 73.33





0 0 0.00 0.00
FRANCESCO
BARSANTI
SICILIANA B FLAT 1 1 1.00 20.00





0 0 0.00 0.00
D. BLAIR VARIATIONS 1 3 3.00 60.00
A. BLANK 3 PIECES 2 7 3.50 70.00
WILHELM BON PETITE TRILOGIE 0 0 0.00 0.00
ELLIOT BORISHANSKY INTENSITY THREE 4 14 3.50 70.00
EUGENE BOZZA GRAPHISMES 8 23 2.88 57.50
A. BRINGS ETCHINGS 1 3 3.00 60.00
MEL BROILES TOWER CALLS 3 6 2.00 40.00
CAREL BRONS MONOLOGUE V 1 3 3.00 60.00
Z. BROWNING REFRAIN 1 2 2.00 40.00
HOWARD J. BUSS A DAY IN THE
CITY
0 0 0.00 0.00
(continued on next page)
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Composer Title R TP Mean %
HOWARD J. BUSS COMMEMORATIO
N
0 0 0.00 0.00
T. G. CAMPBELL 4 BREVITIES 2 7 3.50 70.00
CAMPO TIMES, OP. 39 10 39 3.90 78.00
THEO CHARLIER ETUDE NO. 2 "DU
STYLE"
14 64 4.57 91.43
JOHN CHEETHAM CONCOCTIONS 10 37 3.70 74.00
I. CHKOLNIK MONOLOQUE 1 4 4.00 80.00
NIGEL CLARKE PREMONITIONS 1 3 3.00 60.00
CHARLES COLIN ABRAHAM'S CALL 3 5 1.67 33.33
D. COPE EXTENSIONS 5 15 3.00 60.00
D. COPE ETRB (THEATRE
PIECE)
6 20 3.33 66.67
R. CROLEY VARIAZIONI OP.
44, NO. 3
3 10 3.33 66.67
NOEL DACOSTA GABRIEL'S TUNE
FOR THE LAST
JUDGEMENT
0 0 0.00 0.00
G. DANNER MOONS OF
JUPITER
2 7 3.50 70.00
THOMAS E. DARTER SONATINA 4 12 3.00 60.00
A. DAVID SONATA NO. 2 0 0 0.00 0.00
C. DELLA PERUTI ELEGY SET 2 6 3.00 60.00
E. DIEMENTE REMEMBER 0 0 0.00 0.00
E. DIEMENTE SOMETHING ELSE 0 0 0.00 0.00
TIMOFEI DOKSHITSER SUITE POUR
TROMPETTE SOLO
2 6 3.00 60.00
TIMOFEI DOKSHITSER IMAGES
ROMANTIQUES
7 27 3.86 77.14
O. DUPOUR PETIT PIECE
D'EXAMEN,
SIMPLEX
0 0 0.00 0.00
GERALD ENDSLEY CHANT 11 40 3.64 72.73
R. ERICKSON KRYL 13 58 4.46 89.23
P. ESCHER MUSICA 2 6 3.00 60.00
MAURICE FAILLENOT SIX PIECES 0 0 0.00 0.00
FERNAND 1ST PIECE
D'EXAMEN
0 0 0.00 0.00
ARTHUR
FRACKENPOHL
3 STATEMENTS 10 34 3.40 68.00
STAN FRIEDMAN POEM FOR A
FALLEN HERO
5 19 3.80 76.00
(continued on next page)
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Composer Title R TP Mean %
STAN FRIEDMAN LAUDE 12 48 4.00 80.00
STAN FRIEDMAN SOLUS 14 66 4.71 94.29
JACK GALLAGHER SONATA FOR
UNACCOMPANIED
TRUMPET
10 34 3.40 68.00
GAUDERFROY PETIT PIECE
D'EXAMEN
0 0 0.00 0.00
D. GENELENSKI SUITE 1 2 2.00 40.00
D. GHEZZO SOUND SHAPES 11 0 0 0.00 0.00
V. GLOBOKAR ECHANGES 4 13 3.25 65.00
A. GLOWATY DESIGN 3 8 2.67 53.33
W. GORDER 1 POINT 2 3 8 2.67 53.33
A. GOTTSCHALK CONSTRUCT 1 2 2.00 40.00
U. GRAHN OUTSIDE THE
WINDOW
0 0 0.00 0.00
G. GREEN TRIPTYCH 1 2 2.00 40.00
A. HALSTEAD SUITE 0 0 0.00 0.00
R. HANNAY SPHINX 1 3 3.00 60.00
E. HARTZELL MONOLOGUE 8 1 2 2.00 40.00
ROBERT HENDERSON VARIATION
MOVEMENTS
12 54 4.50 90.00
H. W. HENZE SONATINA 12 51 4.25 85.00
G. HERBILLON SONATINE IN B
FLAT
0 0 0.00 0.00
G. HEUSSENSTAMM LAMINAE 2 7 3.50 70.00




1 5 5.00 100.00
HOUSIAUX IMPROMPTU 1 5 5.00 100.00
HOUSTON ARR COLIN TIJUANA
TRUMPETS
0 0 0.00 0.00
K. HVOSLEF TROMBA SOLO 0 0 0.00 0.00
R. ISRAEL CHARACTERISTIC
VARIATIONS
1 3 3.00 60.00
JAEGGI CARINTHIA
MELODIE





1 3 3.00 60.00
(continued on next page)
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Composer Title R TP Mean %
ANDRE JOLIVET AIR DE
BRAVOURE




0 0 0.00 0.00
OTTO KETTING INTRADA 15 64 4.27 85.33
K. KLAUSS SONATA FOR
TRUMPET
0 0 0.00 0.00
I. KOBETZ VARIANTS 4 - 6 0 0 0.00 0.00
I. KOBETZ VARIANTS 7 - 9 0 0 0.00 0.00
I. KOBETZ VARIANTS 1 - 3 1 4 4.00 80.00
E. VON KOCH MONOLOG 7 2 7 3.50 70.00
R. KOMOROUS UNTITLED 2 0 0 0.00 0.00
M. KOPELENT CAPRICCIO 2 9 4.50 90.00
MEYER KUPFERMAN 5 PREDICTIONS 6 18 3.00 60.00
J. D. LAMB WILDERNESS
SKETCHES
0 0 0.00 0.00
P. LAMBRO TRUMPET
VOLUNTARY
5 14 2.80 56.00
LANG POCO A POCO DIM 1 4 4.00 80.00
P. LEDUC LES ECHOES
ALPESTRES
1 2 2.00 40.00
FRITZ LEITERMEYER TROMPETISSIMO 2 7 3.50 70.00
JULES LEVY GESTURES 3 9 3.00 60.00




0 0 0.00 0.00
D. LOEB ROMANZE E DUE
SCHERZI
0 0 0.00 0.00
A. LUBET LAMENT 0 0 0.00 0.00
A. MANCINI DIVERTISSMENTS
FOR TRUMPET
2 4 2.00 40.00
O. METRA 50 CELEBRATED
DANCES





1 2 2.00 40.00
I. MITSUOKA BANSHEES 3 6 2.00 40.00
MOREL 5TH ETUDE 1 3 3.00 60.00
MORYL SALVOS 4 13 3.25 65.00
W. MOYLAN SEVEN
SOLILOQUIES
0 0 0.00 0.00
(continued on next page)
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Composer Title R TP Mean %
MULLER-HORNBACH ZYKLUS 0 0 0.00 0.00
S. NATRA SONATINA 0 0 0.00 0.00
VACLAV NELHYBEL FOUR MONODIES 5 13 2.60 52.00
NICOLO PAGANINI
ARR DOKSHITSER
CAPRICE NO. 17 6 20 3.33 66.67
VINCENT PERSICHETTI PARABLE OP. 127 16 74 4.63 92.50
P. PHILLIPS LONESOME MUSIC 3 6 2.00 40.00
ANTHONY PLOG POSTCARDS 10 37 3.70 74.00
H. POUSSEUR FLEXIONS II 0 0 0.00 0.00
MORGAN POWELL ALONE TRUMPET 11 39 3.55 70.91
WILLIAM PRESSER SECOND SUITE 9 29 3.22 64.44
WILLIAM PRESSER SUITE 13 44 3.38 67.69
ARTHUR PRYOR LOVE'S
ENCHANTMENT
3 8 2.67 53.33
FOLKE RABE SHAZAM 7 27 3.86 77.14
J. RAHN COUNTERPOINTS 2 5 2.50 50.00
P. RAMEY FANFARE SONATA 1 2 2.00 40.00
R. A. RASCH WERKE VOOR
MELODIE
INSTRUMENT
0 0 0.00 0.00
EINOJUHARI
RAUTAVAARA
TARANTARA 6 25 4.17 83.33
G. REICHE ABBLASEN 10 43 4.30 86.00
W. RENWICK ENCORE PIECE 5 15 3.00 60.00
J. RILEY CONVERSATION
PIECE
2 6 3.00 60.00
J. RIZZETTO 5 POEMS OF
EMILY DICKINSON









1 3 3.00 60.00
SACCO 3 SONGS 1 2 2.00 40.00
D. SAMBATARO STUDI 0 0 0.00 0.00
DAVID SAMPSON LITANY OF
BREATH
11 45 4.09 81.82
V. SCHELOKOV CAPRICE 3 8 2.67 53.33
H. L. SCHILLING FLORIANI SUITE 0 0 0.00 0.00
(continued on next page)
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Composer Title R TP Mean %




3 9 3.00 60.00
W. SCHNEIDER SUITE 1 2 2.00 40.00
H. SCHROTER FANFARETTE 4 13 3.25 65.00
W. SCHUMAN 25 OPERA
SNATCHES
5 16 3.20 64.00
N. SHADWELL THEME AND
VARIATIONS
3 10 3.33 66.67
L. SITSKY DAGN 0 0 0.00 0.00
J. SMALLMAN IONS 0 0 0.00 0.00
G. SMITH TO SEEK THE
CENTER OF QUIET
0 0 0.00 0.00
CLAUDE T. SMITH 5 SHORT PIECES 2 4 2.00 40.00
E. S. SOLOMON DIALOGUE 0 0 0.00 0.00
O. SOMMERFELDT DIVERTIMENTO
OP 21
5 18 3.60 72.00
K. STARI 3 PIECES 0 0 0.00 0.00





5 20 4.00 80.00
RICHARD STOHR KONZERT OP. 40 1 2 2.00 40.00
MORRIS SURDIN SHADES OF BRASS 0 0 0.00 0.00
SIXTEN SYLVAN KONSERT OP. 43 1 3 3.00 60.00
NORMAN SYMONDS NAMELESS HOUR,
THE
0 0 0.00 0.00
ENDRE SZEKELY CONCERTO 0 0 0.00 0.00
T. TAKEMITSU PATHS 4 16 4.00 80.00
H. TANN LITTLE LOW
HEAVENS
1 2 2.00 40.00
ANTONIO TAURIELLO MUSICA PARA
CUERDASY
TROMPETA
1 3 3.00 60.00
G. TAUTENHAHN CAPRICE 0 0 0.00 0.00
IRA TAXIN TRUMPET 2 6 3.00 60.00
J. THILDE VARIATIONS SUR
UN TRUMPET
2 5 2.50 50.00
JOHANNES THILMANN CONCERTINO OP.
66
0 0 0.00 0.00
A. R. THOMAS SONATA 2 8 4.00 80.00
FRANK TICHELI FIRST VOICE, THE 2 9 4.50 90.00
(continued on next page)
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Composer Title R TP Mean %
FREDERICK TILLIS SPRITUAL
FANTASY NO
0 0 0.00 0.00
J. TOULON TRIO LECTURES
CONCERT
0 0 0.00 0.00
FISHER TULL 8 PROFILES 15 60 4.00 80.00
DAVID UBER SPRINGFALL 2 5 2.50 50.00
WILLIAM VACCHIANO IMPROVISATIONS 4 9 2.25 45.00
WILLIAM VACCHIANO CARNIVAL OF
VENICE
9 22 2.44 48.89
DALIBOR VACKAR 4 POEMS 0 0 0.00 0.00
DALIBOR VACKAR PARTITA
TRUMPET




CORNUCOPIA 6 15 2.50 50.00
J.O. VAN DEN BOOREN STROFA II 3 9 3.00 60.00
PERSIS VEHAR FOURSQUARE 2 6 3.00 60.00
ALLEN VIZZUTTI CASCADES 14 52 3.71 74.29
P. VOLOTSKOY 2 VOCALISES 2 5 2.50 50.00
SLAVA VORLOVA KONCERT OP. 31 0 0 0.00 0.00
JOSEPH WAGNER INTRODUCTION
AND RONDO
0 0 0.00 0.00
W. WAGNER FOUR CAPRICCIOS 0 0 0.00 0.00
W. WAGNER SONATA 0 0 0.00 0.00
PETER WALLIN CONNECTIONS 0 0 0.00 0.00




3 12 4.00 80.00
CHARLES
WHITTENBERG
POLYPHONY 12 53 4.42 88.33




0 0 0.00 0.00
ALEC WILDER SUITE NO. 2 6 15 2.50 50.00
ALEC WILDER SUITE NO. 1 7 18 2.57 51.43
P. WILLERTH ESSAYS 2 7 3.50 70.00
WILLS JOIE DE VIVRE:
HOMMAGE A
PICASSO
0 0 0.00 0.00
DANA WILSON I REMEMBER 4 13 3.25 65.00
(continued on next page)
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Composer Title R TP Mean %
WINICK EQUINOCTIAL
POINTS
10 34 3.40 68.00
STEFAN WOLPE SOLO PIECE 12 50 4.17 83.33
WORKS NOT KNOWN TO ANY EVALUATOR
Some works were not known to any evaluator. Inclusion of the unknown works
as a separate table departs from the Ostling-Gilbert format but is warranted because
one of the outcomes of this study is to foster the discovery of new literature. Table 20
list works not known to any of the sixteen evaluators.
Table 20. Works not known to any evaluator
Composer Title
REGINA A HARRIS BAIOCCHI MILES PER HOUR (1990)
J. BITTENGER ARR MUSSER /
WITTEKIND
FOUR ISLAND FANTASIES
WILHELM BON PETITE TRILOGIE
HOWARD J. BUSS A DAY IN THE CITY
HOWARD J. BUSS COMMEMORATION
B. CHAPMAN IMPRESSIONS (WITH TAPE)
NOEL DACOSTA GABRIEL'S TUNE FOR THE LAST
JUDGEMENT
A. DAVID SONATA NO. 2
E. DIEMENTE REMEMBER
E. DIEMENTE SOMETHING ELSE
O. DUPOUR PETIT PIECE D'EXAMEN,
SIMPLEX
MAURICE FAILLENOT SIX PIECES
FERNAND 1ST PIECE D'EXAMEN
GAUDERFROY PETIT PIECE D'EXAMEN
D. GHEZZO SOUND SHAPES 11
U. GRAHN OUTSIDE THE WINDOW
A. HALSTEAD SUITE
G. HERBILLON SONATINE IN B FLAT
HOUSTON ARR COLIN TIJUANA TRUMPETS
K. HVOSLEF TROMBA SOLO
JAEGGI CARINTHIA MELODIE
P. KAVANAUGH DEBUSSY VARIATIONS NO. 12
K. KLAUSS SONATA FOR TRUMPET
(continued on next page)
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Composer Title
I. KOBETZ VARIANTS 4 - 6
I. KOBETZ VARIANTS 7 - 9
R. KOMOROUS UNTITLED 2
J. D. LAMB WILDERNESS SKETCHES
D. LOEB ROMANZE ANTICHE E NUOVO
D. LOEB ROMANZE E DUE SCHERZI
A. LUBET LAMENT
O. METRA 50 CELEBRATED DANCES
W. MOYLAN SEVEN SOLILOQUIES
MULLER-HORNBACH ZYKLUS
S. NATRA SONATINA
H. POUSSEUR FLEXIONS II
R. A. RASCH WERKE VOOR MELODIE
INSTRUMENT
K. ROBINSON VISIONS ELOQUENT AND
TRIUMPHANT
D. SAMBATARO STUDI
H. L. SCHILLING FLORIANI SUITE
L. SITSKY DAGN
J. SMALLMAN IONS
G. SMITH TO SEEK THE CENTER OF QUIET
E. S. SOLOMON DIALOGUE
K. STARI 3 PIECES
L. STEIN SONATA
MORRIS SURDIN SHADES OF BRASS
NORMAN SYMONDS NAMELESS HOUR, THE
ENDRE SZEKELY CONCERTO
G. TAUTENHAHN CAPRICE
JOHANNES THILMANN CONCERTINO OP. 66
FREDERICK TILLIS SPRITUAL FANTASY NO
J. TOULON TRIO LECTURES CONCERT
DALIBOR VACKAR 4 POEMS
SLAVA VORLOVA KONCERT OP. 31
JOSEPH WAGNER INTRODUCTION AND RONDO
W. WAGNER FOUR CAPRICCIOS
W. WAGNER SONATA
PETER WALLIN CONNECTIONS
C.D. WIGGINS SOLILOQUY XII FOR SOLO
TRUMPET OP. 94, NO. 12
WILLS JOIE DE VIVRE: HOMMAGE A
PICASSO
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Works earning a score of 80 or better are considered possessing "Serious
Artistic Merit." Those works are listed as follows: works known to all 16 evaluators;
works known to 12-15 evaluators; works known to 8-11 evaluators; works know to 4-
7 evaluators; works known to 2-3 evaluators, and works known to a single evaluator.
Each of these groupings represent 80% of the numbers of evaluators that appeared in
the Ostling and Gilbert studies.
Table 21. Works known to all 16 evaluators meeting the criteria for serious artistic
merit
R = Number of evaluators familiar with the composition. TP = The total number of
points the composition received. % = The percentage of maximum possible points the
composition received.




VINCENT PERSICHETTI PARABLE, OP. 127 16 74 64 92.50
Table 22. Works known to 12-15 evaluators meeting the criteria for serious artistic
merit
R = Number of evaluators familiar with the composition. TP = The total number of
points the composition received. % = The percentage of maximum possible points the
composition received.




OTTO KETTING INTRADA 15 64 60 85.33
FISHER TULL 8 PROFILES 15 60 60 80.00
STAN FRIEDMAN SOLUS 14 66 56 94.29
THEO CHARLIER ETUDE #2 "DU STYLE" 14 64 56 91.43
ROBERT ERICKSON KRYL 13 58 52 89.23
MALCOLM ARNOLD FANTASY 13 54 52 83.08
ROBERT HENDERSON VARIATION
MOVEMENTS
12 54 48 90.00
CHARLES
WHITTENBERG
POLYPHONY 12 53 48 88.33
HANS WERNE HENZE SONATINA 12 51 48 85.00
STEFAN WOLPE SOLO PIECE 12 50 48 83.33
STAN FRIEDMAN LAUDE 12 48 48 80.00
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Table 23. Works known to 8-11 evaluators meeting the criteria for serious artistic
merit
R = Number of evaluators familiar with the composition. TP = The total number of
points the composition received. % = The percentage of maximum possible points the
composition received.






LITANY OF BREATH 11 45 44 81.82
GOTTFRIED
REICHE
ABBLASEN 10 43 40 86.00
Table 24. Works known to 4-7 evaluators meeting the criteria for serious artistic merit
R = Number of evaluators familiar with the composition. TP = The total number of
points the composition received. % = The percentage of maximum possible points the
composition received.
Table 24. Works known to 4-7 evaluators meeting the criteria for serious artistic merit





TARANTARA 6 25 24 83.33





5 20 20 80.00
TORU TAKEMITSU PATHS 4 16 16 80.00
Table 25. Works known to 2-3 evaluators meeting the criteria for serious artistic merit
R = Number of evaluators familiar with the composition. TP = The total number of
points the composition received. % = The percentage of maximum possible points the
composition received.







CAPRICCIO 2 9 9 90.00
FRANK TICHELI FIRST VOICE, THE 2 9 9 90.00
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Table 26. Works known to 1 evaluator meeting the criteria for serious artistic merit
R = Number of evaluators familiar with the composition. TP = The total number of
points the composition received. % = The percentage of maximum possible points the
composition received.




HANS APOSTEL SONATINE IN
DREISATZEN,  OP.
42A
1 5 5 100.00
GERHARD HOLZER MIKRO
KONTRAPUNKTE II
1 5 5 100.00





Three outcomes were expected from the current study. First, the
statistical analysis of this study will be consistent with the results of the Gilbert
and Ostling studies. Second, a number of works will be labeled as having
serious artistic merit. Third, the discussion, evaluation, and composition of
trumpet literature will be stimulated.
Evaluators were selected through a survey encompassing all fifty states,
the Canadian provinces, and U.S. possessions in the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. A list of trumpet instructors was assembled. The 1104 names
represented all fifty of the Unites States, one U. S. possession and eight of
thirteen Canadian provinces. 583 trumpet instructors received requests for
evaluator nominations. 223 of the 583 trumpet instructors responded with
nominations. Twenty evaluators and eight alternates were selected from the
nominations. Sixteen evaluators completed the survey. Evaluators represented
all regions of the United States except the Northwest.
A panel of sixteen evaluators assessed the merit of 197 works for
unaccompanied solo trumpet. Of the 197 works evaluated, twenty-seven met
the criteria for serious artistic merit.
Statistical analysis of the scored compositions from this study was
consistent with results from both Ostling and Gilbert. Obviously, specific
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works were different, but statistical comparisons of the scored works were very
similar.
CONCLUSIONS
The Ostling and Gilbert device is effective for measuring the serious
artistic merit for music outside the wind band genre. The degree of consistency
between evaluators of the three studies was high. Levels of knowledge varied
as widely in the current work as in Ostling and Gilbert. While the literature list
for this study is only a fraction of the size of the previously sited studies,
consistency remains high. Tables 12, 14 and 16 demonstrated that, while the
resultant ranges and percentages were different, the general contours of the line
graphs are nearly the same.
STUDY STRUCTURE
Neither the relatively small number of evaluated compositions, nor the
fewer than prescribed number of evaluators played a role in the expected
outcome. Sixteen evaluators completed the survey instead of the proscribed
twenty. The statistical results of this effort paralleled both Ostling and Gilbert.
Internet based research was not substantially faster or easier to manage
than traditional surveys. The attempt to compile a comprehensive list of
trumpet instructors was far more difficult than anticipated. The actual listing
was fairly easy to assemble, but the email addresses were much more difficult
to find and verify for accuracy. A six-month search of thousands of web sites
failed to produce accurate email addresses for all 1104 instructors. The initial
list of 583 names represented slightly more than half, or 58%, of the 1104
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email addresses sought. Distribution graphs of the geographic locations of each
phase of evaluator selection were found in Tables 2-6. The sixteen panelists
were distributed across the United States including representation from each
region except the Pacific Northwest. The even distribution of instructor names,
emails sent, and nominations received suggest that the results of the survey
represent a wide cross section of available trumpet instructors located in the
United States.
The Ostling and Gilbert methodology works when applied to the
confines of this study. Future implementations of this model should accurately
measure the serious artistic merit of even larger bodies of solo trumpet
literature.
DISCUSSION
The 197 works of unaccompanied solo trumpet can now be examined
more closely. A set of informed opinions have been assembled, measured, and
analyzed. The twenty-seven works found to meet the criteria of serious artistic
merit should receive greater examination and, perhaps, more performance
time. The 110 works known to at least one evaluator will stimulate further
discussion regarding a larger body of literature. The remaining sixty works
unknown to any evaluator will perhaps generate the most discussion of all as
they represent a collection of largely undiscovered works. At the very least, the
mere listing of the 197 works is a point of departure for serious study in the
area of unaccompanied trumpet literature. After all, the simplest "ensemble" to
organize is a party of one.
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Works meeting the criteria of serious artistic merit demanded
examination as well. Their examination should follow a different course; a
course including performance and further evaluation of the works based on
several performances some period of time by several different performers. The
most important test will be the test of time. The tool used in this study was
intended, at least in part, to be an indicator of quality, not the definitive test of
quality. At best, this tool would provide a short cut in finding quality music for
unaccompanied solo trumpet, not a replacement for the experience gained in
score study and performance. The result of this effort has been a success in
several areas. First, a tool to evaluate individual works was located, utilized
and determined to be successful. Second, a complete, but not exhaustive, list of
works for solo trumpet was assembled for use in the next stage of research in
this topic. Third, a complete and exhaustive list of works for unaccompanied
solo trumpet was assembled and evaluated. From that list of evaluated music, a
cache of works unknown to any evaluator was brought to light. While not truly
unknown, that cache represents a potential treasure trove of new material.
Finally, a collection works was evaluated as possessing serious artistic merit
and, therefore, requiring extended performance opportunities.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Having determined that the Ostling-Gilbert model works on the smaller
body of unaccompanied literature, the next step is to apply this survey method
to the much larger body of solo trumpet literature. A list of approximately
3400 titles gathered through December 1999 provides the basic data for this
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endeavor. While an Internet based survey is still a valuable tool, much
consideration regarding the "convenient use of the evaluator's time" is
required. This author believes a blending of the traditional hard copy survey
and electronic survey will be the result. However, the sheer magnitude of
assessing the serious artistic merit of 3,400 work of trumpet literature suggests
a careful look at the two options. Future applications of this format require a
request of ten nominations for the possible evaluator listings.
Upon completion of this document, the full text and results will be
placed on a website. Specific information about each work: performance time,
possible extended techniques, publisher and other important details pulled
from the music is a resource for those seeking to perform solo unaccompanied
trumpet literature of serious artistic merit.
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CHAPTER SIX
ANALYSIS OF THREE SELECTED WORKS
After gathering and analyzing survey data, another step was taken serving as
verification of evaluators’ recommendations. Three works received ratings of 92
percent or higher. These works were rated by at least fourteen members of the
evaluating panel; therefore, evaluator consensus as to the quality of these works is
high. Three pieces were subjected to a structural analysis to determine what
characteristics were present that warranted the high rating they received. The three
works receiving the additional analysis are Etude #2 – Du Style by Théo Charlier,
ParableXIV, Op. 127 by Vincent Persichetti and Solus by Stanley Friedman.
Identifying and describing certain characteristics of these three works will support the
evaluators’ findings.
The ten Ostling-Gilbert criteria will be re-evaluated to determine if they are
valid as tools for measuring the serious artistic merit of unaccompanied literature. It is
possible that additional criteria will be added to reflect the nature of unaccompanied
music or eliminated as not useful in evaluating unaccompanied literature. Criteria
added or eliminated would not affect the outcome of the current study. Rather, the
amended criteria would be put forward for possible use in future applications of this
study as it applies to unaccompanied monophonic trumpet music.
Finally, all musical examples in this chapter referred to as Illustrations are in
treble clef.
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ETUDE #2 – DU STYLE BY THÉO CHARLIER
A Brief Biographical Sketch of the Composer
Théo Charlier (1868-1944) is the most representative musician of the Liège
School of trumpet. At the age of twelve, he was admitted to the cornet class of
Dieudonné Gérardy and experienced great success on the instrument. Throughout his
career he played principal trumpet in several orchestras in Paris, Lyon, and Marseille,
France. Charlier was known as a champion of the trumpet. The cornet had been the
primary high brass instrument through much of the Nineteenth Century. He also led
the Mariemont Bascoup wind band and was a noted composer of ballets, symphonic
pieces, and methods. As a noted pedagogue, Charlier wrote the Thirty-Six
Transcendental Etudes as companion literature to the etudes of contemporaries, like
Balay and Arban.89 Thanks to the Thirty-Six Transcendental Etudes, Charlier’s name
is still known worldwide.
Design Structure
At first glance, the seventy-five bars of Charlier’s Etude #2 - Du Style, do not
appear to possess enough resources to earn the label of serious artistic merit. The
compact quality of the material that is present is carefully assembled. Brevity is
complemented by craft. Layers of construction create complexity and subtlety and, in
turn, allow one to classify the work as being musically potent. The following
discussion begins at the macro level and concludes with small details.
Du Style is in a simple ternary design. Its three sections occur in an ABA'
format. Distinctions between the A sections (measures 1-24 and 64-75) and the
contrasting B section (measures 25-63) are discussed later. Cursory examination
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reveals Bb minor as the key of the outer frame and Eb major as the key of the
contrasting material. Changes in tempo from Allegretto in the opening and closing
passages contrast with the inner passages’ Meno Mosso. Simple contrast and
repetition of key and tempo provide necessary markers required for preliminary
identification of the larger form.
The A section is constructed of three eight-bar phrase groups. Each of the
phrase groups, in turn, is constructed from two, two-bar phrase periods. Each phrase
period is constructed from a pair of two-bar antecedent-consequent phrases.
The first antecedent-consequent period is constructed with an (a+b) phrase
structure. The answering period to the initial period is an (a'+b') period. Differences
between the (a+b) and (a'+b') are significant. The second phrase group is also
structured in a pair of antecedent-consequent phase groups arranged in a [(c+d)(c'+d')]
phrase grouping. The (c'+d') phrase groups feature intervallic inversion of the melodic
line. The final phrase group begins as one expects, based on the musical ideas
presented up to this point. One’s expectation is set for continuation of the preceding
pattern. Based on that assumption, the expected third phrase group should have been
[(e+f) (e'+f')]. Phrase group three begins with phrases (e+e'), followed with a period,
still in antecedent-consequent form, labeled as (f+g). Table 27 outlines the phrase
architecture of the A section. The unimaginative composer might have done the
expected. Charlier did not.
Table 27. Design structure of A
[(a+b)+ (a'+b')]+[(c+d)+(c'+d')]+[(e+e')+(f+g)]
    2+2      2+2        2+2     2+2        2+2     2+2
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The B section begins in a format similar to the A section already described.
Antecedent-consequent phrase groups continue as the structural underpinning. The
antecedent-consequent groups do not follow the same format as the A section. The
eight-bar phrase groups in A are replaced by four-bar phrase groups that contrast with
each other more than in the A section phrases. Table 28 outlines the phrase structure
of the B section. The composer was left with a variety of choices. One choice would
have been to use a phrase pattern such as (h+i) (h'+i'). This composer began to vary,
rather widely, from the phrase pattern established in the opening A section. Thematic
material maintains close ties to previously introduced material while variety is
expanded. Length of phrase was also altered, adding uncertainty to the next turn of the
phrase.
Table 28. Design structure of B
(h+i)+ (j+k)+(j'+k')+(l+l')+(m+n)+(m'+n')+(o+o')+o''+p+q
2+2   1+3     1 +3    2+2     1+3      1 +3      2+2    2+  2+7
A returns as A' in measure sixty-four with melodic and phrase structure from
the opening section. Obvious changes occur on two levels. First, the meter is changed
from 3/4 to 6/8. Second, the absence of the secondary theme phrases shortens the
length of the final section. However, an unexpected symmetry is still present. If the
6/8 section were re-barred to the original meter of 3/4, the A' section is the same
twenty-four bar passage as the A section. Thematic material varies the most in the
final eight bars of the work. If the work were longer, one might consider the final bars
a developmental episode.
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The opening phrase period of A' begins with phrases that are identical to the
initial phrase group, except for meter. The remaining phrases are paired in three phrase
groups. The first two periods are derived from the b phrases and the final four bars,
which also function as a codetta, are labeled r and s. Table 29 outlines the phrase
structure of the A' section.
Table 29. Design structure of A'
[(a+b)+ (a'+b')]+(b''+b''')+(b''''+j')+(r+s)
  1+1       1+1       1+  1       1+  1     1+3 (number of measures in 6/8)
  2+2       2+2       2+  2       2+  2     2+6 (number of measures in 3/4)
Table 30 is a complete phrase-by-phrase summary of the skeletal underpinning
on which analytical elements are fixed. Melody, gesture, harmony, motivic
development, all spring from the phrases outlined in Table 30. The result of Charlier’s
efforts is a sophisticated formal design as outlined in criteria one and two. The primary
areas measured by Ostling-Gilbert criteria four and five were the degree to which a
composition appeared to be unpredictable. In spite of a regular phrase structure, Du
Style is a work meeting the requirements of these criteria by following a compositional























   






























   




















































































































































































Three distinct melodies are present in Du Style. The primary melody begins in
measure one. Its character is lyrical and flowing. A secondary melody occurs as the
second half of the A section, at measure seventeen, and is a fanfare trumpet call. A
tertiary melody sounds the beginning of the B section in a major key beginning in
measure twenty-five. Its long upward ascent creates a dramatic effect. The primary
and tertiary melodies are developed more extensively, while the secondary melody
never reappears.
Illustration 7. Primary melody
Illustration 8. Secondary melody
Illustration 9. Tertiary melody
Motivic Development
The first four measures, phrases a+b, provide much of the melodic and
rhythmic material for the entire work. Three primary melodic ideas are identified and
shown in Illustrations 7-9 above. Three examples follow (Illustrations 10-12) to
demonstrate the closely related material of various sections within Du Style and how
they are drawn from the opening bars. While this author used the terms retrograde and
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inversion, the illustrations below are not precise examples of those concepts. “In terms
of pitch classes, the retrograde ordering simply reverses the prime ordering.”90 The
illustrations are, however, more in the spirit of the concept.
 Illustration 10. Original and retrograde in measures 1-4
original retrograde
Phrase c (measure nine) is from a characteristic motive in measure seven and
another motive found in measure three. Throughout the work, there exist many such
parallels that cannot be attributed to coincidence and must be attributed to the
craftsmanship we ascribe to composers like Charlier.
 Illustration 11. Original and retrograde in phrase c
     measure 7      measure 9             measure 3           measure 7
The wide leaps in measures 41-67 emanate from the octave leap in measure
seven. Illustration 12 is a portion of the motivic expansion. An octave is the material
repeated and developed.
Illustration 12. Motivic expansion in measures 51-56
    measure 7      measures 51-56
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Direction of Melodic Gesture
A marked contrast in the direction of the melodic gesture exists between the A
and B sections of Du Style. The characteristic direction of the A sections is descending
while the characteristic direction of the B section is ascending. Obvious examples are
found in measures 1, 25 and 64 (Illustrations 13, 14, 5, respectively). Less obvious,
but equally important examples are listed below and outline melodic fragments in an
ascending or descending path. Clearly, Charlier constructed each passage with careful
intent. Contrasts and similarities were not a product of happenstance.
Illustration 13. Melodic direction in measures 1-2
Illustration 14. Melodic direction in measures 25-26
Illustration 15. Melodic direction in measure 64
Closer examination of melodic ideas reveals trends over the passage of time.
First, note the arrival of the first authentic cadence in measure eight (Illustration 16).
The arrival pitch of Bb is a fifth below the starting pitch.
Illustration 16. Melodic direction in measures 1-8
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The final cadence of the first large section, in measure thirteen, occurs on a Bb
a full octave lower than measure eight.
Illustration 17. Melodic direction in measures 8 and 13, respectively
The final cadence of the A section concludes with another Bb a fifth below the
starting pitch of the work. Illustration 18 shows the key pitch direction.
Illustration 18. Melodic direction in measures 1 - 24
Between cadences there are other, more subtle, examples of the descending
nature of the A section. The phrase period beginning in measure nine begins with a
descending perfect fifth from C to F as shown in Illustration 19. A similar cascade
begins in measure sixteen as shown in Illustration 20.
Illustration 19. Melodic direction in measure 9
The remainder of the phrase group does ascend to an F and cascades down to a
Gb by measure eleven. Illustration 20 shows the descending cascade, the pitches key
to the descent and central to the tonal outline of the material. Illustration 21 shows the
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descending melodic pattern that also outlines the final cadence of the primary theme
phrase group.
Illustration 20. Melodic direction in measures 10-11
Illustration 21. Melodic direction in measure 16
The secondary melody and its eight-bar appearance might be characterized as
possessing both descending and static characteristics. The two bar trumpet call,
marking the secondary theme, is repeated down a fourth.
Illustration 22. Melodic direction in measures 17 and 19
The high point of the period is the G in measure twenty-two. That G occurs on
weak part of the beat and slowly descends to the final cadence point mentioned earlier.
Measure twenty-two is the answer to a similar figure in measure twenty-one.
Illustration 23. Melodic direction in measures 21 and 22
measure 21 measure 22
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 The B section begins with a sweeping figure over a two-bar duration. The
drama of the ascending figure is heightened by the change to major mode and distance
of an octave and a sixth.
Illustration 24. Melodic direction in measures 25-27
The excitement is extended by a 32nd - note scale to Ab that is reiterated several
times through the section. The quasi-recitatives in measures 37 and 38, and 39 and 40
are separated by an ascending minor third. The motivic sequence of measures 41-55
also features an ascending idea over the duration of the phrases.
Illustration 25. Melodic direction in measures 41-55
Measures 55-63 signal a re-transition to the altered A section with a
combination of ascending arpeggios that descends by a chromatic step-progression.
Illustration 26. Melodic direction in measures 55-63
The third section of Du Style is a return to the A section material with several
changes, some of which have already been identified. Other changes will be discussed
later. The meter of the final section had no bearing on the content or shape of the
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musical direction. The final three phrases are new material but retain the architectural
expectations of the earlier section.
Proportion and the Golden Mean
There is an appearance of unequal proportion between sections. Appearances,
in this case, are deceiving. The listener and evaluators in this study, perceive Du Style
to be a work of uncommon quality. While not evaluated directly, some sense of music
enhancing proportion must exist to warrant the high value placed on this work.
Proportion generally refers to a relationship between quantities.91 A golden proportion
or golden mean is a term defining a specific proportion of .618 and its complement
.382. In music, a golden mean is measured in terms of a number of measures of music
that represent the above proportion of an entire work, movement or section.
References to a golden mean in this document refer to a specific musical occurrence at
an interval of .618 or .382 within a specified number of measures. The concept of a
golden mean is a recurring feature in music, as well as art, literature, and physics. The
combined length of A and A' totals thirty-six measures or 48% of the total number of
bars. Section B comprises thirty-nine measures or 52% of the notated bars. This results
in an approximate 1:1 ratio between the contrasting A and B sections. Section A,
however; is written in a different meter than A'. The former section is written in 3/4,
the latter in 6/8. The phrase and period structures are identical. If A' were written in
the original meter, the total number of measures devoted to the A sections would
number forty-eight or 61% of the original seventy-five measures, a prime example of
applying the golden mean, or .618. The outside A sections, as notated, are in a 2:1
ratio, another golden mean.
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Sections A and A' are divided into three equal portions of four or two bars,
respectively. While not a golden mean, symmetry is achieved through three equal
phrase groups. Table 31 reinforces the identification of large-scale form in Du Style.
Table 31. Large form proportions




A' 12 16% (32% if doubled)
Outer Voice Counterpoint
Charlier’s Du Style is monophonic. Yet, the juxtaposition of large leaps in the
melodic line creates the effect of outer voice counterpoint within the work. Many
examples are but a few notes long, while other examples are quite lengthy. The
implied counterpoint affects the harmonic and melodic flow. Illustrations 27-33
outline several “contrapuntal” examples found in Du Style. The downward pointing
arrows indicate key pitches in the implied upper voice. The upward pointing arrows
indicate key pitches in the implied lower voice. Illustration 27 suggests a dominant to
tonic movement outlined by F to Bb movement in the “lower” line of the passage.
Similar movement in Illustration 28 suggests a possible super tonic-dominant-tonic
progression through the convergence of the lines.
Illustration 27. Implied counterpoint in measures 7-8
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Illustration 28. Implied counterpoint in measures 9-12
A relatively slower lower line, or bass line rhythm, is seen versus the relatively
faster upper line, or soprano voice. The effect is subtle, simple and extremely
important to the success of the work’s musical effectiveness. The illusion of a slower
harmonic rhythm over a more florid melodic rhythm is the result. Melodic movement
shown in Illustration 29 suggests a subdominant to tonic resolution. The resting point
of the end of the A section also functions as the pivot point in a shift to the key of Eb
major. The final pitches of the phrase center squarely on a Bb. Bb is the dominant of
Eb, the new key that begins in measure 25.
Illustration 29. Implied counterpoint in measures 22-24
Illustrations 30 and 31 also link chordal implications to a linear progression.
The stronger tendency of the two illustrations below is more Schenkerian in nature.
This tendency is based on the general stepwise movement of the upper and lower
implied voices. The combination of stepwise movement and implied harmony create
the sense of centricity or tonal gravity central to Schenkarian analysis.
Illustration 30. Implied counterpoint in measures 25-28
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Illustration 31. Implied counterpoint in measures 29-36
Illustration 32 returns to a more chordal movement in the bass voice. The
upper voice is written in a rhythmically active style that points to a convergence on a
tonic C. Illustration 33 is a simple chromatic progression in the bass voice that moves
the line in the direction of a return to the home key of Bb minor. The result is
successful and satisfying.
Illustration 32. Implied counterpoint in measures 40-48
Illustration 33. Implied counterpoint in measures 66-63
Melodic Inversion
A common device in Du Style is the use of melodic inversion. Inversion is used
to create variety and continuity within the short work. Several examples follow
showing skilled use of this basic compositional tool.
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The first melodic inversion occurs in the first consequent phrase. The inversion
is not specific but a gestural inversion generally retracing the downward passage of
measure 1.
Illustration 34. Inversion in measures 1-2
original retrograde
Measures 9-12 contain the (c+d) period. The subsequent period (c'+d') is found
in measures 14-16 and is an intervallic retrograde of the previous period.
Illustration 35. Inversion in measures 14-16
original inversion
Measures thirty-five and thirty-six are the end of the (j+k) period. Contrast in
the (j'+k') period is created by inverting and extending the phrase of carefully selected
pitches rather than development of an entire passage. Note the repetition of the triplet
figure coupled with the octave transposition, octave expansion, and a general inversion
of intervals in Illustration 36. Illustrations 37 and 38 provide two examples from the
A’ section of the work. Inversion and retrograde are the features utilized to provide
variety and remain in context.
Illustration 36. Octave displacement and expansion in measures 31-32 and 35-36
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Illustration 37. Inversion in measures 10 and 64, respectively
     original        retrograde
Illustration 38. Inversion in measures 18 and 69, respectively
original retrograde
Rhythm
Charlier uses rhythm in a capacity beyond simple duration of pitches. Shifts
from stable rhythm, to unstable rhythm, and a return to stable rhythm are another
prevalent feature of Du Style. Rhythmic stability in this work is achieved by the arrival
of a target duration greater than those preceding the target. Charlier begins the work
on an anacrusis in measure one. A descending gesture completes its resolution on the
dominant F on the second beat of bar two. The descending aspect of the melody drives
to a dominant F, which is also the longest duration note of the phrase. These two
phrases set the stage for the balance of the work. The first consequent phrase also
begins on an anacrusis and resolves on a note of relatively long duration.
Illustration 39. Rhythmic arrival in measures 1-4
The first period is completed by the longest note value of the piece, up to that
point, and serves as reinforcement of the authentic cadence occurring at the same time.
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Illustration 40. Rhythmic arrival in measures 7-8
Similar points of arrival preceded by rhythmic sequences create the
expectation of stability and predictability and are found throughout the etude. For
instance, measures 1-16 feature phrases two bars in length and assembled in pairs.
Measures 17-24 continue two-bar phrases and four-bar phrase groups. All phrases
cadence as expected, usually tonic or dominant cadences, even though tonal centers
shift between major and minor variants.
Measures 25-36 begin as expected with continuation of two-bar phrases in a
four-bar phrase group. A shift begins in measure twenty-nine with a 1+3 bar phrase
grouping that is repeated instead of the expected two-phrase period.
Measures 37-48 begin the most unsettled rhythmic sequence with a quasi-
recitative element introduced in a pair of two-bar phrases. An element of uncertainty
breaks the sequence of even phrasing by blurring rhythmic distinctions. The regular
pulse is blurred by tying pitches across the beat and bar line, starting in measure forty-
one. Arrival points are further obfuscated by a stringendo. Stability is restored on the
downbeat of measure forty-nine. The melodic and rhythmic materials in measures 49-
55 are strikingly similar to the previous passage in 41-47. It is the shift of arrival
points to the strong beats of the bar that restores a sense of stability.
Rhythmic transience is further resolved in measures 56-63, by shifting target
pitches to the beginning of measures and reiterating the downbeat significance eight
consecutive times.
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The opening section returns as A' in measures 64-75 and is notated in 6/8,
instead of the expected 3/4. The compound meter focuses on the duple feel of the
pulse and accentuates the return of the old material in motion to the end of the work.
It is the combined elements of Du Style that made it more than the sum of its
parts. Charlier displayed craft, rather than simple assembly, in weaving the
monophonic work discussed above. The layers of craftsmanship elevate Du Style to
the level of serious artistic merit. Criteria one through three refer to formal design
elements in a composition. Du Style reflects conscious decisions regarding balance
within its large-scale and small-scale structural elements. An important element of
proportion in this work is the golden mean. The golden mean was both obvious and
cloaked. Charlier used repetition of an antecedent-consequent phrase pair as a basis for
important contrasts later in the work. The first sixteen bars comprise four phrases
which, in turn, combine to form two phrase periods. Repetition during those sixteen
bars set the stage for an aural expectation for more repetition. Repetition does occur
but not in a wholly anticipated manner. Criteria four and five refer to predictability
throughout the development of musical ideas. Charlier used melodic repetition to set-
up unpredictable events. Criteria six through ten refer to a work’s overall scope and
sequence as they related to quality.
The assessments of the evaluators coupled with the analysis by this author
revealed a work replete with examples of craft, ingenuity and clarity of direction. The
Ostling-Gilbert criteria are satisfied except for criterion three, which reads “The
composition reflects craftsmanship in orchestration, demonstrating proper balance
between transparent and tutti scoring and also between solo and group colors.” While
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color shifts are expected as the tessitura of the trumpet shifts, changes in orchestration
could not change. Therefore, the validity of criterion three is called into question
regarding during the analysis of Du Style. The work, as a whole, fulfills the
requirements of serious artistic merit by virtue of the analysis and opinions of the
evaluators who participated in this study.
PARABLE XIV, OP. 127 BY VINCENT PERSICHETTI
A Brief Biographical Sketch of the Composer
Vincent Persichetti was born in 1915 and died in 1987. Persichetti studied
theory and composition with Russell King Miller at the Combs Conservatory before
entering Combs as a student. He earned the Bachelor of Music degree from Combs in
1936, and the Master of Music and the Doctor of Philosophy degrees from the
Philadelphia Conservatory in 1941 and 1945, respectively. In addition to studying
composition with Miller, Persichetti studied conducting with Fritz Reiner at the Curtis
Institute, and piano with Olga Samaroff.
Persichetti composed music for almost every possible medium including piano,
organ, harpsichord, voice, choral groups, chamber and solo instruments, orchestra, and
band plus an opera and a movie score. Two characteristics that pervade his music are,
in his own words, the elements of ‘grit and grazioso.’92 He claimed to be an eclectic
composer, using compositional materials already in use. Polytonality and other
extended chord structures, including pandiatonicism, make up the harmonic language
of most of his works.
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Persichetti was also an important music educator in the twentieth century. He
wrote Twentieth-Century Harmony: Creative Aspects and Practice and was a frequent
guest at American colleges and universities.
Overview
Persichetti wrote twenty-five parables for various instruments spanning the
years 1965-1986. Of the twenty-five works, eleven are written for unaccompanied solo
wind instruments; six are written for solo string instruments, piano and harpsichord;
the remaining eight are written for band, brass quintet, carillon, opera, organ, piano
trio, string quartet, and two trumpets. Persichetti spoke of his Parables in the
following quote.
My Parables are misstated stories that avoid a truth in order to tell it.
Parables are always “again,” even when they are new; they’re never “was” or
old. The Parables are non-programmatic musical essays, sometimes short as
the one for English horn and sometimes long as that for band. They are always
in one movement, almost always about a single germinal idea. Parables convey
a meaning indirectly by the use of comparisons or analogies, and they are
usually concerned with materials from other works.93
The analysis that follows will assess some of the primary characteristics of the
work. It is those characteristics that make it unique and worthy of the high regard
assigned to it by the evaluators mentioned in earlier chapters of this document.
Design Structure
Persichetti’s Parable XIV is a blend between a rhapsody and a loose-knit
ternary form. The form is rhapsodic in nature because of the ten irregular, clearly
delineated sections. Each section is defined by two elements: melodic content and
tempo. Later discussion will identify the melodic characteristics unique to each
section. Table 32 indicates sections delineated by metronome marking, measure
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number and melodic material. Table 32 also summarizes the large form aspects of the
work.








1 66 1 A
2 96 12 B
3 66 16 A' (C)
4 96 23 B
5 66 29 A
A
6 152 33 D B
7 66 67 A
8 96 70 B
9 66 72 A
10 56 81 Codetta
A'
A further grouping of similar melodic materials further reduces the form to an
ABA'. The outer sections are defined by alternation of two main tempo markings and
respective melodic materials. In contrast, the inner segment, or B section, is defined by
a single tempo marking that is substantially faster than the other tempo markings. Use
of tempo markings as sectional dividers in Persichetti’s brass works is supported by
Nelson in his 1985 thesis, The Brass Parables of Vincent Persichetti. A second tier of
form with the A and A' sections is also important. A is divided into five sections. The
melodic designations are A B A' (or C) B A. Nelson’s analysis indicates the third
section should be labeled as C. While this author found the material closely linked to
the A material, the possibility of a C section is worth consideration. The final large
section of Parable XIV, designated A', is divided into four sections, labeled A B A and
codetta. The recurring A melody in both A and A' creates a consistent frame around
the middle B section. Table 33 examines some proportional elements in Parable XIV.
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1 66 11 (1-11) 12
2 96 4 (12-15) 5
3 66 7 (16-22) 8
4 96 6 (23-28) 7
5 66 4 (29-32) 5
38%
6 152 34 (33-66) 40 40%
7 66 3 (67-69) 4
8 96 2 (70-71) 2
9 66 9 (72-80) 11
10 56 5 (81-85) 6
22%
Although Parable XIV is a contemporary work, in which predictable phrase
architecture is not apparent, phrase structure that is influenced by musical gestures and
the ten sectional boundaries is in evidence. Table 34 outlines the phrase structure of
the entire work. There do exist small phrase ideas within each of the ten sections. The
ten sections are defined by tempo and a melodic construct although not necessarily a
melody. Table 34 outlines the details of the design structure.
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Table 34. Schematic of design structure in Parable XIV     (Not Proprotional)
2+3+3+2+2+3+3+3+2+3+3+2+3


















2+3+2+2+2 4 2+2+2+3 3+3 2+2
A B A’ (C) B’ A
MM marking MM= MM= MM= MM= MM=




As mentioned in the discussion of Du Style, the concept of a golden mean is a
recurring feature in music, as well as art, literature, and physics. Janet Bass Smith
explored this topic in her 1987 thesis, The Golden Mean in the Published Solo Piano
Pieces of Vincent Persichetti. Smith engaged in a thorough and lengthy discussion
regarding the importance and prevalence of the golden mean. She discussed golden
proportions with examples found in nature and the music of several composers. About
the prevalence and significance of the golden proportion in non-musical arenas, Smith
noted that evidence of the golden proportion is available in virtually every aspect of
human existence. From earliest recorded history, through artifacts from every culture,
to physiology and philosophy and art, one will find examples of a golden mean as an
integral part of the item being examined.94
Smith analyzed Persichetti’s thirty-one published piano works, drew
conclusions about the significant role of the golden mean in those works, then
interviewed Persichetti about the prevalence and importance of the golden mean in
that narrow body of literature. Smith wrote the following about her conversation with
Persichetti.
The composer’s reaction to the revelation of golden proportion in such
a large percentage of his piano music was surprise that there would be that
much tendency toward the ratio. He emphatically denied any conscious use of
the proportion as a compositional device, just as he has stated that he would
never choose or create a row for composition nor write a strict fugue. He does
use serial and contrapuntal techniques in composition, but the musical idea
determines their use.95
In that interview, the composer described his method of composition as
follows:
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I don’t have any one way of writing. If I’m seduced by a progression,
let’s say, I suddenly hear it. I don’t want to know what it’s going to be,
necessarily, I just want to play with it. I’ll start writing and I’ll improvise in my
head, or I might improvise at the piano and some things will start to open. I
won’t always know if it’s going to be a small piece or a big piece; other times I
get a vision of a whole piece like Hindemith does, then I know. But if I don’t
get a vision of that type, at some point I approach it in the cold light of a new
day, and I start to think about and get my proportions. So, certainly before the
piece is half-way through I know exactly – pretty much – what I’m going to
do. But very often before I start I have an idea, a dramatic idea with a little bit
of material, and I get a flash of the form.96
While not a guaranteed part of the compositional style of Persichetti,
proportion plays a role and can be analyzed. An organic driving force seems to
determine the development of musical ideas throughout Parable XIV. As Persichetti
indicated in an earlier quote, the end product is not usually evident at its inception.
One may also conclude that if the end is not clear, then the path to that end would not
be clear either, especially in terms of how musical material is manipulated. The final
two large-scale sections of Parable XIV comprise 62% of the entire work, a clear
example of a golden ratio. Smith also analyzed Persichetti’s music in terms of arrival
points occurring at the .382 locations in the music. Such an arrival point occurs at the
end of the first large section of the form. The end of the first large section leads into a
markedly faster tempo, a new rhythmic flow, a new melodic idea, and a new dynamic
marking. All the previously mentioned events are further emphasized by the presence
of a golden proportion moment. A golden proportion moment is the occurrence of an
important musical event. If the appearance of an important musical moment coincides
with a .618 or .382 proportion, then the event is related to a golden mean. Caution was
taken to avoid defining a musical event based on a mathematical formula rather than
an actual musical occurrence. Smith also analyzed specific musical occurrences at
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golden section arrival points. She assessed the prevalence of changes in theme,
repetition of theme, climax, new theme, unusual effects, and changes in rhythmic
motion at golden sections.97 Smith found significant evidence of those effects at
golden section arrival points in the composer’s published solo piano works. One must
conclude that, whether intended or not, proportion is a key element in the published
solo piano works of Persichetti. One can legitimately extend the probability of other
similar proportions, golden mean or not, to other works in Persichetti’s large output.
Persichetti created, or allowed, other interesting proportions in Parable XIV.
The combined bars of the MM=66 are equivalent to the counted measures in the
MM=152 section. Each of the above groups accounts for 40% of the total bars. The
opening twelve bars that comprise the first MM=66 section are 37.5% of the first large
A section. The end of the first twelve bars coincides with the close of one major
melodic passage and the beginning of a second major melodic passage. The A'
section’s nineteen measures are just under 60% of the total measures of the A section.
While the previous two examples do not meet the strict standard of the Smith criteria,
one cannot ignore the significance of the proportions in this work.
Tonal Material and Development
Tonal material revolves around three melodic or germ motives. Melodic ideas
in this Parable are not strongly defined by pitch centricity or key. The development is
linear with an emphasis on interval and the relative consonance and the relative
dissonance of various intervals. Persichetti discussed interval properties in his theory
text.
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Any interval, like any other musical sound, may have different
meanings for different composers. While its physical properties are constant,
its usage changes with the working context to which it belongs.
For centuries theorists have, through the science of acoustics, observed
degrees of interval tension and from this has been evolved the concept of
relative consonance-dissonant qualities of intervals. Although this consonant-
dissonant concept is affected by countless factors within any given style, and
may vary considerable from one age to another, the notes of an isolated
interval-whether sounded simultaneously or successively-do have a basic
quality. This quality is determined by the interval’s own particular physical
properties of sound waves and overtones.
An isolated tone, when sounded, generates a series of overtones which
form intervals that relate to each other by mathematical ratio. Generally, in the
tempered scale, consonant intervals are considered those formed from the
lower tones of the overtone series [see Illustration 41], the upper overtones
producing dissonant intervals. In practice, these tone-to-tone relationships have
been reduced by the use of the chromatic tempered scale from an unlimited
number of intervals to twelve intervals which retain the characteristics of their
counterparts in the overtone series. Their textural characteristics are as follows:
perfect fifth and octave-open consonances
major and minor thirds and sixths-soft consonances
minor seconds and major sevenths-sharp dissonances
major seconds and minor sevenths-mild dissonances
perfect fourth-consonant or dissonant
tritone (augmented fourth or diminished fifth)-ambiguous, can be either
neutral or restless.98
Illustration 41. Relative consonance and dissonance (from Twentieth-Century
Harmony)
Nelson also noted in the horn and trumpet parables that linear intervallic
motion leads to tonal centers.99
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The melodic ideas around which the work is centered are several and varied as
to length and use. Illustrations 42 through 44 are examples of the melodic materials in
Parable XIV. Mark Nelson researched Parable XIV’s connection to earlier Persichetti
works and found that the material in Illustration 43 originally appears in Parable II for
Brass Quintet, Op. 108.
Illustration 42. Germ 1 in measure 1
Illustration 43. Germ 2 in measure 4
Illustration 44. Germ 3 in measure 12
There are many examples of the improvisatory and developmental nature of
this Persichetti opus. Three melodic motives and several, but not all, of the derivatives
developed from them are shown. The following examples demonstrate the frequent
use of small, melodic germs used developmentally. Illustrations 45 through 56 are
some of the examples of melodic germs’ maturation.
Illustration 45. Use of germ 1 in measure 15
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Illustration 46. Use of germ 1 in measure 22
Illustration 47. Use of germ 1 in measure 66
Illustration 48. Use of germ 2 in measure 7
Illustration 49. Use of germ 2 in measure 72
Illustration 50. Use of germ 2 in measures 80-81
Illustration 51. Use of germ 2 in measure 85
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Illustration 52. Use of germ 3 in measure 10
Illustration 53. Use of germ 3 in measure 32
Illustration 54. Use of germ 3 in measure 68
Illustration 55. Use of germ 3 in measure 71
Illustration 56. Use of germ 3 in measure 74
The previous examples show little variation in the treatment of the general
material. Notice, however, that the material is not developed in a traditional sense.
Contextual variation or development becomes a more accurate descriptive of germ
utilization in this work. Persichetti already identified the Parables as improvisatory,
and by default, evolutionary. Evolution occurs slowly over time. Comparison and
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analogy are Persichetti’s terms. Drawing comparisons between objects, in this case,
musical objects, requires a static item as the unit of measure.
Each of the examples discussed is evidence of the craftsmanship present in
Parable XIV. The most comprehensive overview to the smallest detail was carefully
conceived and executed. Criteria one through three refer to formal design elements in
a composition. Persichetti appears to have used his vast improvisational skills to
balance predictable and unpredictable segments in Parable XIV. Uneven phrasing
coupled with melodic ideas that evolve, rather than develop, gave the illusion of a
highly improvisatory nature. Melodic material was identified in terms of germ
motives, rather than melodies. Phrases were shaped by musical events and the
evolutionary nature of melodic material.
Criterion three was, again, found not applicable in analysis of this work.
Criteria six through ten refer to the overall scope and sequence of the work’s
quality as it develops over time. Musical ideas are assembled evenly throughout the
length of the work.
The evaluators found Parable XIV to be a work of uncommon quality. Their
assessments label this Persichetti opus as possessing serious artistic merit. Analysis by
this author supports the opinions of the evaluators.
SOLUS BY STANLEY FRIEDMAN
A Brief Biographical Sketch Of The Composer
Born in 1951, Stanley Friedman earned the Doctor of Musical Arts degree in
Composition at the Eastman School of Music. In addition to his composing,
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performing and conducting, Friedman has held faculty positions at several universities
and since 1998 has taught at the Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan.
Widely known for his music for brass, Friedman has won awards and
commissions from the International Trumpet Guild, the International Horn Society,
the International Trombone Association and many commissions from soloists and
ensembles. Solus is a world success and has been designated “required contemporary
repertoire” for solo competitions in Munich, Germany and Toulon, France.
As a professional trumpeter, Friedman has performed with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic and held principal positions with the New Zealand Symphony, the Hong
Kong Philharmonic and the Israel Philharmonic. Friedman has presented solo recitals
and master-classes in many countries and often is called upon to conduct concerts and
recordings of his music.
Friedman's works have been performed by the New Zealand Symphony
Orchestra, l'Ensemble Intercontemporain in Paris, the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Chamber Music Society, the Memphis Symphony and by festival soloists around the
world. Friedman has composed works for many mediums including opera, orchestra,
vocal / choral, winds, and brass. Three of Friedman’s works for unaccompanied solo
trumpet were evaluated in this study: Solus, Laude (80% with twelve evaluators), and
Poem for a Fallen Hero (76% with five evaluators).
Overview
Solus is a four-movement work of approximately twelve minutes in duration.
All four movements are interrelated through use of common motives and a common
tone row. Each movement does possess a form and two movements are written in a
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non-metered format. Each movement will be discussed separately. Tables 35, 40, 42,
and 45 outline the basic formal design structure of the four movements. Tables 39, 41,
43 outline the tone rows and corresponding permutations. Movement four does not use
a tone row matrix, although it does use tone row material. Many other tables and
illustrations are included to provide clarity to the ensuing discourse.
The row on which tonal material for the entire work is based is A Db C F E F#
G# G Eb D Bb B. This row was designated P0 (prime row) in movement one. Tables
39, 41, 43 show each row and its permutations for each of the first three movements.
Illustration 57. The prime row
Material of several origins is shared and will be discussed throughout the four
movements of Solus. Combinatoriality was considered as analysis of Solus progressed.
Combinatoriality is the technique of carefully organizing the original row in smaller
units, usually hexachords. The primary reason for use of combinatoriality stems from
the nature of polyphonic music. The primary objective of a composer using twelve-
tone technique is to avoid repetition of any pitch as along as possible.100 A single row
performed alone does not threaten repetition of notes, or pitch classes. Performance of
two rows performed simultaneously creates a greater probability of pitch class
repetition between the contrapuntal lines of music. Certain hexachords can be grafted
onto hexachords from other row forms. The resulting twelve pitch classes, or
aggregate, form a full set of the pitches in the row. The pitch material may not have
the same intervallic relationships, but it does form a collection of all members of a
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row. This most common type is called hexachord combinatoriality. While not limited
to polyphonic music, combinatoriality is less important a technique in Solus and was
not found to be a central component necessary for understanding the inner workings of
Solus.
Solus I - Introduction
Movement I is titled Introduction. The character of the movement is, indeed,
introductory in nature. Some passages are declamatory and materials used in the
balance of the work are first heard throughout this movement. The three sections of
this movement are separated by silence created through the use of a fermata. The row
following each of the second, third and fourth fermati is a prime row in a rhythmic
format similar or identical to the opening rhythmic motive. The location of a fermata
coupled with a statement of a prime row reinforces the beginnings and endings of the
large form in the first movement. The length of each section is similar and
proportional (see Table 35). Of course, the most important introductory element of this
movement is the presentation of the tone row used in all four movements.
Table 35. Form summary of Solus - I
Section Beginning
measure






1 1 4 P0
2 5 3 RI1
3 7 2 R7




5 12 4 P4
6 16 3 P2
7 19 3 I5
8 22 1 P9














10 28 5 P5
11 33 2 I2





Proportion is an element investigated throughout the whole of Solus. Analysis
of elements in Solus identified proportional elements. Little evidence of golden
proportion was discovered. The outer sections comprise 61% of the first movement or
a nearly perfect golden mean (see Table 35). Sections one and two comprise 64% of
the work. While somewhat outside the margin for a true golden mean, it is significant
that a major climax is reached at a point close to a golden mean. Within each of the
three smaller units, there are proportions to be measured and evaluated. None of the
three main sections includes a golden mean, based on Smith’s strict standards. Tables
36 through 38 below outline those ratios.
Table 36. Proportions in section 1 of movement I
Section Beginning
measure
# of measures Row Form % of 11
measures
1 1 4 P0 36
2 5 3 RI1 27
3 7 2 R7 18
4 9 2 RI9 18
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Table 37. Proportions in section 2 of movement I
Section Beginning
measure
# of measures Row Form % of 16
measures
5 12 4 P4 25
6 16 3 P2 19
7 19 3 I5 19
8 22 1 P9 6
9 22 5 R2 31
Table 38. Proportions in section 3 of movement I
Section Beginning
measure
# of measures Row Form % of 15
measures
10 28 5 P5 33
11 33 2 I2 13
12 35 8 R0 53
The three large sections of Movement I can be analyzed separately. Section
one is equivalent in length to sections three and four combined. Section two ends at
measure twenty-seven and is the climax of a musical event (see Illustration 73). It is
appropriate that a new and important musical event begins at section three. Therefore,
it is also significant that the proportions of the above-mentioned sections are equal.
Other proportional relationships might be gleaned from the various percentages above.
This author finds no particular correlation between the ratios one might find.
Tonal and Motivic Structure
A four-note motive is stated as the opening material for the movement
(Illustration 57). The opening motive is repeated and expanded to complete the P0
version of the row. A complete tone row matrix is found in Table 39 and Illustration
57. Portions of the prime row, now transposed, that begin sections B and C are found
in Illustrations 59 and 60. Another indicator of the beginning and end of the three
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large sections of this work is the appearance of a retrograde permutation of the row at
the end of each section.
Illustration 58. Opening motive
Illustration 59. Transposed prime motive opening the B section
Illustration 60. Transposed prime motive opening the C section
Table 39. Tone row matrix for Solus – movement I
I0 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 I11
P0 A Db C F E F# G# G Eb D Bb B R0
P1 F A G# Db C D E Eb B Bb F# G R1
P2 F# Bb A D Db Eb F E C B G G# R2
P3 C# F E A G# Bb C B G F# D Eb R3
P4 D F# F Bb A B Db C G# G Eb E R4
P5 C E Eb G# G A B Bb F# F Db D R5
P6 Bb D Db F# F G A G# E Eb B C R6
P7 B Eb D G F# G# Bb A F E C Db R7
P8 Eb G F# B Bb C D Db A G# E F R8
P9 E G# G C B Db Eb D Bb A F F# R9
P10 G# C B E Eb F G F# D Db A Bb R10
P11 G B Bb Eb D E F# F Db C G# A R11





In several instances during the course of the three sections of Movement I, a
common tone was used as a transitional pitch between different statements of a row.
Common tones are a simple compositional tool for adding continuity, especially in
serial music. Illustrations 61 through 63 show appearances of a common tone in the
first movement. Utilization of common tones coupled with repetition of important
motives provides connective tissue that holds sections together. The assemblage of
ideas that flow into, or out of, each other smoothly and with intent is part of what
elevates this work to the status of serious artistic merit.
Illustration 61. Common tone usage in measure 4
P0 RI1
Illustration 62. Common tone usage in measures 11 through 12
RI9 P4
Illustration 63. Common tones used in measure 34 through 35
I2 R0
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Rhythmic and Dynamic Intensity
As with music from many styles, rhythmic intensity varies widely from section
to section and movement to movement. Changes in rhythmic intensity coupled with
changes in dynamic intensity propel passages to their climax and dénouement. The
illustrations that follow provide a summary of the ebb and flow of rhythmic and
dynamic intensity in the A section of the introductory movement. Illustrations 64
through 67 show, very clearly, that rhythmic movement and volume increase to a
climax on the first note of the tenth measure. The four illustrations are included to
show the progression of increasingly complex rhythms and increasingly loud
dynamics over a long duration of time.
Illustration 64. Measure 1 dynamic and rhythmic growth
Illustration 65. Measure 3 dynamic and rhythmic growth
Illustration 66. Measure 8 dynamic and rhythmic growth
Illustration 67. Measure 10 dynamic and rhythmic growth
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A similar pattern of complex rhythm and dynamic shifts occur in B section of
movement one. Those changes move the work forward. Illustrations 68 through 71
show the indicated progression. Please note the general increase in rhythmic
complexity. However, the rhythmic complexity eases somewhat and is replaced by an
upward movement in the tessitura of the line and is accompanied by an increase in
dynamic excitement to the fortissimo marking at the end of the section. The final note
of the B section is the highest note in the work, to that point, and the most important
impact point of the section.
Illustration 68. Measure 12 climax
Illustration 69. Measures 16 - 17 climax
Illustration 70. Measure 19 climax
Illustration 71. Measure 27 climax
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The final section of the first movement closes with three row statements: P0,
I2, and R0. In general, the rhythmic intensity eases somewhat, while the dynamic
intensity increases to the ultimate climax of the work, the final two notes of the piece.
Familiar rhythmic material begins the section. The dynamic climax of the movement
is the final two notes of the piece. The last two notes are marked fortississimo and also
encompass the largest leap in the work of two octaves and a fourth. Dynamic tension
in the first section is created by movement from pianissimo in measure one to
fortissimo in measure ten and a return to pianissimo in measure eleven. Section B’s
dynamic curve again begins at pianissimo and moves to a fortissimo at the end of
measure twenty-seven. Section C begins with a forte and ends with the most dramatic
dynamic of the movement at fortississimo. Illustrations 72 through 75 demonstrate the
general simplification of rhythmic intensity and the progression of movement to the
climax of the work in the last measure of the movement. Also noteworthy is the use of
R0 as the final statement of the work, bringing a sense of closure to the performer,
listener, and composer. Composer and performer see the R0 as a complement to P0.
Listeners may not hear the use of or the relationship between P0 and R0. However,
that the closure exists may be perceived on a subconscious level.
Illustration 72. Measure 28 dynamic
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Illustration 73. Measure 33-34 dynamic
Illustration 74. Measure 35 dynamic
Illustration 75. Measure 41 through 42 dynamic
Solus - II
Design Structure
The second movement of Solus is subtitled Furtively. Furtively is defined by
Merriam-Webster Dictionary as: 1a - done by stealth; surreptitious; b - expressive of
stealth; sly; 2 - obtained underhandedly; stolen.101 Friedman achieves stealthiness by
writing the work senza misura, in a very slow tempo (MM=50), requesting silences of
two to four seconds during phrases, keeping the aggregate dynamic relatively soft
throughout the work, and by accelerating repeated notes as part of the rhythmic
scheme designed to mask meter and pulse. The stolen element may be the use of a row
from the previous movement’s matrix as the primary row for this movement.
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Table 40. Form summary of Solus - II
Section
#
Beginning line # of lines Row Form Large
Form
1 1 4 P0
2 5 3 P10
A
3 8 3 P3
4 11 1 RI5
B
5 12 4 P5 A'
Furtively is definitely written in an ABA' form, as indicated in Table 40. Table
41 presents the tone row matrix. Friedman ties the tonal elements of the first two
movements together by using the RI11 permutation of the Introduction’s prime row as
the prime row in the second movement. Three sections exist and are defined by a six-
note rhythmic and intervallic motive. The movement is not metered. Therefore, the
length of the movement is determined in lines of music. Each of the three main or
large-form sections begins with a statement of the first hexachord of a prime row in
sextuplet rhythmic configuration. That initial motive (which this author has designated
as motive 1) is a distinctive unit and occurs only three times in the movement, at the
beginning of each of the three sections. A second motive is derived from the sextuplet
figure rendered as a repeated note grouping. That repeated note grouping evolves into
a wide variety of other rhythmic combinations throughout the rest of the movement. In
fact, motive two and its derivatives are the most prevalent and important motives of
the movement, second only to the row itself.
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Table 41. Tone row matrix for Solus – movement II
I0 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 I11
P0 A Bb Gb F Db C D E Eb Ab G B R0
P1 Ab A F E C B Db Eb D G Gb Bb R1
P2 C Db A Ab E Eb F G Gb B Bb D R2
P3 Db D Bb A F E Gb Ab G C B Eb R3
P4 F Gb D Db A Ab Bb C B E Eb G R4
P5 Gb G Eb D Bb A B Db C F E Ab R5
P6 E F Db C Ab G A B Bb Eb D Gb R6
P7 D Eb B Bb Gb F G A Ab Db C E R7
P8 Eb E C B G Gb Ab Bb A D Db F R8
P9 Bb B G Gb D Db Eb F E A Ab C R9
P10 B C Ab G Eb D E Gb F Bb A Db R10
P11 G Ab E Eb B Bb C D Db Gb F A R11




Illustration 76. Germ motive, opening of Solus II
Illustration 77. Sextuplet motive in line 7
Illustration 78. Motive 1 in line 11
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A single rhythmic unit and the use of a mere five statements of a row are all
that comprises the second movement. The five statements in their chronological order
are P0, P10, P3, RI5, and P5. One final element separates the middle section from the
outer two sections and allows it to be labeled as B and the others as A and A’. The
character of the B section is much more rhythmically active than its counterparts.
Compare Illustrations 76-78, which represent fairly regular rhythmic passages to
Illustration 80, the latter being much more complex and active than its earlier
counterparts.
Rhythm and Dynamics
As in the first movement, changes in dynamic and rhythmic intensity assist in
determining the climax of the movement. Illustrations 79 - 81 map the general
development of rhythmic and dynamic changes in movement two. Line eleven
contains the climax of Furtively. The C# appearing in the middle of the line is the
central pitch of the movement. Illustration 82 is a simple example of the typical
dynamic level of the movement. As one scans the three Illustrations, one is able to see
the relative arch of both dynamic and rhythmic flow. By the final line of music, the
work is approaching a definitive conclusion.
Illustration 79. Opening dynamic and rhythmic component of movement two
Line 1 Line 5
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Illustration 80. Climax of movement IV as it appears in line 11
Illustration 81. Final dynamic resolution and rhythmic relaxation in line 15
Solus III – Scherzando and Waltz
Design Structure
Movement III is subtitled Scherzando and Waltz. Sections 1 and 3, the A and
A’ segments, are the scherzando and frame a waltz, designated as B. The material of
the A sections, while different in length, are comprised of nearly identical replications
of the P0 statement that introduces the movement. The P0 statement is equivalent to
the RI0 statement from movement one. Again, Friedman ties the movements together.
The three sections have the following lengths: section one is 27 bars long; section two
is 46 bars long; section three is 17 bars long.







1 1 4 P0
2 5 5 I5
3 10 5 RI2
4 15 2 P0
5 16 7 I9
6 23 3+1 P0
A








7 28 2+3+5 Bb
8 38 2+5+5+3 Bb
9 53 2+3+4 Ab
10 62 2+2+2+2+1 E
11 71 2+1 E
B
12 74 5 P4
13 79 1 R10
14 81 5 P11
15 85 1 TONIC
A'
Illustrations 82-84 show the material appearing at the beginning of each large
section: A B A'.
Illustration 82. Opening statement of Movement III
Illustration 83. Statement of Movement III return to A'
Illustration 84. Statement of B section or Waltz
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Table 43. Tone row matrix for Solus – movement III
I0 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 I11
P0 G G# E D# B Bb C D C# F# F A R0
P1 F# G D# D A# A B C# C F E G# R1
P2 A# B G F# D C# D# F E A G# C R2
P3 B C G# G D# D E F# F A# A C# R3
P4 D# E C B G F# G# A# A D C# F R4
P5 E F C# C G# G A B A# D# D F# R5
P6 D D# B A# F# F G A G# C# C E R6
P7 C C# A G# E D# F G F# B A# D R7
P8 C# D A# A F E F# G# G C B D# R8
P9 G# A F E C B C# D# D G F# A# R9
P10 A A# F# F C# C D E D# G# G B R10
P11 F F# D C# A G# A# C B E D# G R11




In addition to the tone row governing the Scherzando segments of this
movement, there is a tonal element governing the Waltz segment. Friedman verified
this author’s findings in the following comment.
The pitch material in the entire third movement is derived from the 12-
pitch row from the first movement. This row permeates the whole piece, in
fact. That's part of the underlying psychological/theatrical/symbolic structure
of the composition. The row is fairly strictly employed in the first movement,
treated more whimsically in the second, gradually broken down the third and
reborn transfigured and fragmented in the fourth. Sometimes it's a bit of a
stretch to find the row. But it's there. It's not a "classical," Schoenbergian
treatment of the row. I repeat motives and small groups of notes to create
"artificial gravity," moments of temporary psuedo-tonality. In my
compositions in general I often blur the so-called boundaries between tonality
and atonality, as befits the intended emotional impact of the musical gesture.
There are some "images" (for lack of a better term) that I only can express
tonally, others I only can express atonally. Many of my works are based on
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pitch systems which offer both tonal and atonal possibilities. Solus was an
early exploration of this concept.102
Table 44 indicates the tonal centers of the phrase groups in the B
section. Phrase length within the B section was determined by two markers. Phrase
markings provide one indicator of phrase length. A second indicator, verified by the
composer, is the use of repeated motives or note groups that create the illusion of tonal
centricity.
The note group beginning in measure sixty-two, and centered around E, also
creates common note retransition to the final entries of the tone row matrix in the A'
section.
Design Structure of the Waltz
Traditional phrase structure does not apply to the waltz, even in the pseudo-
tonal segment of Solus. Yet, a phrase grouping is indicated as the work is performed.
Terminology and symbols similar to that used in the narrative describing Charlier’s
Du Style apply here. Four sections delineated by tonal centers are present. Phrases are
most certainly grouped, resembling antecedent-consequent interplay. Table 44 shows
the phrase groupings. The two sections beginning at measures 62 and 71 are in
phrases. The pseudo-tonality section in measures 62-72 begins the migration or
retransition back to the tone row.







Tonal and Motivic Development
Developmental processes show a high degree of flexibility with non-tonal
materials. Select use of motivic repetition creates a centricity without losing the
character of Friedman’s carefully crafted row. Friedman achieves centricity through
several devices. Those devices rely on the listeners’ tonally oriented ears to begin to
expect an arrival on a central pitch. First, key pitches and rhythmic patterns are
repeated. See Illustrations 85 through 87.
Illustration 85. Measure 28
Illustration 86. Measure 38
Illustration 87. Measure 53
The obvious repetition sets an expectation of future arrivals on what the
listener comes to expect as a tonal center. A subtle repetition of pitches with new
rhythmic patterns heightens the listeners’ expectation of tonal arrival. The following
examples illustrate this utilization by comparing the original motive to the motive it
becomes.
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Illustration 88. Measures 28 through 29 compared to measures 30 through 31
Illustration 89. Measures 38 through 39 compared to measures 40 through 41
Illustration 90. Measures 53 through 54 compared to measures 55 through 56
A second pattern is used extensively in the Waltz. An arch is created by the
four-note motive found in Illustration 88. Ascending material is followed by
descending pitch. The short arch, when sequenced, creates a larger arch that cascades
from an identifiable point of greatest tension to a point of repose. Points of repose are
identified as the centricity or target pitch.
Illustration 91. Tonal centricity, measures 28 through 38
Friedman continues to create a tonal expectation by structuring the melodic
flow to take on the appearance of modulation. Comparison of phrase b (measures 30 -
32) to phrase e (measures 40 - 42) shows a point of greatest tension on, what one
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describes in tonal music, as a dominant pitch. The corresponding pitch in Illustration
89 is an Eb, which foreshadows an arrival on Ab, in measure fifty-three, as a tonal
center, thereby rendering the Eb and a dominant pitch as well.
Illustration 92. Tonal centricity measures 30 through 32 and 40 through 42
The motive in Illustration 93 is the primary motive of the waltz section.
Repetition and sequencing of that motive create a developmental aspect typical of
tonal musical development. Examples 93 through 96 illustrate a few applications of
that germ motive.
Illustration 93. Primary motive, measures 28-29
Illustration 94. Measure 30-31
Illustration 95 begins with pitches 3-5 found in Illustration 94. The remaining
nine pitches in Illustration 95 are an extension and development of the first three
pitches in the example. The pitches in measure 62 of Illustration 94 are derived from
the primary motive [see Illustration 93] and, more directly, from pitches 3-5 in
Illustration 94.
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Illustration 95. Measure 36-37
Illustration 96. Measure 61 through 62
Measure 62 is not a literal use of the prime motive but derived from the germ
as follows in Illustration 97.
Illustration 97. Germ development
The final utilization of the germ in Illustration 93 also segues into a tonal shift
occurring at this juncture in the work. Our tonal ear has begun to expect tonal
characteristics by this juncture in the B section. Most notable of the tonal expectations
is the leading tone (D#) moving to tonic (E) as seen in Illustration 98.
Illustration 98. Measures 61 - 62
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Illustration 99. Solus III – final twelve bars
The final twelve bars of the Waltz [see Illustration 99] serve as a retransition to
the A’ section of the movement. The primary motive, identified in Illustration 93,
remains the main unit of musical currency. This fragment is sequenced in one-bar and
two-bar sub units. The material is reduced to a pointillistic treatment of single notes or
pairs of notes separated by relatively long silences. Rendering the germ to small points
of sound serves two purposes. First, the pseudo-tonality centered around E is
completed. Repetition of the E centers that tonality and is in direct opposition to
Schoenberg’s primary tone row objective, to delay the repeat of a pitch class as long
as possible.103 Second, the use of the germ motive and its constituent components
prepares for a return to a similar unit found in the town row matrix of this movement.
Within the outer sections, A and A', an arch-like form is also evident. The form
can be loosely determined by assessing general characteristics in A and comparing
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those characteristics with the musical material following the Waltz. Both sections rely
on sequences of pitches taken from an already discussed tone row and its variants. It is
the sequence of those rows that attracts interest. The framing sections are created from
prime versions of the row at the beginning and ending of A and A'. The prime rows
provide and create a sense of completion.
Proportion
The proportions of the three segments, of this movement, are as follows:
section one, or A, is 27 bars long, or 31% of the total; section two, or B, is 46 bars
long, or 54% of the total; section three, or A', is 17 bars long, or 17% of the total. The
golden mean seems to be present at several levels. The 17 bars of A' are 63% of the 27
bars of A. The 27 bars of A are 61% of the combined A and A' sections. The 27 bars
of the A section are 59% of the 46 bars of the B section.
Within the three sections of movement there are other elements of proportion
important to the movement as a whole. Not all proportions are golden proportions.
Examination of Table 42 reveals some interesting proportions. All phrases, whether
used in a row or in pseudo-tonal passages, are of short duration. Two measures is the
average length of phrase in this movement. By itself, that phrase statistic is not
germane. The phrase length coupled with arch form characteristics create formal
expectations. Our ears seek some tonal predictability and Freidman’s treatment of
material in Solus delivers that expectation.
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Solus IV - Fanfare
Design Structure
Friedman’s Fanfare movement title is apt for the work. The label suggests a
joyous noise about to erupt and that fervor and ardor are a part of the musical recipe
about to be ladled out. Fanfare is in three sections. The demarcation of sections was
determined by the composer’s rehearsal letters and accompanying performance
instructions. The beginning of the work , up to rehearsal A is performed entirely with
false fingerings. Rehearsal A to B is performed primarily, but not exclusively, with
normal fingerings and pitches. Rehearsal B to C is performed with false fingerings.
Rehearsal C to the end of the work is performed with actual pitches. The musical
material falling within each of those sections can be analyzed that way. Length of the
three sections is outlined in Table 45. Because the movement is not metered, length is
measured in lines on the page and not measures. This author did not consider the
proportion of the three sections to be coincidental. The final section has two
components. Important music events occur at lines 1, 10 and 16.
Table 45. Form summary of Solus - IV





Tonal and Motivic Development
There is no tone row in movement four. Friedman described material in
movement four as “reborn transfigured and fragmented.” A collection of intervals
centered around Bb comprises the main thrust of this movement. Of the intervals
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important in this movement, an ascending perfect fourth and its inversion a descending
perfect fifth, are most important. These fourths and fifths are from the opening motive
of movement one as seen in Illustration 64 [page 135].
Illustration 100. Lines 1-3 of movement four
The tritone between pitches one and two in Illustration 64 provides the Bb to E
tritone at the beginning of line three of Illustration 100. These are only two examples
of the intra-movement commonalties that bind the movement of Solus together. The
balance of pitch and interval selection in movement four is directly tied to movement
one.
Centricity and Direction of Musical Gesture
Direction of musical gesture in Fanfare is measured in short-term and long-
term events. Illustration 106 could be considered a simple reduction of the entire
fourth movement. That illustration reflects the general Bb to F to Bb tonal axis.
Illustrations 101 through 105 contain important points of arrival and pitches that
propel the downward musical motion. Each of the following five examples illustrate a
general downward motion throughout movement four. The examples sketch some of
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the points of musical arrival. Bb is clearly the pitch around which this movement is
centered.
Illustration 101. Line 1, 1st note
Illustration 102. Line 3, last note
Illustration 103. Line 9, last note
Illustration 104. Line 15, last note
Illustration 105. Line 18, last note
Consider the direction of the first pitches and last pitches of each movement.
The first pitches of each movement, when simplified, gravitate to an F. The Final
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pitches of each movement, when simplified center around Bb. Illustration 106 shows
that tonal axis.
Illustrations 106a and 106b. Beginning and ending pitches of each movement
106a 106b
Furthermore, the final pitches of Illustrations 106a and 106b suggest a strong
dominant to tonic movement. The composer specifically created many tonal
relationships throughout Solus. Yet, the non-tonal element remains paramount. It
would seem likely that many such subtle relationships are simply inherent in musical
constructs in compositions of serious artistic merit.
The ten criteria used as the unit of measurement in determining the degree of
serious artistic merit in Solus are specific in their meaning. Criteria one through three
refer to formal design elements in a composition. A serial composition is obviously
composed with very clear formal elements. Friedman constructed each movement with
a specific formal envelope. Sections within each movement are also clearly delineated.
Movements one, two, and three are ternary forms. Movement four is
constructed of four sections. The phrase length in each movement is governed by a
row form. Friedman varies phrase length by extending and overlapping row forms.
Rhythmic motives, in conjunction with the row, further delimit the phrase structure.
Friedman clearly arranged the elements of Solus with judicious choice. Criterion three
could not be assessed because it refers to polyphonic orchestration techniques not
applicable in this study. Criteria four and five focus on the degree of predictability in a
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composition. In spite of factors pointing to highly predictable outcomes, Solus does
not follow a path that is entirely obvious and direct.
Friedman used a serial construct in conjunction with techniques designed to
create pseudo-tonality. The combination of serial and tonal techniques points to a
highly predictable musical product that is not delivered. Solus is not predictable.
Criteria six through 10 focus on evenness of quality, style, ingenuity, idiom, and
validity throughout a work. Friedman’s product is even in all the concepts identified in
these five criteria. Solus is part of several international competition’s required
performance lists. Solus, as well as all the works identified in this study as possessing
serious artistic merit, is a work that will become part of this author’s performance list.
Summary and Conclusions
Three works in this survey received ratings of 92 percent or higher. These
works were rated by at least fourteen members of the evaluating panel; therefore,
evaluator consensus as to the quality of these works is extremely high. Each of the
three works was analyzed to determine the qualities that would support its inclusion on
a list of works labeled as possessing serious artistic merit. Analysis by this author
found layers of interest, subtlety, and craft woven into the tapestry of Du Style,
Parable XIV and Solus. These three works were analyzed at levels of greater detail.
Emphasis was placed on design structure of an entire work as well as phrase design
and musical gesture. In the case of Solus, each movement was examined for inter-
movement relationships. Intra-movement layers of craft were also considered in the
analysis of Solus and the other two works. Melodic or germ development, dynamic
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intensity, direction of melodic gesture and tonal centricity were some of the smaller
details that were investigated.
Analysis of the above-mentioned musical markers represents a discussion of
the primary element sought by Ostling, Gilbert and this writer: serious artistic merit.
Serious artistic merit, or quality in music, is specifically defined in these three studies
by ten criteria. A generalization of the ten criteria might alternately be expressed by
two words: quality craftsmanship. These works were identified as possessing serious
artistic merit by a panel of learned experts. The analyses of the Du Style, Parable XIV
and Solus exposed some of the layers of craft that served to elevate them above the
melange of 197 works for unaccompanied solo trumpet.
All the works earning the label of serious artistic merit must still pass a greater
test — the test of time. I hope this document will help propel all 197 works into a
period of closer examination by the composer-performer-listener triumvirate. Each of
the three analyzed works was created from different mindsets. One work was written
with tonality as its keystone. The second was written in a Twentieth Century idiom
relying on an improvisatory element as a driving force. The third work influenced by
Twentieth Century idioms of serialism and pseudo-tonality.
Charlier created interest through motivic development. Important melodic
motives were manipulated through several devices. Simple repetition was, of course,
the most obvious device. Repetition, however, set the stage for unexpected events.
Patterns in antecedent-consequent phrases were created and changed. Melodies were
stated then restated with inversion and retrograde characteristics. The wide leaps
characteristic of this etude created the effect of counterpoint. The interplay of the inner
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and outer pseudo-voices added to harmonic movement and development. As an etude,
Du Style could have been written as a merely functional study piece. Charlier imbued
his etude with musical subtleties, not patently obvious, but important to understanding
and performing the work.
Persichetti was as creative with developmental ideas as Charlier. Persichetti
developed ideas through the evolution of germ motives. Each motive was utilized in a
variety of settings. Each setting allowed the germ to retain its identity and still sound a
fresh musical idea. Freshness was supported by the improvisatory nature of the work.
Simple interpolation of three tempos and three corresponding melodic germs is part of
what created this Parable’s improvisational characteristic.
Friedman combined serial ideas with tonal or pseudo-tonal ideas. The merging
of the two techniques re-casts these now older musical conventions in a new light.
Friedman clearly had one eye on the future and one on the past. Blending of tonal and
non-tonal elements is most obvious in movement three of Solus. All four movements
are linked by a common tone row. Pitch selection is determined by the common row.
Consequently, intervals and interval sequences are also shared between the four
movements.
All of the Ostling-Gilbert criteria were found to have validity to the corpus of
works under investigation, except for criterion three. Criterion three reads as follows,
“The composition reflects craftsmanship in orchestration, demonstrating proper
balance between transparent and tutti scoring and also between solo and group colors.”
The nature of unaccompanied music precludes the use of this criterion with the genre
of unaccompanied music. Future applications of this study format that would evaluate
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NEILSON AND ORMANDY ARTICLES
WHAT IS QUALITY IN MUSIC?
by James Neilson, Educational Director, G. LeBlanc Corporation
Reproduced with the permission of the LeBlanc Corporation
There will always be debate on the nature of “goodness” or “badness” in
music, even by those who hold the viewpoint, however incorrect, that what is call
“good” or “bad” in music is determined by personal likes and preference. Thank
heaven this is not true, for high standards exist by which quality in music may be
determined objectively. How thoughtless the attempt to divide “good” music from
“bad” on the subjective basis of “what I like”, or “what I don't like.”
Nor must there be confusion about the “quality” of music as opposed to
”quality” in its performance. Even notably superior performances cannot invest “bad”
music with “good” qualities. On the other hand, since “good” music is well-nigh
indestructible, it can survive any number of wretchedly inferior and inept
performances. It is also true that complex serious music can be boring, mediocre in
both expressive and intellectual content, and quite “bad”, while simple folk tunes and
popular songs are often movingly eloquent and “good” enough to be adjudged music
of quality. What then are some of the elusive factors that determine the presence of
quality in music?
RHYTHMIC VITALITY
“Good” music has a rhythmic vitality which is missing in “bad” music. Each
measure and phrase in “good” music unfolds in perfect rhythmic unity and response
with the one just concluded. Rhythmic vitality, the life force of “good” music, is
established at once, dominates the entire musical structure, and continues to influence
the listener long after sound has faded into silence. Truly it is an extension in sound of
the universal rhythm which governs the stars in their turning and orders their
relationships to each other within the vastness of the cosmos. It is in this specific
context that one senses the rhythmic vitality in “good” music, a relationship which is
neither approached nor achieved in “bad” music.
The compelling, inexorable insistency of rhythmic vitality may become
unbearable at times. So much is this true, that in their extended works knowledgeable
composers are given to slackening rhythmic tension from time to time. This relaxation
is designed according to sound aesthetic principles, however, and never negates the
basic surge and feeling of rhythmic vitality. In writing "good" music, a composer will
not resort to a “padding out” of measures to induce length and proportion. Every note
is an integral part of the rhythmic structure by right of inheritance.
Competent critics agree that a composer's real worth becomes most apparent in
his slower music. It takes a master to invest slow music with rhythmic grace and
vitality. Critics are also agreed that only a small part of published music contains the
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ingredient of rhythmic vitality, which is a necessary concomitant to a long life in the
repertory.
GENUINE ORIGINALITY
Music which exudes rhythmic vitality is quite likely to be genuinely original.
When it lacks rhythmic vitality, more often than not it will be devastatingly derivative.
It would seem that genuine originality and rhythmic vitality cannot be separated in the
creative process. Yet even the best composers find it necessary to borrow something
from the past, even those revolutionaries who seek only a point of departure. For
example, the entire musical output of the great Bach was influenced by the
tremendous creativity displayed by the contrapuntalists who preceded him. The titanic,
revolutionary Beethoven mirrored both Haydn and Mozart in his earlier works. And
Wagner was a Beethoven expanded far beyond the confines of the symphony and
concert hall to the expansive domain of the stage and “music drama.”
There are, however, two things which make quality evident in the early works
of the master; (a) they sum up the best of what has gone before; (b) they provide a
point of departure for a break with tradition, thus paving the way for daring,
revolutionary ideas and concepts. With but notably few exceptions, master composers
become completely themselves in middle and later life, highly creative, superbly
original, ruggedly individualistic, and well able to combine rhythmic vitality, melodic
prosody, and new harmonies into daring and intriguing combinations of sound. The
independent charter of “good” music often proves a stumbling block in the way of its
ready acceptance by both professional musicians and the general public. Although I
hasten to add the general public tends to accept highly original music at face value
long before professionals do, so conservative are the latter.
Genuine originality is evident both in complex music, like the Finale to the
gigantic Ninth Symphony of Beethoven, and in simpler music, such as the gay,
charming, effervescent “Blue Danube Waltzes” of Johann Strauss. These disparate
works reveal rhythmic vitality linked to personal expression in the unique way which
produces music of genuine originality. Great composers are quick to recognize merit
in music other than their own. When asked by Mme. Strauss to autograph her fan,
Johannes Brahms, doughty North German, obliged by sketching a few bars of the Blue
Danube underneath which he wrote: “Unfortunately, not by Johannes Brahms,” Thus
did one master pay tribute to the unique originality of another.
MELODY
The elements in melody which make for quality and originality are intangible
and difficult to pin-point. It is said that a good melody is a gift from heaven. This may
well be true. Here are some of the attributes of a "good" melody. It has enough novelty
to give it charm, but not so much that it cannot be memorized easily. There is
economy and logic in the use of melodic materials. The climax note is never
cheapened by the addition of false climaxes. The melodic interval relationships
balance with the harmonic structure. There are enough sequences of rhythmic patterns
to bind the whole together in rhythmic unity. And there is genuine inspiration, which
can always be recognized, but never emulated save by those who have the gift for
writing melody. It is inspiration which gives warmth, expressivity, and meaning to
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melody. Said Schubert, immortal melodist, about the haunting melody which opens
the great G minor symphony of Mozart: “Listen closely and you will hear the
fluttering of angel’s wings.”
HARMONY
The combination of notes (chords) which the human ear can enjoy, or even
tolerate, varies greatly from period to period in time. What is wholly acceptable to one
generation may become trite and archaic to another. Dissonances which modern day
audiences find difficult to comprehend may become crystal clear to listeners of the
future. While new combinations of sound may be condemned as ugly right now, they
will win gradual acceptance and finally be drafted into a common idiom, if history
serves us correctly. The rules of harmony change from time to time, just as do those
for the grammar of spoken language. Grammar grows out of language, not language
out of grammar. In like manner, the rules of harmony are determined by usage since
they are an outgrowth of a codification of harmonic practices during specific periods.
They may always be used as guides. The chief attribute of “good” harmony is that it
be consistent, and suitable to the style or idiom being used by the composer. When the
harmony of a piece is a mish-mash of styles and idioms, it cannot be good. Schumann
is purported to have said that “Nothing is wrong that sounds right.” Even so, there are
valid psychological as well as physical laws behind all valuable rules. Those who
would judge quality in harmony must first acquaint themselves with both rules and the
laws. For a rule is the way in which law is brought to bear upon the requirements of a
particular style. Rules may be ephemeral, but laws are eternal. Given enough time,
fair-minded persons will discover rules and laws to govern harmonic usage in even the
most dissonant modern music, thereby making it clearer and easier to understand by
future generations.
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Craftsmanship is concomitant with quality. Isolated one from the other,
rhythm, melody, harmony, and timbre are neutral. They take on meaning and
expressivity only when combined and placed in context. When this is done by a
craftsman well-grounded in the principles of solid musicianship, “good” music is
likely to be the result. There is no substitute for this sort of craftsmanship. It takes a
master to combine and invest these neutral materials with law and order so that they
may give expression to man's deepest convictions and emotions. Nor may this display
of craftsmanship be obvious, or it gets in the way of the creation itself. What “good”
music has to say to the listener is the central theme and idea of its creation, not the
means used to give it form. Moreover, if creative inspiration is absent so is quality,
and even the most elaborate display of craftsmanship is meaningless. Which leads us
to:
A SENSE OF VALUES
Since “good” music never transgresses the bounds of good taste, a sense of
values is ever present. Each part of the piece is perfectly adjusted to the other, no
single one being too long or short. Intellectual and expressive content remain in
perfect balance. Neither melodic nor rhythmic material is attenuated, drawn out in an
endeavor to cover the bare skeleton of the music's form. Since both form and
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substance must be in proper proportion, the craftsman composer finds it necessary to
work and re-work the materials of music until his creation flows in a basic continuity
which has real depth and meaning. This is the definition of a sense of values in music
of quality.
EMOTION JUSTIFIED
There is no getting away from the fact that music may be attuned to fit any
emotional pattern. But at its most exalted level, “good” music ennobles the soul and
enlightens both mind and spirit. It does not make its appeal to the baser emotions, nor
pander to wishy-washy sentimentality, vulgarity, and bestiality. Nor is it falsely
eloquent. One should view with jaundiced eye music which purports to be good, but
repeats, almost ad infinitum, sequences of notes, rhythms, or chords - musical trivia
which have little meaning even when placed in context.
QUALITY AND PERSONAL TASTE
In liking or disliking music, one is never free from personal involvement and
prejudice, a dative experience most difficult to put into words. But admiration is a
different thing, for it is stimulated by the intellectual process of reasoning. It is entirely
possible to admire “good” music without ever liking it. So far as making judgment in
quality is concerned, a strong sense of admiration for it may be all the evidence
needed to qualify the presence of "good" music. What must be remembered is that
taste and liking change with emotional and intellectual growth. To endeavor to like
music which has lost its appeal to the intellect or emotions introduces tension into the
listening process. But since admiration is derived through reasoned judgment, it rarely
changes despite the passage of time.
THE TEST OF TIME
When both performers and listeners demand that a piece of music be repeated
again and again, it has passed “the test of time.”  The decisions that place “tried and
true” works in the permanent repertory involve countless thousands of persons,
listeners as well as performers. When passing judgment on new music, persons of
mature intellect and reasoning power use this standard repertory as a model upon
which to base their decisions. This enables them to lay aside a lot of “bad” music
without having to undergo the painful experience of hearing it performed. There
remains, however, a considerable body of new music about which adequately
informed persons are not so sure, and on which they are loath to render quick
judgment. Its quality cannot be determined until both musicians and the general public
have had access to repeated hearings of it. Eventually both must be of one mind about
it, either for placing it in the standard repertory, or relegating it to oblivion. It is the
opportunity and privilege of casting a vote which makes performances of new music
so exiting. One may be voting YEA on a masterwork, well-worthy to be placed
alongside other masterworks composed by music's immortals.
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WHAT IS GOOD MUSIC?
By Eugene Ormandy
Reprinted with the permission of Music Educator’s National Conference
If there were one definitive answer to this provocative question, how simple a
conductor's lot would be!  Gone would be the distress of audiences; forever stilled
would be the cry of the critic. Fortunately, no such definite answer exists. Were a
definitive measure used, conductor, critic, audience, not to mention the composer,
would be doomed to measure each new work by an immutable standard of
“Goodness.”
That different standards do exist, and that they change in both place and time,
is a blessing for art. As standards change they almost invariably improve; the giant
tread that Brahms heard behind him as he approached the composition of his First
Symphony still marches behind composers - the giants may change, but the shadow is
long, the challenge eternal.
After years of conducting many orchestras before differing audiences and in
many countries, I have learned that there are certain criteria, which can be employed
as a rule-of thumb in judging the merit and value of music. Time, of course, is the
steadiest criterion. Music which perennially makes its impact upon musician and
listener alike cannot be called “bad.” Fashions, in music as in mode, change, but
certain composers have couched their message in terms which defy the test of time.
Bach, Mozart, Schubert, Beethoven; these composers will be heard as frequently in the
future as they are today.
What is it that makes this music resistant to the changing fashion? If we can
detect this timeless quality we can fashion another yardstick. It is certainly not just the
fact that this music, through repetition, is more familiar to us than the music of lesser
contemporaries. What is it that keeps Mozart and Beethoven on our programs but
relegates Salieri and Cherubini to the history books? I think the answer lies in both the
man and his music. The core of greatness in any person will be projected in one way
or another. So in the great composers of the past. The granite strength of Beethoven
led him through the depths of the Heiligenstadt Testament to the triumph of the
Eroica. The sensitivity of Mozart enabled him to pen some of the most poignant music
while sitting by his wife's side as she underwent the pangs of childbirth. That these
qualities speak to men in all ages and in all places is proven by the popularity of this
music not only in Europe where it was created, but in the New World and the Far East
as well. Private genius projected in music will communicate.
Another criterion, more austere perhaps, is that of the musician and critic.
Their judgment frequently clashes with that of the audience, but the listeners must be
grateful for informed guidance in musical matters. I have frequently conducted works
which I have known beforehand would not be accepted with the same enthusiasm
which my colleagues and I have shared in preparing them. Still, I strongly feel that
such music must be performed. I recall Mahler’s wistful remark “My time will yet
come.” At his death he was forced to commit the work of his entire being into the
hands of his colleagues. I derive much personal satisfaction from the fact that the
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music of this giant is slowly but surely passing from the devoted hands of a few and
becoming a great power pro bono publico.
One last criterion, and an inevitable one, is that of a musician’s personal taste.
We have all heard of the men who proclaimed: “I know everything about music but I
don't know what I like.” This can hardly ever be said of conductor. Daily contact with
all kinds of music creates a mental and emotional atmosphere in which it is impossible
not to detect preference. These are invariably evident in performance. It is not that one
conductor necessarily conducts certain music better than another, it is just that they
conduct con amore and the sympathy is evident.
On final remark: may Heaven defend us from programs made up solely of
masterpieces. Who is made of the stuff that can endure this rarefied existence
perpetually? Poulenc once spoke of “l’adorable mauvaise musique” [the adorable bad
music]. Let us be grateful for it, too. It represents not only the negative test for the
great music, but also maintains the necessary equilibrium for a healthy musical life.
What composer can be accused of writing only masterpieces? The honor we pay a





I am soliciting your help in the first part of a serious survey of trumpet literature. In
order to complete the survey and provide a document valuable to trumpet performers,
I am asking for your help in assembling a list of experts in the field of trumpet
literature.
Please list the single person who you believe to be most knowledgeable in the field of
solo trumpet literature.  Consider the following as possible attributes.  None of the
four possibilities below are required, but they may help in providing a point of
departure for your deliberations.
1. an author in the field of trumpet, trumpet pedagogy, trumpet performance, or
trumpet literature
2. an instructor at a college or university
3. a trumpet player with extensive chamber experience
4. a trumpet player with extensive solo experience
5. a trumpet player with extensive orchestral experience
Please reply to this request as soon as possible. The persons will not be subjected to a




REPRODUCTIONS OF COMPUTER SURVEY PAGES
Instructions sent to each evaluator for use of website.
highlite the text below
http://www.thruthenet.com/monograph
copy the highlited text
you may use the Control+C key combination on a PC or Open Apple+C key
combination on a MAC.
paste the highlited text into web browser
click go or the highlited text block you just pasted into your browser
the initial screen asks for your first and last names. capital letters are not important.
click enter survey
you will see several sets of definitions represented as highlited text, usually blue in
color. these are the 10 criterea which each evaluator is to use in determining the
serious artistic merit of the works listed; narrow definitions for the actual terms
“serious” “artistic” and “merit”; the value of each number in the Lickert scale the
evaluator will use to value each work and the levels of knowledge you should use as a
measure of whether you “know” a work.
a click on the enter box opens a new window and takes the evaluator to the list of
works. the list of criterea, definitions and scoring are always present for you to consult
as you work.
click on a number, 0-5, for each title.
if you want to finish later, or your computer fails, you will be able to come back at a
later time and complete the survey.
if you have any questions or difficulty, please contact me at 225.769.6125 or
mbellin@lsu.edu.
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Copy of introductory screen
An Online Monograph
Enter your name below.
Please note that your survey data will be saved under your name.
Thus, if you enter your name differently (eg, Bill versus William),
your survey data will also be saved under a different name.
Welcome, you have entered the online monograph research
site for Michael C. Bellinger. Your time and knowledge will
assist in the development of an evaluative tool for trumpet
literature. The data will be included in the completion of my
monograph which, in turn, will complete a portion of the
requirements for a Doctor of Musical Arts degree. This degree
program is being supervised by James West, Associate Professor of
Trumpet at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, LA.
Please log in with your complete first name, last name and email
address. The email address will NOT be used except to verify
the identity of each evaluator.
If you leave the site before completing the survey, you will be
able to log back on and complete the survey without starting over.
First Name
Last Name
Web design and hosting services provided by Wall & Associates.
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Copy of instruction screens
Welcome
Thank you for participating in this study. You have agreed
to participate as an evaluator in a project designed to
identify compositions in the trumpet repertoire which might
be labeled as possessing "serious artistic merit." Your
willingness to assist in this important project is appreciated
very much. Before indicating your judgements on the rating scales
that follow, please read carefully the following definitions and
criteria which are to be used in determining the degree of
"serious artistic merit." It is of the utmost importance that
each evaluator approach the rating process with the same frame
of reference. The unaccompanied solo trumpet works that follow
were drawn from an exhaustive list of all solo trumpet literature.
If you believe a work has been omitted or if you have any other
comments, please send them to Mike Bellinger at mbellin@lsu.edu.
The amount of time required to complete the survey is between
5 and 25 minutes, depending on your knowledge of the material.
The purpose of the survey is to collect a numerical value for
each unaccompanied trumpet work. The score will be combined with
the scores of 20 evaluators. Each work should be scored 1.0 - 5. 0 is reserved
for a work unfamiliar to you.
A collection of 10 criteria were adapted for use as delimiters
for each work.









serious The word "serious" is used in its meaning as demanding earnest application,
requiring considerable care and thought, sincerely motivated, important and
significant. It is not used in graver or somber context and can therefore include the
cheerful and or humorous vein which is not trivial.
artistic The adjective "artistic" is used in its meaning as conformable to the standards
of art, characterized by taste, discrimination, judgment and skill in execution,
satisfying aesthetic requirements &mdash; modern dictionaries still giving the
preferred definition of aesthetic as relating to the sense of the beautiful.
merit The noun "merit" is used in its meaning as a claim to commendation, excellence
in quality and deserving esteem.
Back to Top
The Ten Criteria
The following ten criteria and explanations are from the Ostling - Gilbert model.
1. The composition has form ó not 'a form' but form ó and reflects a proper
balance between repetition and contrast.
This statement addresses the overall organization of the piece. It seeks to
clarify that the criterion in this instance should not be an identifiable or specific
mold as in the standard forms (rondo, song and trio, sonata, fugue ó forms of
music), but form in music ó an orderly arrangement of elements (always given
in stylistic context). In a certain sense it is difficult to imagine how form in
some sense could be nonexistent in music Ö This criterion requires a judgment
as to whether these twin principles (repetition and contrast) are in proper
balance in a composition.
2. The composition reflects shape and design, and creates the impression of
conscious choice and judicious arrangement on the part of the composer.
This statement seeks to be a bit more specific in the area of form Ö This
criterion seeks to address the craftsmanship of the composer in controlling
dynamic and static gestures, control of phrasing and cadencing, the pacing of
musical events and control of internal arrival points.
3. The composition reflects craftsmanship in orchestration, demonstrating
proper balance between transparent and tutti scoring and also between solo
and group colors.
This criterion applies to the composer's control over texture and color. Factors
of musical color and texture must be in a proper balance in making a judgment
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of serious artistic merit.
4. The composition is sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an immediate grasp
of its musical meaning.
If the tendencies of musical movement are totally predictable, and directly
apparent upon first hearing the composition, the value of the music is
minimized. This statement does not intend to imply that only complex music
can meet standards of serious artistic merit. It is true that a complex
composition requires several hearings to grasp its intricacies in musical
meaning, but a composition which is not complex might provoke a distinctive
and unique response from the listener which of itself places that composition in
the category of being sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an immediate grasp
of its meaning, thus sustaining its intrigue through repeated hearings.
5. The route through which the composition travels in initiating its musical
tendencies and probable musical goals is not completely direct and obvious.
Concerning this aspect of value of music, Meyer states the following
principles: 1) A work which establishes no tendencies Ö will be of no value. 2)
If the most probable goal is reached in the most direct way, given the stylistic
context, the musical event, taken in itself, will be of little value. 3) If the goal
is never reached, or if the tendencies activated become dissipated in the press
of over-elaborate, or irrelevant diversions, then the value will tend to be
minimal.
6. The composition is consistent in its quality throughout its length and in its
various sections.
This criterion seeks to ensure that in a symphony, for instance, a final
movement reaches the same level of quality of the opening movement, and the
middle movements. In a suite, the movements should not be alternately
profound and trivial. This criterion would, of course, also apply to the various
sections of a single movement composition.
7. The composition is consistent in its style, reflecting a complete grasp of
technical details, clearly conceived ideas, and avoids lapses into trivial, futile
or unsuitable passages.
Hanslick, writing in 1854, makes the following statement concerning style:
"Style in music, we should like to understand in a purely musical sense: as the
perfect grasp of the technical side of music, which in the expression of the
creative thought assumes an appearance of uniformity. A composer shows his
good style by avoiding everything trivial, futile and unsuitable, as he carries
out a clearly conceived idea, and by bringing every technical detail into artistic
agreement with the whole."
8. The composition reflects ingenuity in its development, given the stylistic
context in which it exists.
Thompson states that the clinical signs of quality in music are three: 1) the
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ability of a work to hold one's attention, 2) one's ability to remember it vividly,
and 3) a certain strangeness in musical texture, that is to say, the presence
technical invention such as novelty of rhythm, of contrapuntal, harmonic,
melodic or instrumental devices.
9. The composition is genuine in idiom, and is not pretentious.
This statement seeks assurance that the composition is true to the concept
implied either by its title, or the intent on the part of the composer in
presenting the composition as one of serious artistic merit.
10. The composition reflects musical validity which transcends factors of
historical importance, or factors of pedagogical usefulness.
Evaluators should rate a composition only on the basis of its significance as a
composition of serious artistic merit. Care must be exercised to prevent such
factors as historical importance of a composition from contaminating an
evaluation on the basis of its merit in quality. The evaluators should also avoid
high ratings for a composition that might suit the [trumpet] medium well, but
which might not withstand close scrutiny by musicians in general.
Back to Top
Types of Exposure
For the purposes of this study, each evaluator should consider the following types
of exposure to a listed composition as being sufficient for a subjective judgment:
· A composition performed by the evaluator in performance.
· A composition performed by the evaluator in rehearsal.
· A composition heard by the evaluator in live performance.
· A composition heard by the evaluator in recorded performance.
· A composition heard by the evaluator in an observed rehearsal.
Back to Top
Judgement Levels
The judgment levels used in the rating scale are as follows:
The composition is not familiar (do not judge a composition with which you are not
familiar.) See above criteria.
1 - Strongly Disagree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic merit.
2 - Disagree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic merit.
3 - Undecided as to the serious artistic merit of this composition.
4 - Agree that the composition meets the criteria of serious artistic merit.








          GORDER, WAYNE 0 1 2 3 4 5
1ST PIECE D'EXAMEN
          FERNAND, 0 1 2 3 4 5
2 VOCALISES
          VOLOTSKOY, P 0 1 2 3 4 5
25 OPERA SNATCHES
          SCHUMAN, W 0 1 2 3 4 5
3 PIECES
          STARI, K 0 1 2 3 4 5
3 PIECES
          BLANK, A 0 1 2 3 4 5
3 SONGS
          SACCO, 0 1 2 3 4 5
3 STATEMENTS
          FRACKENPOHL, ARTHUR 0 1 2 3 4 5
4 BREVITIES
          CAMPBELL, TG 0 1 2 3 4 5
4 IMPROVISATIONS




          HOFFMAN, EDWARD 0 1 2 3 4 5
4 POEMS
          VACKAR, DALIBOR 0 1 2 3 4 5
5 PIECES
          WEINER, S 0 1 2 3 4 5
5 POEMS OF EMILY DICKINSON
          RIZZETTO, JAY 0 1 2 3 4 5
5 PREDICTIONS
          KUPFERMAN, MEYER 0 1 2 3 4 5
5 SHORT PIECES
          SMITH, CLAUDE T 0 1 2 3 4 5
50 CELEBRATED DANCES
          METRA, O 0 1 2 3 4 5
5TH ETUDE
          MOREL, 0 1 2 3 4 5
8 PROFILES
          TULL, FISHER 0 1 2 3 4 5
A AND O? (W TAPE)
          CAVIANI, R 0 1 2 3 4 5
A DAY IN THE CITY




          REICHE, GOTTFRIED 0 1 2 3 4 5
ABRAHAM'S CALL
          COLIN, CHARLES 0 1 2 3 4 5
AIR DE BRAVOURE
          JOLIVET, ANDRE 0 1 2 3 4 5
ALONE TRUMPET
          POWELL, MORGAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
BANSHEES
          MITSUOKA, I 0 1 2 3 4 5
CANTO I
          ADLER, SAMUEL 0 1 2 3 4 5
CAPRICCIO
          KOPELENT, M 0 1 2 3 4 5
CAPRICE
          TAUTENHAHN, GERALD 0 1 2 3 4 5
CAPRICE
          SCHELOKOV, VJACHESLAV 0 1 2 3 4 5
CAPRICE #17
          PAGANINI, NICOLO 0 1 2 3 4 5
CARINTHIA MELODIE




          VACCHIANO, WILLIAM 0 1 2 3 4 5
CASCADES
          VIZZUTTI, ALLEN 0 1 2 3 4 5
CHANT
          ENDSLEY, GERALD 0 1 2 3 4 5
CHARACTERISTIC VARIATIONS
          ISRAEL, BRIAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
COMMEMORATION
          BUSS, HOWARD J 0 1 2 3 4 5
CONCERTINO
          VIDAL, PAUL 0 1 2 3 4 5
CONCERTINO OP 66
          THILMANN, JOHANNES 0 1 2 3 4 5
CONCERTO
          SZEKELY, ENDRE 0 1 2 3 4 5
CONCERTO
          VIZZUTTI, ALLEN AND JEFF TYZIK 0 1 2 3 4 5
CONCOCTIONS
          CHEETHAM, JOHN 0 1 2 3 4 5
CONNECTIONS




          GOTTSCHALK, ARTHUR 0 1 2 3 4 5
CONVERSATION PIECE
          RILEY, J 0 1 2 3 4 5
CORNUCOPIA
          VAN APPLEDORN, MARY JEAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
COUNTERPOINTS
          RAHN, J 0 1 2 3 4 5
DAGN
          SITSKY, L 0 1 2 3 4 5
DEBUSSY VARIATIONS #12
          KAVANAUGH, P 0 1 2 3 4 5
DESIGN
          GLOWATY, A 0 1 2 3 4 5
DIALOGUE
          SOLOMON, ES 0 1 2 3 4 5
DIVERTIMENTO OP 21
          SOMMERFELDT, O 0 1 2 3 4 5
DIVERTISSMENTS FOR TRUMPET
          MANCINI, A 0 1 2 3 4 5
ECHANGES




          STOCKHAUSEN, KARLHEINZ 0 1 2 3 4 5
ELEGY SET
          DELLA PERUTI, CARL 0 1 2 3 4 5
ENCORE PIECE
          RENWICK, W 0 1 2 3 4 5
EPISODE TROISIEME
          JOLAS, BETSY 0 1 2 3 4 5
EQUINOCTIAL POINTS
          WINICK, 0 1 2 3 4 5
ESSAYS
          WILLERTH, P 0 1 2 3 4 5
ETCHINGS
          BRINGS, ALAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
BTRB (THEATRE PIECE)
          COPE, DAVID 0 1 2 3 4 5
ETUDE #2 "DU STYLE"
          CHARLIER, THEO 0 1 2 3 4 5
EXTENSIONS
          COPE, DAVID 0 1 2 3 4 5
FANFARE SONATA




          SCHROTER, H 0 1 2 3 4 5
FANTASY
          ARNOLD, MALCOLM 0 1 2 3 4 5
FIRST VOICE, THE
          TICHELI, FRANK 0 1 2 3 4 5
FLEXIONS II
          POUSSEUR, HENRI 0 1 2 3 4 5
FLORIANI SUITE
          SCHILLING, HANS LUDWIG 0 1 2 3 4 5
FOUR CAPRICCIOS
          WAGNER, W 0 1 2 3 4 5
FOUR ISLAND PHANTASIES
          BITTENGER, JAMES 0 1 2 3 4 5
FOUR MONODIES
          NELHYBEL, VACLAV 0 1 2 3 4 5
FOURSQUARE
          VEHAR, PERSIS 0 1 2 3 4 5
GABRIEL'S TUNE FOR THE LAST JUDGEMENT
          DACOSTA, NOEL 0 1 2 3 4 5
GESTURES




          BOZZA, EUGENE 0 1 2 3 4 5
I REMEMBER
          WILSON, DANA 0 1 2 3 4 5
IMAGES ROMANTIQUES
          DOKSHITSER, TIMOFEI 0 1 2 3 4 5
IMPRESSIONS (WITH TAPE)
          CHAPMAN, BASIL 0 1 2 3 4 5
IMPROMPTU
          HOUSIAUX, 0 1 2 3 4 5
IMPROVISATIONS
          VACCHIANO, WILLIAM 0 1 2 3 4 5
INTENSITY THREE
          BORISHANSKY, ELLIOT 0 1 2 3 4 5
INTRADA
          KETTING, OTTO 0 1 2 3 4 5
INTRODUCTION AND RONDO
          WAGNER, JOSEPH 0 1 2 3 4 5
IONS
          SMALLMAN, JEFF 0 1 2 3 4 5
JOIE DE VIVRE: HOMMAGE A PICASSO




          VORLOVA, SLAVA 0 1 2 3 4 5
KONSERT OP 43
          SYLVAN, SIXTEN 0 1 2 3 4 5
KONZERT OP 40
          STOHR, RICHARD 0 1 2 3 4 5
KRYL
          ERICKSON, R 0 1 2 3 4 5
LAMENT
          LUBET, A 0 1 2 3 4 5
LAMINAE
          HEUSSENSTAMM, GEORGE 0 1 2 3 4 5
LAST POST AND REVEILLE
          ANONYMOUS, 0 1 2 3 4 5
LAUDE
          FRIEDMAN, STAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
LES ECHOES ALPESTRES
          LEDUC, P 0 1 2 3 4 5
LITANY OF BREATH
          SAMPSON, DAVID 0 1 2 3 4 5
LITTLE LOW HEAVENS




          PHILLIPS, P 0 1 2 3 4 5
LOVE'S ENCHANTMENT
          PRYOR, ARTHUR 0 1 2 3 4 5
MIKRO KONTRAPUNKTE II
          HOLZER, GERHARD 0 1 2 3 4 5
MILES PER HOUR (1990)
          BAIOCCHI, REGINA A HARRIS 0 1 2 3 4 5
MINIATURES
          ANDRIX, GEORGE 0 1 2 3 4 5
MONOLOG 7
          KOCH, E VON 0 1 2 3 4 5
MONOLOGUE 8
          HARTZELL, E 0 1 2 3 4 5
MONOLOGUE V
          BRONS, CAREL 0 1 2 3 4 5
MONOLOQUE
          CHKOLNIK, ILIA 0 1 2 3 4 5
MONOPHONY VII
          LEWIS, ROBERT HALL 0 1 2 3 4 5
MOONS OF JUPITER




          ESCHER, P 0 1 2 3 4 5
MUSICA PARA CUERDASY TROMPETA
          TAURIELLO, ANTONIO 0 1 2 3 4 5
NAMELESS HOUR, THE
          SYMONDS, NORMAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
NINE BLACK RIDERS
          VIZZUTTI, ALLEN 0 1 2 3 4 5
ORIENTAL EXPRESS
          MICHEL, JEAN-FRANCOIS 0 1 2 3 4 5
OUTSIDE THE WINDOW
          GRAHN, U 0 1 2 3 4 5
PARABLE OP 127
          PERSICHETTI, VINCENT 0 1 2 3 4 5
PARTITA TRUMPET
          VACKAR, DALIBOR 0 1 2 3 4 5
PATHS
          TAKEMITSU, TORU 0 1 2 3 4 5
PETIT PIECE D'EXAMEN
          GAUDERFROY, 0 1 2 3 4 5
PETIT PIECE D'EXAMEN, SIMPLEX




          BON, WILHELM 0 1 2 3 4 5
POCO A POCO DIM
          LANG, 0 1 2 3 4 5
POEM FOR A FALLEN HERO
          FRIEDMAN, STAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
POLYPHONY
          WHITTENBERG, CHARLES 0 1 2 3 4 5
POSTCARDS
          PLOG, ANTHONY 0 1 2 3 4 5
PREMONITIONS
          CLARKE, NIGEL 0 1 2 3 4 5
REFRAIN
          BROWNING, Z 0 1 2 3 4 5
REMEMBER
          DIEMENTE, E 0 1 2 3 4 5
ROMANZE ANTICHE E NUOVO
          LOEB, DAVID 0 1 2 3 4 5
ROMANZE E DUE SCHERZI
          LOEB, DAVID 0 1 2 3 4 5
SALVOS




          PRESSER, WILLIAM 0 1 2 3 4 5
SEVEN SOLILOQUIES
          MOYLAN, W 0 1 2 3 4 5
SHADES OF BRASS
          SURDIN, MORRIS 0 1 2 3 4 5
SHAZAM
          RABE, FOLKE 0 1 2 3 4 5
SICILIANA B FLAT
          BARSANTI, FRANCESCO 0 1 2 3 4 5
SIX PIECES
          FAILLENOT, MAURICE 0 1 2 3 4 5
SNOW SCENES
          VIZZUTTI, ALLEN 0 1 2 3 4 5
SOLILOQUY XII FOR SOLO TRUMPET OP 94 #12
          WIGGINS, C.D 0 1 2 3 4 5
SOLO PIECE
          WOLPE, STEFAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
SOLUS
          FRIEDMAN, STAN 0 1 2 3 4 5
SOMETHING ELSE




          STEIN, LEON 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATA
          THOMAS, AR 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATA
          WAGNER, W 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATA # 2
          DAVID, A 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATA FOR TRUMPET
          KLAUSS, K 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATA FOR UNACCOMPANIED TRUMPET
          GALLAGHER, JACK 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATINA
          NATRA, S 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATINA
          BARTLES, ALFRED H. 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATINA
          DARTER, THOMAS E 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATINA
          HENZE, HANS WERNER 0 1 2 3 4 5
SONATINE IN B FLAT
          HERBILLON, G 0 1 2 3 4 5
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SONATINE IN DREISATZEN OP 42A
          APOSTEL, HANS 0 1 2 3 4 5
SOUND SHAPES 11
          GHEZZO, DINU 0 1 2 3 4 5
SPACE IS A DIAMOND
          DLUGOSZEWSKI, LUCIA 0 1 2 3 4 5
SPHINX
          HANNAY, R 0 1 2 3 4 5
SPRINGFALL
          UBER, DAVID 0 1 2 3 4 5
SPRITUAL FANTASY NO
          TILLIS, FREDERICK 0 1 2 3 4 5
STROFA II
          VAN DEN BOOREN, JO 0 1 2 3 4 5
STUDI
          SAMBATARO, D 0 1 2 3 4 5
SUITE
          SCHNEIDER, W 0 1 2 3 4 5
SUITE
          HALSTEAD, A 0 1 2 3 4 5
SUITE




          GENELENSKI, D 0 1 2 3 4 5
SUITE # 1
          WILDER, ALEC 0 1 2 3 4 5
SUITE # 2
          WILDER, ALEC 0 1 2 3 4 5
SUITE CONCERTANTE OP 48
          WERNER, FRITZ 0 1 2 3 4 5
SUITE POUR TROMPETTE SOLO
          DOKSHITSER, TIMOFEI 0 1 2 3 4 5
SUNSTAR
          ANDERSON, THOMAS JEFFERSON 0 1 2 3 4 5
TARANTARA
          RAUTAVAARA, EINOJUHARI 0 1 2 3 4 5
THEME AND VARIATIONS
          SHADWELL, N 0 1 2 3 4 5
TIJUANA TRUMPETS
          HOUSTON, 0 1 2 3 4 5
TIMES OP 39
          CAMPO, FRANK 0 1 2 3 4 5
TO SEEK THE CENTER OF QUIET




          BROILES, MEL 0 1 2 3 4 5
TRIO LECTURES CONCERT
          TOULON, J 0 1 2 3 4 5
TRIPTYCH
          GREEN, G 0 1 2 3 4 5
TROMBA SOLO
          HVOSLEF, KETIL 0 1 2 3 4 5
TROMPETISSIMO
          LEITERMEYER, FRITZ 0 1 2 3 4 5
TRUMPALIEN
          ADAM, AA 0 1 2 3 4 5
TRUMPET
          TAXIN, IRA 0 1 2 3 4 5
TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
          LAMBRO, P 0 1 2 3 4 5
UNTITLED 2
          KOMOROUS, R 0 1 2 3 4 5
VARIANTS 1 - 3
          KOBETZ, I 0 1 2 3 4 5
VARIANTS 4 - 6
          KOBETZ, I 0 1 2 3 4 5
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VARIANTS 7 - 9
          KOBETZ, I 0 1 2 3 4 5
VARIATION MOVEMENTS
          HENDERSON, ROBERT 0 1 2 3 4 5
VARIATIONS
          BLAIR, D 0 1 2 3 4 5
VARIATIONS ON AMAZING GRACE
          ROSOLINO, R 0 1 2 3 4 5
VARIATIONS SUR UN TRUMPET
          THILDE, J 0 1 2 3 4 5
VARIAZIONI OP 44 #3
          CROLEY, RANDELL 0 1 2 3 4 5
VISIONS ELOQUENT AND TRIUMPHANT
          ROBINSON, K 0 1 2 3 4 5
WERKE VOOR MELODIE INSTRUMENT
          RASCH, RA 0 1 2 3 4 5
WHITE SUN LADY VARIATIONS ON A
SEMINOLE MEDICINE CHANT
          SCHMIDT, WILLIAM
0 1 2 3 4 5
WILDERNESS SKETCHES
          LAMB, JD 0 1 2 3 4 5
ZYKLUS
          MULLER-HORNBACH, 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Publisher: GENERAL MUSIC PUBLISHING CO
Arranger:
Name: KUPFERMAN, MEYER
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Arranger:
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Title: FOUR ISLAND PHANTASIES
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Arranger:
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Arranger:
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Publisher: SEESAW MUSIC CORP
Arranger:
Name: HEUSSENSTAMM, GEORGE
Title: LAST POST AND REVEILLE




Publisher: SEESAW MUSIC CORP
Arranger:
Name: FRIEDMAN, STAN
Title: LES ECHOES ALPESTRES
Publisher: HENRI LEMOINE ET CIE
Arranger:
Name: LEDUC, P




Title: LITTLE LOW HEAVENS









Publisher: EDITIONS MARC REIFT
Arranger:
Name: PRYOR, ARTHUR




Title: MILES PER HOUR (1990)
Publisher: AMERICAN WOMEN COMPOSERS
Arranger:
Name: BAIOCCHI, REGINA A HARRIS
Title: MINIATURES




Publisher: CARL GEHRMANS MUSIKFORLAG
Arranger:

















Name: LEWIS, ROBERT HALL
Title: MOONS OF JUPITER




Publisher: AMADEUS C/O EDITION EULENBURG
Arranger:
Name: ESCHER, P
Title: MUSICA PARA CUERDASY TROMPETA
Publisher: PAN AMERICAN UNION (PEER)
Arranger:
Name: TAURIELLO, ANTONIO









Publisher: EDITIONS MARC REIFT
Arranger:
Name: MICHEL, JEAN-FRANCOIS
Title: OUTSIDE THE WINDOW
Publisher: SEESAW MUSIC CORP
Arranger:
Name: GRAHN, U
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Arranger:
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Title: SONATA FOR TRUMPET
Publisher: COMPOSERS' AUTOGRAPH PUBLICATIONS
Arranger:
Name: KLAUSS, K











Name: BARTLES, ALFRED H.
Title: SONATINA
Publisher: CROWN MUSIC PRESS
Arranger:
Name: DARTER, THOMAS E
Title: SONATINA
Publisher: SCHOTT & CO
Arranger:
Name: HENZE, HANS WERNER
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Title: SOUND SHAPES 11
Publisher: SEESAW MUSIC CORP
Arranger:
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Publisher: TOUCH OF BRASS
Arranger:
Name: UBER, DAVID
Title: SPRITUAL FANTASY NO






Name: VAN DEN BOOREN, JO
Title: STUDI
































Title: SUITE POUR TROMPETTE SOLO




Publisher: NEW YORK COMPOSERS' FACSIMILE EDITION
Arranger:
Name: ANDERSON, THOMAS JEFFERSON
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Title: TARANTARA
Publisher: EDITIONE PHILIPPE FOUGERS
Arranger:
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Title: TIMES OP 39
Publisher: WESTERN INTERNATIONAL MUSIC
Arranger:
Name: CAMPO, FRANK
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Arranger:
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Publisher: HAROLD BRANCH PUBLICATIONS
Arranger:
Name: ROBINSON, K
Title: WERKE VOOR MELODIE INSTRUMENT
Publisher: MUZIEKUITGEVERIJ SAUL B GROEN
Arranger:
Name: RASCH, RA
Title: WHITE SUN LADY VARIATIONS ON A SEMINOLE MEDICINE
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Acton Ostling, Jr. is Professor of Music on the music faculty of University of
Louisville since 1974. Prior to his appointment at the University of Louisville, Dr.
Ostling served as Director of Bands at the University of Maryland and Iowa State
University. In addition to his duties as concert band conductor and teacher of
conducting, Dr. Ostling has taught graduate courses in music education including
psychology, philosophy and introductory courses in Gordon Music Learning Theory.
A native of New York State, he completed the Bachelor and Master of Music
degrees at the University of Michigan and a Ph.D at the University of Iowa. Dr.
Ostling has also served on the Editorial Committee for the Journal of Band Research,
and for a period as Acting Editor. He is a former president of the Maryland Band
Directors Association, and from 1967-1975 served as National Secretary/Treasurer of
the College Band Directors National Association.
Bennett Reimer was John W. Beattie Professor of Music Education at
Northwestern University and is now Professor Emeritus. Bennett Reimer is a well-
known and respected authority on the philosophy of music education and curriculum
design. Reimer’s major book dealing with his views on the arts in general is A
Philosophy of Music Education, published in 1970. He has written numerous journal
articles pertaining to his various concepts contained in his book. Besides being a
writer, Reimer is also a lecturer on music and arts education, and can be found on
many national committees.
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Reimer believes that musicality is inherent in each individual and that aesthetic
experiences in music is not solely for the elite. On aesthetics, Reimer states that
aesthetic educators must be acquainted with the deepest values of music as they are
understood by the professional scholars whose job is to explain them. These educators
must represent the art of music to children as authentically and as comprehensively as
they can understand and teach. In his approach to music education, Reimer includes
materials from a wide spectrum of musical literature and promotes exposure to musics
of other cultures. This he believes will bring us to a deeper understanding of our own
being as well as our own relationship to those from other cultures.
Dr. Jay W. Gilbert is Director of Bands and Chair of the Music Department at
Doane College in Crete, Nebraska. He conducts the Concert Band and oversees all
aspects of the instrumental music education program. He holds degrees in music
education from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Masters and Doctoral
degrees in conducting from Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois where he
studied with the renowned conductor and arranger John P. Paynter, and the
outstanding orchestral conductor Victor Yampolski.
Dr. Gilbert's career as a band director began in the public schools of
Wisconsin, where he taught instrumental music in elementary, middle, junior high and
high schools. Prior to his appointment at Doane, Dr. Gilbert was Assistant Director of
Bands at Baylor University in Waco, Texas. He has been a guest conductor throughout
the United States and Canada. In addition to his conducting activities he has served as
percussion instructor for the National High School Music Institute at Northwestern
University.
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Timothy Reynish is on n the faculty of the Royal Northern College of Music
where he conducts the Wind Ensemble and the Chamber Orchestra. Reynish is a
founding member and 2001-2003 President of WASBE (World Association for
Symphonic Bands and Ensembles). He is also the editor of Maecenas Contemporary
Composers, a music publisher.
Thomas Hohstadt is the author of the books Dying to Live and I Felt God... I
Think. He has achieved recognition in several fields: international symphony
conductor, author, lecturer, recording artist, composer, and soloist. A twenty-eight-
year conducting career includes positions with the Eastman School of Music; the




BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION ON WORKS OF SERIOUS ARTISTIC MERIT
Title: 5 Pieces, Op. 43
Publisher: Gerard Billaudot
Composer: Weiner, Stanley
First Performance: Copyright 1973
Performance time: (8:50); I-1:37; II-2:10; III-1:34; IV-2:07; V-1:22
Type of trumpet specified: C trumpet
Comments: Five movements alternating Fast-Slow-Fast-Slow-Fast. Notation is
standard.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: 8 Profiles
Publisher: Boosey & Hawkes
Composer: Tull, Fisher
First Performance: Copyright 1980
Performance time: Each pair c. 6:00
Type of trumpet specified: None
Comments: Eight 2 movement works dedicated to Fisher Tull's trumpet colleagues
who were students of John J. Haynie at North Texas State University during the
1950s. Each pair consists of two sections contrasting the lyrical and virtuostic aspects
of trumpet performance. All are notated in standard notation, without extended
techniques. Technical requirements are sometimes substantial.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,




First Performance: c. 1730
Composer: Reiche, Gottfried
Performance time: 0:20
Type of trumpet specified: D trumpet
Comments: An eleven bar fanfare best known as the opening theme from CBS Sunday
Morning.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: Capriccio




Type of trumpet specified: Bb Trumpet
Comments: Dedicated to Dale Marrs. This work utilizes a combination of standard and
contemporary notation. Kopelant uses a wide array of extended techniques and mutes.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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Title: Eingang & Formel




Type of trumpet specified: none
A work of performance art. Extended techniques required with lengthy performance
instructions including suggestions for costumes, stage blocking. Written for Markus
Stockhausen, son of the composer. First performance in 1978 at IRCAM.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: Etude #2 "Du Style"from 36 Transcendental Etudes
Publisher: Alphonse Leduc Editions Musicales
Composer: Charlier, Théo
First Performance: Published 1926
Performance time: 3:00
Type of trumpet specified: Cornet, trumpet or flugelhorn in Bb
Comments: Work utilizes standard notation.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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Title: Fantasy for Bb Trumpet, Op. 100
Publisher: Faber Music Ltd
Composer: Arnold, Malcolm
First Performance: Copyright 1969
Performance time: 4:00
Type of trumpet specified: Bb Trumpet
Comments: Dedicated to Ernest Hall. Traditional notation. Technically accessible.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: First Voice, The
Publisher: PP Music
Composer: Ticheli, Frank
First Performance: Copyright 1982
Performance time: 7:50
Type of trumpet specified: none
Comments: Two movements. Extensive performance notes provided by the composer
accompanying wide ranging extended techniques. Premiered by the composer. The
title of the work and its movements are drawn from the Book of Revelation 4:1.
"… and the first voice I heard, like the sound of a trumpet speaking with me said,
'Come up here, and I will show you what must take place after these things.'"
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,









First Performance: Copyright 1958
Performance time: 4:00
Type of trumpet specified: C trumpet or F horn
Comments: Traditional notation
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,





First Performance: Work completed 1977
Performance time: 8:00
Type of trumpet specified: C trumpet
Comments: Many extended techniques required. Several pages of additional
performance notes provided by Ed Harkins.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: Laude
Publisher: Seesaw Music Corp
Composer: Friedman, Stanley
First Performance: Completed 1980
Performance time: I-3:00; II-3:00; III- 3:00; IV-3:00
Type of trumpet specified: C Trumpet
Comments: Four movement work that can be performed separately, according to the
composer. Movements are titled: I-Nocturne for St. Thomas; II-Phantasie für Der Wiz;
III-Berceuse for John Julius; IV-for Professor NABOB. The work utilized a
combination for traditional notation and contemporary notation representing extended
techniques.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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Type of trumpet specified: None
Comments: Traditional notation and techniques.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: Mikro Kontrapunkte II
Publisher: Edition Peters
Composer: Holzer, Gerhard
First Performance: Copyright 1974
Performance time: 6:00
Type of trumpet specified: None
Comments: Dedicated to Claude Rippas, this work utilizes many extended techniques
and uses a combination of traditional and contemporary notation.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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Title: Parable XIV for Solo Trumpet, Op. 127
Publisher: Presser
Composer: Persichetti, Vincent
First Performance: Copyright 1975
Performance time:
Type of trumpet specified: Conceived for C trumpet, composer suggests possible Bb
trumpet.
Comments: Multi sectional with traditional notation. Composer's only instruction is
"Flexibly."
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: Paths
Publisher: Schott & Co
Composer: Takemitsu, Toru
First Performance: 1994 by Hâkan Hardenberger
Performance time: 5:00
Type of trumpet specified: C Trumpet
Comments: Extremely complex rhythmically and harmonically.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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Type of trumpet specified: C or Bb trumpet
Comments: Radio New Zealand commissioned Dr. Friedman for a series of bugle-
call-ish trumpet riffs to serve as interludes between readings of poems written by a NZ
soldier in World War I. The poems and trumpet riffs were broadcast by Radio NZ on
Armistice Day. The poems are very sad and evocative of the horrors of war. These
riffs were restuctured into the present work, which is dedicated to a dear friend and
NZ Symphony violist, Charlie Mountfort, who died suddenly in 1993.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: Polyphony
Publisher: Mcginnis & Marx
 Name: Whittenberg, Charles
First Performance: Completed 1965
Performance time: 5:00
Type of trumpet specified: C Trumpet
Comments: Dedicated to Gerard Schwartz. Traditional notation but extensive
technical requirements.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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Title: Solo Piece




Type of trumpet specified: C trumpet
Comments: Dedicated to and edited by Ronald Anderson. Uses standard notation.





Performance time: I-3:30; II-3:00; III-2:30; IV-3:00
Type of trumpet specified: None specified by the composer. C trumpet required for the
fourth movement.
Comments: Dedicated to Sydney Mears. A combination of standard techniques and
extended techniques. Brief performance notes provided.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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Title: Sonatina
Publisher: Schott & Co
Composer: Henze, Hans Werner
First Performance: 1974
Performance time: I-0:40; II-2:20; III-1:10
Type of trumpet specified: none
Comments: Standard notation. Three movements titled: I-Toccata, Allegro con brio;
II-Canzone; III-Segnali. Dedicated to Howard Snell.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: Sonatine In Dreisatzen, Op. 42a
Publisher: Universal Editions
Composer: Apostel, Hans Erich
First Performance: 1970
Performance time: I-2:00; II-5:00; III-4:00
Type of trumpet specified: None
Comments: Forward by Edward Tarr. Dedicated to Walter Kolneder. Standard
notation, but rhythmically complex.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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Title: Tarantara




Type of trumpet specified: None specified
Comments: Dedicated to Reima Jaatinen
Range: as notated concert pitch
Title: Variation Movements
Publisher: Western International Music
Composer: Henderson, Robert
First Performance: Copyright 1967
Performance time: 7:00
Type of trumpet specified: None
Comments: Theme and five variations requiring substantial technique. Utilizes
standard notation.
Range: as notated concert pitch
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
Where a trumpet is not specified,
I assumed concert pitch.
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